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The City Government. 
The meeting of the Belfast City Gov- 
eminent was held Monday evening with 
the following members present: Mayor 
Wescott; Aldermen Cooper, Simmons and 
Thompson; Councilmen Howes, Durham, 
Thompson, Hall, Sylvester, Payson and 
Staples. 
The roll of accounts was read and pass- 
ed as follows: 
; Superintendent of schools.$ 64 30 
Highways. 333 68 
Contingent 311 89 
High school. 18 09 
School Charity.. 5 81 
Armory.66 03 
Street lighting.‘... 402 05 
Hay ford account.%. I1 3 30 
Street sprinkling. 385 00 
Harbor bridges. 450 20 
Belfast hree Library. 260 20 
School Contingent. 27 61 
Free text books and supplies. 29 22 
School repairs and insurance. 76 79 
Paupers. 613 73 
Sewers 135 22 
Cemeteries. 52 35 
State road. 1,234 39 
Sidewalks. 282 83 
Fire Department. 77 40 
Police Department. 8 20 
City Building. 109 17 
school Transportation. 49 50 
General school purposes. ... 352 75 
City Team Lxpense. 112 65 
$5,511 86 
Reports of Tax Collector and City 
i Treasurer were placed on file. 
The Committee on City Property was 
authorized to sell the abandoned school 
house on Searsport Avenue. 
The Mayor and Committee on City 
Property were instructed to confer with 
the Assessors to prepare to meet the re- 
quirements of the State Board of Asses- 
sors in regard to the tax inventory. 
It was voted to increase the compensa- 
tion of the night watchman from $2.50 
to $3.00 per night, from and after Octo- 
ber 12, 1918. 
x ne t-ity Treasurer was auinonzea to 
execute a quit-claim deed of the City’s 
interest in the Hartford Shute property, 
upon payment of back taxes and interest. 
The Committee on City Property was 
instructed to examine the steps leading 
to the lock up and report to the next 
meeting if any change should be neces- 
sary. 
The Committee on Fire Department, 
together with the Chief Engineer, were 
authorized to purchase live hundred feet 
of lire hose. 
It was voted to contribute one-tenth of 
one per cent of the City’s assessed valua- 
tion for 1918 to the Committee on Public 
Safety. 
The following order was passed in con- 
currence. 
Ordered: That the City present to Miss 
Ruth Coombs, Superintendent of Waldo 
I County Hospital, a fifty dollar Fourth 
Liberty Loan Bond in acknowledgement 
and recognition of her fearless, untiring, 
and spiendid assistance and service ren- 
dered to the Municipal Officers and Citi- 
zens of Belfast during the recent influenza 
epidemic; and that the City Treasurer 
be and hereby is requested to make the 
presentation, together with a copy of this 
order. 
The Street Commissioner was instruct- 
ed to cause the wire fence near the Kelley 
axe factory bridge to be placed on the 
land of the owner. 
ELDEN D. CHOATE. 
Elden D. Choate was the first Mont- 
ville boy to give his life for his country. 
He was a member of the 30th Depot Brig- 
ade. He died at Camp Devens October 
ltith, aged 21 years, 8 months and 8 days, 
of pneumonia following Spanish influ- 
enza. His mother, Mrs. Annabelle B. 
Choate, was summoned and cared for 
him until the end came. He was anxious 
to be called to the colors and would have 
made a brave soldier had his life been 
spared. He leaves, beside his mother, 
five sisters and two brothers to deplore 
his untimely passing. The whole com- 
_lx__ninssnrnlir uritVi t liom 
The funeral service was conducted at the 
house October 19th by Rev. Nathan Hunt 
of Morrill. Interment at the Plains cem- 
etery. A partial list of the floral offer- 
ings follow, showing in a slight manner 
in what esteem the young soldidier was 
held by relatives and friends: Sprays of 
roses from his mother and sister, Mrs. 
Elden Rowell; cluster of roses and ferns 
from his sister, Mrs. Charles F. Carter; 
spray of roses, Mrs. Ruby Hoit; set piece 
of roses and green from Mr. and Mrs. F. 
W. Barlow, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Thorn- 
dike and son, Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Lucas, 
Don Lucas, Chester Gray and mother; 
spray of gladiolas, Mrs. Sleeper of Bel- 
j fast; wreaths from Mr. and Mrs. J. V. 
| Jackson, Leonard V. and Miss Nella 
Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Baker; 
bouquet, Mrs. Alice Sanford. 
SUSAN W. BURD. 
Miss Susan Wentworth Burd, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin D. Burd of West 
i Medford, Mass., died at her home Oct. 
; 31st, after an illness of several months. 
The family had just returned to Boston 
from Belfast, where they had spent the 
summer. During their visit Miss Burd 
was taken critically ill, and spent some 
weeks at the Waldo County Hospital, 
She was born in Boston, although both 
her father and mother were Belfast peo- 
ple. Miss Burn was a graduate of Rad- 
cliffe College, with honors, and had re- 
cently been private secretary to Dr. 
I Langfeld of the psychology department 
at Harvard. She is survived by her par- 
I ents, a sister, Miss Kate Lewis of Bos- 
| ton, and two brothers, Edwin D. Burd, 
Jr., and Lieut-Commander J. A. Lewis, 
U. S. Naval Reserve, who is abroad in 
command of a government transport. A 
first cousin to Miss Burd is Rear Admiral 
George E. Burd, U. S. N., industrial man- 
ager of the New York Navy Yard, and 
formerly of Belfast. The funeral ser- 
vices were held at Miss Burd’s home on 
Saturday. There was a wealth of flow- 
ers. The burial will take place later in 
Belfast 
The Call from Bible Lands. 
“The remotest place on the continent 
in these stirring days is not too secluded 
to feel the world-thrill, and to have a 
part in the great movements that are 
making the world a better place to live I 
in, and alleviating its suffering,” Mr. E. 
IV Boyington of Winterport has been 
chosen by the Maine State Sunday School 
Association and the International Sunday 
School Association, with headquarters in 
Chicago, as the leader of a campaign 
looking toward a Continent-Wide Sun- I 
day School Visitation Day, December 
1st, when every Sunday School in North 
America will be visited by a representa- 
tive of the Organized Sunday School 
Movement, in behalf of the suffering 
thousands in Bible lands. 
“Christian North America” “is being 
called on at this time to pour out its \ 
money for Liberty Bonds and for War 
Service activities of every kind, it is 
responding nobly. Another challenging 
call, however, is sounding in the ears of 
the Christian people of North America. 
It is the call of over two million people 
in Bible lands—Armenians, Syrians and 
creeks of Asia Minor. 
“These people, who are the hope of 
civilization in Western Asia, have en- 
dured, and are enduring, such suffering as 
our American minds cannot conceive. 
They have been massacred and deported. 
Men have been separated from their 
families and ruthlessly murdered. At- 
tractive women and girls have been sold 
as slaves or taken by the Turks. The 
rest of the women and the children have 
been driven into the mountains and the 
desert, and the path over which these 
refugees have gone is strewn with the 
dead. In the past two years over one 
million have died from massacre, deporta- 
tion, exposure ana disease, out tne dead 
no longer challenge us; it is those who 
live and can yet be saved. 
“The ravages of war the past year 
have added to the horror. The Turkish 
armies have destroyed everything in their 
wake. Four million people destitute of 
home, clothed only in rags, are facing the 
cold of winter and starvation. One mil- 
lion of these can be reached by relief 
agencies. Four hundred thousand of them 
are orphans. The relief agencies can do 
nothing unless North America furnishes 
the money. 
“The land where Christianity had its 
birth is asking for a practical demonstra- 
tion of that Christianity now. All the 
Denominations have united to answer 
this call from the East and a campaign 
has been launched to raise twro million 
dollars from the Sunday Schools of North 
America. Every Sunday School is asked 
to give a Christmas season offering to 
Armenian and Syrian Relief work. 
“To make sure that no Sunday School 
is overlooked in this appeal, the Interna- 
tional Sunday School Association is plan- 
ning to have every Sunday School visited 
on December 1st for the purpose of ex- 
plaining the need, creating enthusiasm 
and pledging the schools to make as large 
an offering as possible. The International 
Sunday School Association in this cam- 
paign is working in co-operation with 
the Armenian and Syrian Relief Commit- 
tee in New 1 ork, and the two million 
which they are to raise is part) of a larger 
campaign on the part of the Committee 
for thirty million dollars. 
“The Armenian and Syrian Relief Com- 
mittee have already done a wondertul 
work in ministering to these suffering 
people aod have been enabled to save 
thousands of lives. The Committee is 
directed by leading men of the Continent 
and its work has been highly endorsed by 
President Wilson, and Sir Robert Borden, 
the Premier of Canada, and by Mr. Roose- 
velt and Mr. Taft. One feature of the 
work of the Committee is unique. It is j 
enabled to devote all money collected for 
relief work to the immediate cause for 
I which it is given. Expenses for collec- j 
; tion, printing, postage and administration 
and the transmitting of funds, are met 
privately. Distribution of all supplies is 
cared for by the American Consular forces 
and American missionaries, whose ser- 
| 
vices are loaned for this ministry.” 
FLORENCE A. FIELDING. 
Florence A., wife of H. Southwick 
I Fielding, passed away on Thursday, Oct. 
! 24th, at the home of her grandparents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Forsaith, 11 Paris 
street, Everett. She was the daughter 
of George H. and Alice W. Forsaith and 
was born in Everett. She spent all her 
school days here and graduated from the 
High school in the class of ’06. She left 
a number of relatives and friends who 
feel their loss keenly. Among them are 
her aunt, Miss Jennie C. Whiddon of 
Everett, her uncles, Fred W. Whiddon 
of Boston and Robert H. Whiddon of 
Melrose, Miss Maude E. Whiddon of Ev- 
erett and Mrs. A. May Whiddon Bryant 
of New York.—The Gazette, Everett, 
Mass., Nov. 1st. 
HATTIE A. HARRIMAN. 
Hattie A., wife of Clarence Harriman, 
died November 1st at the home of her 
sister, Mrs. Lucy Dickey S’inson. Sev- 
eral months ago she was severely ill with 
typhoid fever and when taken with in- 
fluenza was unable to rally. She was 
born in Belfast April 17, 1891, the daugh- 
ter of Henry and Abbie (Dunbar) Dickey. 
She is survived by her husband and their 
three small children, by three sisters. 
! Mrs. Lucy Stinson, Mrs. Lydia D. Smith 
I and Mrs. Minnie D. Grotton and by one 
I half-brother, Warren Ryan, all of Bel- 
i fast. The funeral was held Sunday at 
j 2.30 p. m., Rev, Arthur E. Wilson of the I Unitarian church officiating. The inler- 
[ ment was in Grove cemetery. 
---- 
United War Work mass meeting at the I 
Opera House Saturday at 7.30 p. m. 
Boys’ and Girls’ agricultural 
Llubs. 
The fourth annual convention of the 
Boys’ and Girls’ Agricultural Clubs will 
convene in this city on Friday and Sat- 
urday of this week and it is expected 
that it wil) be the largest gathering of 
this kind which has ever been held in 
Belfast and one of the most interesting 
and entertaining. The sessions will be 
held at the Armory opening in the morn- 
ing of Friday and lasting during the day. 
In the evening the boys and girls of 
the club will be entertained at the Colo- 
nial Theatre, where they will be the , 
guests of Manager George Thompson 
and where with interesting pictures they 
are certain to have a very pleasant gath- 
ering. At six o’clock at the Red Men s 
hall there will be the annual banquet, 
which will be presided over fyy Orlando 
Frost who has always been a pleasing 
entertainer on those occasions. This 
banquet will be served by the ladies of 
the Pocahontas who have in the past 
been very successful and who served a 
very acceptable banquet there last year 
on a similar occasion. 
Saturday forenoon at the Armory the 
program will be continued and it is desir- 
ed that many residents of the city should 
attend these sessions and see what inter- 
esting and instructive programs have 
been arranged for the boys and girls of 
Waldo county who are interested in the 
country and farming work. Last year’s 
reports were of the best in the State and 
the showing this year is certain to be of a 
very high standard. 
There will be about a hundred and 
twenty boys and girls to be entertained 
in the city with room and board and the 
citizens of Belfast will be called upon to 
provide this entertainment. Parties in 
the city who have rooms and can enter- 
tain at meals or just wnu munis mu ouu- 
fer a great favor on the committee by 
calling or advising Capt. Orrin J. Dickey 
of that fact and it will also help make 
much pleasanter the occasion. The pro- 
gram is given as follows: 
Nov. 8. 10.00 a.m. Registration and 
assignment of rooms. 
1.30 p. m. Music, Isabel Frame; ad- 
dress of welcome, C. W. Wescott, (Mayor 
of Belfast and President of the Board of 
Trade); response, Mrs. B. L. Aborn; mock 
club meeting, Liberty Club; remarks, 
Charles E. Crossland, (State Club Leader); 
athletics, (weather permitting); 5.30 p. m., j 
banquet; toastmaster, O. E. Frost of Bel- ; 
fast; 6.45 p. m., Colonial Theater. 
Nov. 9. 9.00 a. m. Music, Frankfort j 
Club; remarks, N. S. Donahue, County 
Agent; music; remarks, Ruby I. Barker, 
Home Demonstration Agent; reading of j 
prize essays; election of County Officers 
and awarding prizes. 
Red Cross Notes. 
The Waldo County Chapter has re- 
ceived the following letter: 
Fort Rodman, New Bedford, Mass., 
October 30, 1918. 
Dear Friends. Santa Claus visi-ed us 
today. And to me, as in the trips he 
made me years ago, he came from “away 
up North.” And his visit was as wel- 
come. 
I felt that it would interest you to 
know where a few of your comfort kits 
have been distributed. 
Those that came here now belong to 
the best companies of the best service 
Uncle Sam has, his Coast Artillery, at 
his best fortress, Fort Rodman. 
I thank you for myself and for the 
boys here who are indebted to yourchap- 
ter. 
Yours in our Country’s Service, 
Pri. Raymond E. Smith. 
1st Co. C. A. C. 
An order has been received for 500 
scrap-books to be made during November 
for the use of soldiers in hospitals abroad. 
These are to include one or more short 
magazine stories, a few jokes and an 
occasional article of more serious import. 
If you have magazines such as Harper’s, 
Scribner’s, Everybody’s or any others in 
which the stories run along consecutive- 
ly, uninterrupted by advertising or other 
material, you can participate in this good 
WU1K uy leaving me oamc ao ouuu ao 
possible either with Miss Annie V. Field, 
Primrose Hill, or with Mrs. John it. Dun- 
ton, No. 9 Church street. Colored pic- 
tures for the covers of about the size of 
regulation magazines, like those above 
mentioned would also be appreciated. 
Look in your attics for old files of maga- 
zines. This is a work in which the Juniors 
will be asked to participate. 
A nursing survey is to be undertaken 
in Waldo County, the object of which is 
to obtain a complete list of graduate and 
semi-trained nurses. Mrs. Cecil Clay is 
the chairman of the committee having 
this work in charge. 
Miss Annie L. Barr, Chairman of Con- 
servation for Waldo County Chapter Red 
Cross, has sent 87 pounds of peach stones 
and nut shells to the collection center at 
Waterville. 
Saturday, Nov. 16th, has been appoint- 
ed Collection Day, when boy Scouts will 
call at every house in Belfast to collect 
fruit pits, nut shells and tinfoil. 
EDWARD H. ANNIS, JR. 
Edward H., son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- 
ward H. Annis of Allyn street, died late 
Wednesday, Oct. 30th, at the Waldo 
County Hospital, where he was taken 
the day before ill with pneumonia, fol- 
lowing influenza. He was born in La- 
Grange and came here only a short time 
ago from Hermon. He was about 33 
years old and unmarried. He lived with 
his parents. The funeral was held Sat- 
urday at his former home in Hermon and 
the interment was also there. 
Mrs. Bessie Johnson King, who has 
been at the Waldo County Hospital sev- 
eral weeks ill with pneumonia, is conva- 
lescing and returned to her home on 
Bridge street last Thursday. Since taken 
ill she has lost her husband, Frank King, 
their younger son, Jesse King, and her 
two brothers, William A. and Robert P. 
Johnson. She did not learn of their 
deathsguntil ready to return borne. 
The News of Belfast 
The North Church Sewing Circle wil 
meet Wednesday afternoon, Nov. 13th 
with Mrs. R. F. Dunton, Cedar street. 
The G. G. Class of the Baptist church' 
will have a sociable in the vestry next 
Tuesday evening. No admission charged. 
Last Thursday was Hallowe’en night 
and it passed unnoticed with the excep- 
tion of the children’s play with jack ’o- 
lanterns. 
The Camp Fire Girls held their regular 
ceremonial at the Unitarian Parsonage 
on Hallowe’en, and following the open- 
ing exercises the program contained fea- 
tures appropriate to that night. The 
room was darkened and a tall witch bear- 
ing a jack-o-lantern entered and told 
astonishing fortunes to all the members. 
The guests of honor were Mrs. C. W. 
Wescott, Mrs. H. E. MacDonald, and 
Mrs. John David. The latter gave an 
entertaining and instructive illustrated 
talk on an imaginative trip to Pittsburg. 
Last month the girls made house-to-house 
visits distributing literature descriptive 
of the work of the Y. W. C. A. among 
the soldiers, and collected seven pounds 
of tinfoil for the collection at the Public 
Library. Their work this month is to 
assist in making scrapbooks for the sol- 
diers in hospitals and in tying the small 
padded quilts that are sent to the French 
children. 
Mrs. Cecil Clay, Waldo County chair- 
man for the women’s committee for the 
United War Work drive has secured the 
assistance of the following: Belfast, for 
initial gifts, Mrs. H. W. Clark, Mrs. F. G. 
Spinney and Mrs. S. C. Pattee; Belmont, 
Mrs. H. E. Morrill; Brooks, Mrs. Frances 
Merritt; Burnham, Mrs. F. P. Shaw; 
Frankfort, Mrs. Albert Peirce; Freedom, 
Mrs. Reuben Sibley; Islesboro, Mrs. J. A. 
Pendleton; Jackson, Mrs. F. S. DollofF; 
Knox, Mrs. E. T. Besses'; Liberty, Mrs. 
Ethel Sherman; Lincolnville, Mrs. Lena 
Rankin; Monroe, Mrs. Guy M. Twombly; 
Montville, Mrs. Chester Cushman; Mor- 
rill, Mrs. T. N. Pearson; Northport, Mrs. 
Pearl K. Hills; Palermo, Mrs. Clarence 
Jones; Prospect, Mrs. Lester Dow; Sears- 
mont, Mrs. F. E. Miller; Searsport, Miss 
Rebecca Ross; Stockton Springs, Mrs. 
Walter F. Trundy; Swanville, Mrs. Por- 
ter Webb; Thorndike, Mrs. Richard Hig- 
gins; Troy, Mrs. L. F. Bagley; Unity, 
Mrs. F. H. Whitehouse; Waldo, Mrs. C. 
W. Shorey; Winterport, Mrs. Geo. Cole. 
Saturday at 12 they will be entertained 
at the Windsor Hotel as guests of the 
committee and at 1.30 attend the meeting 
in the Municipal Court room, City build- 
ing, when a war worker from headquar- 
ters will give instructions, etc., on the 
work of the drive. 
The Victory boys and Girls. The 
county has been organized for the drive 
of the Victory Boys and Girls in the 
“earn and give” division of the present 
United War Work Campaign. In order 
to enroll each boy and girl must agree to 
earn and give S5 to the war fund. C. E. 
Frost of Belfast is the Waldo County 
chairman and has appointed the follow- 
ing assistants: Belfast, Supt. E. E. Rod- 
erick; Brooks, Russell Greenwood; Burn- 
ham, Everett Davis; Belmont, James 
Jackson; Frankfort, Supt. F. M. Nicker- 
son; Freedom, Jesse Bangs; Islesboro, 
Raymond .K. Pendleton; Jackson, John 
McKinley; Knox, Fred Kenney; Liberty, 
Albert F. Barnes; Lincolnville, Horace 
Miller; Monroe, Herbert Nealey; Mont- 
ville, Perley Allen; Morrill, John Rowel 
Northport, Frank Beach; Palermo, Roy 
M. Trask; Prospect, F. L. Ward; Sears- 
mont, Milbury Hunt; Searsport, Rev. T. 
H. Martin; Stockton Springs, W. F. 
Trundy; Swanville, Ralph Robertson; 
Troy, B. L. Myrick; Thorndike, Durwood 
Bartlett; Unity, Rev. E. E. Harris; Waldo, 
Ira Seekins; Winterport, W. H. Loud- 
Mrs. Frank Hinckley and Miss Worm- 
wood of Bangor were in Belfast Sunday 
and appointed Mrs. Robert P. Coombs the 
girls’ country chairman. Mrs. Coombs 
has appointed the following assistants: 
Belfast, Mrs. May P. Colcord Misses 
Lena E. Nye and Ethel Rogers. 
John Cochran Chapter, D. a. R. 
Thirteen members of John Cochran 
Chapter, D. A. R., were entertained at 
the home of Mrs. Clara Hamilton Seek- 
ins last Monday evening at a harvest 
feast and a Pilgrim party. Mrs. Cora J. 
Bowker and Miss Amy E. Stoddard were 
assistant hostesses. The dining room was 
most appropriately decorated with ever- 
greens and princess pines woven in ropes 
extending trom the center chandelier to 
corners of the ceiling, while sprays fes- 
tooned the doors, mantle, pictures, etc. 
Tiny crepe tissue flags were used galore 
in relieving the evergreen. The center- 
piece was as original as it was appropri- 
ate—a miniature log cabin in its plot of 
green moss and fir trees. Not a single 
detail was omitted, as it was surrounded 
by the stone wall of primitive days and 
in every window was a Pilgrim face 
while one primitive little lady was near a 
rustic bench of pumpkins. The place 
cards appropriate to the season, contain- 
ed picture puzzles of prominent men, 
which were to be placed and located by 
the guests. The room and table were 
lighted by candles and the sticks for the 
latterjwere red apples. Miss Isabel Ginn 
was toast mistress and the guests repre- 
sented some Pilgrim and responded with 
anecdotes relative to the characters. 
Miss Stoddard represented John Alden 
and Mrs. Norman S. Donahue Priscilla. 
The toasts also included a brief history of 
the D. A. R., and its outlook for 1919. 
Patriotic music was enjoyed by all. The 
Chapter voted to give 10 cents per capita 
to the State fund for educating a descend- 
ant of some worthy Revolutionary soldier. 
Mrs. Evelyn C. Frost was made a com- 
mittee to secure a list of the drafted and 
enlisted men from Beltast. and will ap- 
preciate the assistance of relatives of the 
former in compiling a complete list. 
Dr. Eugene D. Tapley left Monday for 
North Carolina, where he was called on 
professional business. He will return 
home as soon as possible. 
Contrary to persistent reports the Wal- 
do County Board of Exemption have re- 
ceived no call tor drafted men the past 
week. The boftrd is still busy with the 
examination of men who have responded 
to their draft examination number calls. 
Emma White Barker Tent, D. of V. 
had a very satisfactory meeting last 
Tuesday evening in K. of P. hall, when 
their Tent was inspected by Mrs. Linme 
Morrison of East Corinth. A picnic sup- 
per was also enjoyed. Mrs. Morrison 
was the guest over night of the Presi- 
dent, Mrs. Mary Carter. The next meet- 
ing will be Nov. 19th in the Post room. 
There have been 30 deaths for October 
reported to City Clerk, Charles S. Bick- 
ford. This is the largest number on rec- 
ord here. The next largest was 20 in 
March 1911. Of the 30 the past month 
20 were caused by influenza or pneumonia 
following it. Dr. O. S. Vickery, chair- 
man of the local board of health, says no 
new cases of influenza have been report- 
ed for the past two weeks. Wednesday 
afternoon it was reported from the Girls’ 
Home that three out of their family of 14 
were ill with grip in a light form. 
Waldo County Farm Bureau. Dean 
L. S. Merrill and P. W. Monohon of the 
University of Maine Extension Depart- 
ment were in Belfast Tuesday in the in- 
terests of forming a Waldo County Farm 
Bureau. The meetings were held in the 
city building and there were representa- 
tive fanners from all the towns present. 
County Agent Norman S. Donahue spoke 
in regard to the work of the Extension 
demonstrations, etc., and of the outlook 
for next year. Mr. Monohon explained 
the work of the Farm Bureau and it was 
voted to organize one in the county. C. 
C. Clement of Winterport was made 
County Chairman. 
Friends of Ira M. Condon and family, 
who formerly resided on Wight street in 
this city, have received some interesting 
letters from them from California, where 
they have been for the past two years. 
Mr. Condon states that the schools art all 
closed there on account of the epidemic, 
but everybody is working to save the 
tomato crop. The crews are paid ten 
cents per box for picking and the job 
will last about six weeks longer. They 
have just finished drying one hundred 
acres of peaches on the ranch where he is 
living. There has been a lack of rain 
there but the weather has been beautiful 
and much like summer. They are pleas- 
ed with their new home and like the 
west very much, but expect to return 
here again in the coming summer. 
MRS. SARAH J. MORSE. 
Mrs. Sarah J. Morse, widow of Leander 
Morse, died at her home on Congress 
street Tuesday evening, Nov. 5th. She 
had been ill for the past ten months. 
The end came suddenly although she had 
been seriously ill for the past week. 
Mrs. Morse was born in Belmont Dec. 7, 
1829, the daughter of the late Elisha and 
Relief (Belcher) Swift. She was a direct 
descendant of Gov. Belcher, Colonial 
Governor of Massachusetts. She was 
married to Mr. Morse, March It), 1851, 
and her early married life was spent in 
Belmont. Later they lived in New Jersey 
for a few years and returned to Belfast, 
where they had since made their home. 
Mr. Morse died March 21, 1911. Five 
children were born to them, three of 
whom are deceased. Mrs. Morse is sur- 
vived by a son, Edson L. Morse of Ston- 
ington andby a daughter, Mrs. Lelia M. 
I Cottrell, with whom she made her home 
and who had given her constant and lov- 
j ing care during her illness. She is also 
I survived by four grandchildren. The son 
and daughter were at her bedside when 
| the end came. Mrs. Morse was quiet 
and retiring and the dearest place to her 
was home. She was a great reader and 
read the war news with much interest. 
During her long illness she was patient 
and uncomplaining. She will be sadly 
missed by her daughter, who had been 
her constant companion since the death 
of Mr. Morse. The funeral will take 
place from her late home tomorrow, Fri- 
day, at 2 p. m., Fev. Arthur E. Wilson 
of the Unitarian church officiating. The 
interment will be in the family lot in 
Grove Cemetery. 
SECRET SOCIETIES. 
Aurora Rebekah Lodge will next Tues- 
day begin on their program for the fall. 
The first entertainment will be given by 
! the gentlemen’s committee and it is 
hoped a large number of gentlemen wil* 
be present. 
The annual inspection of Canton Pal- 
las, P. M., I. O. O. F., will take place at 
Odd Fellows Hall on Wednesday even- 
ing. Nov. 13th, when it is expected that 
Col. Frank A. Knowlton of Fairfield will 
be the inspecting officer. It is planned 
to have a large attendance and Capt. 
Wm. M. Estes requests that as good a 
showing as possible should be made. 
Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., held their 
first regular meeting last Friday evening, 
since the general closing. Past Matron, 
Mrs. Lulu Carter Hills will serve the un- 
expired term of worthy matron on ac- 
count of the resignation of Miss Alice 
Estelle Simmons, now Mrs. E. M. Cor- 
liss of Plymouth, N. H. Plans for the 
winter’s work were discussed gnd ar- 
rangements made for rehearsals, etc. 
A stated communication of Timothy 
Chase Lodge, F. & A. M., will be held 
this, Thursday, evening, when the fol- 
lowing officers will be installed by Allen 
I, Curtis, District Deputy Grand Master: 
W. M., Frank R. Keene; S. W., Allen L. 
Curtis; J. W Lynwood B. Thompson; 
treasurer, Frank E. Brainhah; secretary, 
Charles E. Johnson; S. D., Basil It. Allen; 
J. D., J. F. Byivesier; lyler, Alvin l>lud- 
| geti. I'hc appointed officers will be nam- 
ed at this meeting. 
THE ELECTION. 
As The Journal goes to press, the As- 
sociated Press news states that Champ 
Clark and Senator Weeks are defeated. 
These are two of the great election sur- 
prises. The same bulletin says that New 
York State is in doubt as ?o the Gover- 
nor, and that the National House and 
Senate will be Republican. It is fair to 
assume, however, that the returns are in- 
complete from many of the States and 
later returns may change apparent re- 
sults. 
PERSONAL. 
Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Jenny; spent Sun- 
day in Rockland. 
A. C. Morse of Cambridge, Mass., has 
been visiting relatives in Belfast and 
vicinity. 
Misses Pearl and Eunice Chase of Jack- 
son arrived Friday to visit Mr. and Mrs. 
Albion R. Fletcher. 
C<>t. and Mrs. C. B. Swett have re- 
turned from a week's visit in the vicinity 
of Salmon River. 
Mrs. Harry H. Upton of Springvale is 
the guest of her mother, Mrs. J. O. Hayes 
and other relatives. 
Edson L. Morse of Stonington arrived 
Sunday, called by the illness of his moth- 
er, Mrs. Sarah J. Morse. 
Mr. and Mrs. Orman A. Hopkins will 
leave to-day, Thursday, to spend the 
winter at Port Orange, Fla. 
Miss Myra Renniston returned Monday 
to her home in Guilford after a short vis- 
it with Miss Doris Clifford. 
H. L. Woodcock left Monday on a busi- 
ness trip to Jonesport. He also recently 
returned home from Pemaquid. 
Herbert Rnowlton, U. S. N. R., now sta- 
tioned at Matinicus Rock, arrived home 
recently on a sick furlough. He has been 
ill with pneumonia. 
Mrs. W. M. r,ngie, wno nas uccu uic 
guest several months of her sister, Mrs. 
Frederick W. Brown, has returned to her 
home in Springfield, Mass. 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W. Brown 
have closed their cottage on Allyn shore 
and have taken rooms at the George C. 
Seavey house for the winter. 
Elizabeth A. Marsano, teacher in the 
Orono public schools, has been spending 
the enforced vacation with her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Marsano. 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Tucker and son 
John left Monday for Winchester, Mass., 
where Mr. Tucker has employment. He 
was for several years foreman of the 
! Waldo County Herald. 
Newton A. Rose and family of Welles- 
| ley Hills, Mass., frequent visitors of 
their aunt, Miss J. A. Wiggin, are at 
Pinehurst, N. C., where they have taken 
a cottage for the winter. 
Capt. G. Justin Hart of the S. S. 
Creighton, now on the line between Phil- 
adelphia and Jacksonvile, Fla., was the 
recent guest of his brothers, Lewis H. 
and Everett M. Hart and other relatives. 
Mrs. C. J. Hall, who has been in Bel- 
fast the past season and cared for her 
niece, Miss Carrie E. Gilmore, during her 
ast illness, left aturday to spend the 
winter with her daughter, Mrs. L. G* 
Ferguson, New Bedford, Mass. 
Mr. and Mrs. P. .1. Cuddy and daugh- 
ter Mary, arrived Saturday from Boston 
for a short visit with Mrs. Amos F. 
I Carleton. Mr. Cuddy is now employed 
on the steamer City of Belfast on the run 
between Boston and New \ork. 
George O., son of Mr. and Mrs. L. 11. 
Hart, left Thursday for Fort Porter, Buf- 
falo, N. Y., where, he was called for spe- 
cial service as a pharmacist in a base 
hospital. Since leaving school he has 
been employed in the Poor Orug Store 
and some time ago received his State 
certificate as a druggist. 
Miss Edith C. Wilson of this city, a 
teacher in the Weslboro, Mass High 
school, was one of the teachers to olfer 
her services to the Government during 
the enforced school vacation, and was 
i sent to the nurses department at Camp 
1 Devens. She writes home that it was a 
worth while experience and that she was 
pleased to do her part in alleviating the 
distress caused by the epidemic. 
Mrs. Cora Morison King of San Juan, 
P. R., writes Belfast relatives a very 
vivid description of her recent experi- 
ence in the earthquake which caused so 
much destruction on the island. She and 
! her little son Spencer were alone at home 
when the first and most severe shock 
came and she left her home and sat upon 
the lawn for two hours. She gave no 
date of sailing for a visit with Belfast 
relatives. 
PLUMMER LEWIS. 
Plummer Lewis, a former Wiscasset 
man, who died at the Waldo County 
Hospital Oct. 30th, after a brief illness 
with pneumonia following influenza, was 
buried in Grove cemetery in this city. 
He was about 57 years of age. He W’as , 
unknown here, but after his death City 
Marshall M. R. Knowlton located his 
step-daughter, Helen Henry of Chelsea, 
Mass., who gave orders about the burial, 
etc. 
WEDDING BELLS. 
Heeert-Erazier. Henry F. Heber 
and Miss Helen Brazier, both of Fitch- 
burg, Mass., were married Tuesday morn- 
ing, Nov. 5th, at the City Building, with 
Charles S. Bickford city clerk officiating 
and using the single ring service. Mayor 
Clement W. Wescott and janitor Henry 
D. Clark were witnesses. The groom is 
a S. 8. fireman on the coal barges running 
to Searsport and was met here by hia 
bride. 
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UNITED WAR WORK DRIVE. 
When people give money they ought to 
know and have a right to know, whether 
or not a good use is to be made of it. 
Waldo county is asked to raise about 
$20,000 to be used by the associations en- 
gaged in the “United War Work Cam- 
paign.” The money to be raised is in 
no sense an expenditure for charitable 
purposes, but is a small instalment on 
our debt to the men who have left com- 
fort, home and dear ones, to fight for us 
who stay at home. We publish an arti- 
cle this week which tells the whole story 
clearly and truthfully. We feel very 
proud of the fact that, we have in this 
county, oversubscribed our quota of the 
several issues of the Liberty Loan, but 
we should not forget that we have some- 
thing to show for our money. We lire 
no poorer. The support which we have 
given to the Red Cross and to the Y. M. 
C. A. was not for bonds, but for human- 
ity. The money, which the writer knows 
will be forthcoming for the United War 
Work Campaign, is for humanity 
which is not only very near and dear to 
us, hut which will be cheered and ma- 
terially and morally benefited by the mes- 
sages which reach them from home, in 
the way they are daily given by the dif- 
ferent associations who are to be financ- 
ed by us. We believe this appeal for 
funds will meet with a ready and gener- 
ous response. The drive commences 
next Monday and we tope to go over the 
top in one week. 
A LITTLE GOOD MONEY SAVED. 
A special appropriation bill was intro- 
uced in the House of Representative® 
October 16th. The amount asked for 
was $8,559,859,599, an amount one-third 
larger than the last Liberty Loan. The 
committee on appropriations very wisely 
put a crimp in the war department’s am- 
bition to spend money, by reducing the 
appropriation about one-third. Among 
the items which call for the above enor- 
mous outlay, was one for $93,000,000 to 
enlarge the Neville Island ordnance plant 
and this was one of the items stricken 
out. This was done because the head of 
Secretary Baker’s ordnance bureau in- 
forr ed the committee that their new 
piogram called for 14,000 new guns of 
large calibre and that if the appropria- 
tion was allowed they would be able to 
finish the first gun early in 1920. Mak- 
ing allowance for the usual delays and 
change of plans, this gun would perhaps 
be finished in season to be used in cele- 
brating the defeat of the Democratic par- 
ty in November of that year. We do not 
know but that would give the country 
$93,000,000 worth of satisfaction, but as 
a means of winning this war that gun 
would not be worth a whoop. 
HOW TO SELECT MEAT. 
At a conference attended by Secretary 
Daniels of the Navy, Secretary Houston 
of the Department of Agriculture, Mr. 
Hoover of the Food Administration, and 
representatives of the Quartermaster 
General of the Army and of the Paymas- 
ter General of the Navy, a unanimous 
agreement was reached that all future 
purchases of beef for our Army, Navy 
and Marine Corps and fighting forces of 
the allies shall be made on a basis of 
quality, irrespective of weight. The rep- 
resentatives of the other departments 
agreed that the Department of Agricult- 
ure should select the meats on the basis 
of quality through its inspectors at the 
purchasing markets. 
“In a multitude of counsellers there is 
wisdom.” The distinguished men who 
attended that conference are in possession 
of a degree of intelligence which is little 
less than marvelous. Who but a Daniels, 
a Houston, a Hoover et als., would ever 
have discovered that meats Bhould be se- 
lected on the basis of quality. 
Here and there a Democratic speaker 
denies that President Wilson ever used 
the expression “too proud to fight.” He 
used this expression May 10, 1915, three 
days after the sinking of the Lusitania. 
The place was in Philadelphia. The ex- 
pression may be found recorded on page 
117 of “State Paper’s and Addresses by 
Woodrow Wilson,” published by the Re- 
view of Reviews. It reads as follows: 
There is such a thing as a man being too 
proud to light. There is such a thing as 
a Nation being so right that it does not 
need to convince others by force that it 
is right.” Yes, “there is such a thing” 
but three days after the Lusitania was 
torpedoed waB not exactly the time when 
the occasion demanded such a man or 
such a nation. 
The Journal has no comment to'make 
on the President’s appeal to voters when 
“politics is adjourned.” It seems to the 
editor that Mr. Roosevelt, in his speech 
in Carnegie Hall, said everything which 
need be said. Every voter in the United 















| PREVENT | 
Influenza 
d If you are “run down” I or out of condition, if 
sluggish bowels have allowed poison- 
ous impurities to accumulate in your 
system you are liable to suffer severe- 
ly with the grip. Dr. True’s Ilixir, 
the famous household remedy of 67 
years’ reputation, may Ward olf the 
grip or make an attack light and easily 
thrown off. Why? Because 
Dr, True’s Elixir 
is a vegetable medicine that puts the 
system in good condition, prevents 
and relieves constipation, stimulates 
the appetite and improves the diges- 
tive powers. It can do no harm. It is 
purely vegetable. Ask your druggist 
for it, or write DR. J. F. TRUE & CO., 
Auburn, Me. 40c., 60c., $1.00. 
JEFFERSON DAVIS. 
He had the pride, the spirit of initia- 
tive, the capacity in business which 
qualify men for leadership, and lacked 
nothing of indomitable will and imperi- 
ous purpose to make his leadership effec- 
tive. What he did lack was wisdom in 
dealing with men, willingness to take the 
judgment of others in critical matters of 
business, the instinct which recognizes 
ability in others and trusts it to the ut- 
most to play its independent part. He 
too much loved to rule, had too over- 
weening a confidence in himself, and 
took leave to act as if he understood 
much better than those did who were in 
actual command what should be done in 
the field. He sought to control too many 
things with too feminine a jealousy of 
any rivalry in authority.—Woodrow Wil- 
son on Jefferson Davis in the “History of 
the American People.” 
“WHAT SAY” MR. PRESIDENT.'' 
The Republican candidate for Congress 
from Arizona is in military service in 
France. His Democratic opponent is 
stumping Arizona keeping politics in 
continuous session. Upon reading Wil- 
son’s appeal the “Tucson Citizen” wired 
President Wilson: 
“Referring to your appeal to the coun- 
try to return a Democratic congress, can 
you have any possible objection to the 
election of Lieutenant Maddock, who has 
been serving his country in France since 
last May? Do you think his election 
| would be misunderstood on the other side 
of the water? On the other hand, would 
not his defeat be taken in Germany as a 
repudiation of our lighting forces?’ 
POLITICS IN SESSION. 
The Democratic National Committee 
has been sending out the following to 
Italian voters: “It has been President 
Wilson and the Democratic administra- 
tion w hich has come to the rescue of Italy 
and its people in unstinted measure and 
in many ways. Up to September 1, 1918, 
we have loaned to the Italian government 
seven hundred and sixty millions of dol- 
lars.” 
Yes, “we have loaned” but where di^ 
“we” get the money? 
The district agents of the United 
States Department of Agriculture, who 
are engaged in emergency poultry work, 
held a meeting not long ago in Kansas 
City. The object was to “take a census 
of recent results” and to “launch another 
campaign for the efficient production of 
poultry and eggs.” We obtained the 
above facts from the “War Work Week- 
ly No. 23,” which is issued from the pub- 
lic printing office in Washington. This 
sheet further informs the public that the 
“district agents” have found that it is 
not profitable to keep hens unless they 
lay eggs enough to pay for what they eat. 
Let the good work go on. Investigators 
often make wonderful discoveries. 
Mr. McAdoohas said that money would 
win the war. Mr. Daniels has said that 
the Navy would win the war. Mr. Hoover 
has said that food would win the war. Mr. 
Hurley has said ships would win the war. 
The fact is no one of these could alone 
win the war, and all combined would not 
win the war without the boys in khaki. 
It seems rather strange that somebody 
high up has not mentioned that. 
Fred Hale had doubtless much rather 
Carl Milliken would aspire to the Presi- 
dency of Bates College than to a United 
States Senatorship—Knox Messenger. 
Cheer ujf, senator. You will have four 
years and five months of official life be- 
fore catastrophe will impend and then 
the primary vote may decide in favor of 
Bates College. 
There is reason to believe that the 
President has never for a moment con- 
sidered peace negotiations with Germany 
until after the German field armies had 
accepted such terms, of surrender as 
Marshal Foch deemed it necessary to 
impose.—Washington Dispatch to the 
Sun. 
He should have made that plain in his 
first armistice note. 
One of the stock arguments in favor of 
government ownership of railroads was 
that it would reduce freight rates and 
lower the cost of commodities. We 
would like to be informed when this re- 
duction will take place. 
Sour Stomach 
Mi-o-na Puts the Stomach in Fine Shape 
in Five Minutes. 
If your stomach is continually kicking 
up a disturbance; you feel bloated and 
distressed; if you belch gas and sour food 
into the mouth, then you need Mi-o-na 
Stomach Tablets. 
Mi-o-na %tomach tablets give instant 
relief, of course, but they do more; they 
drive out the poisonous gases that cause 
fermentation of food and thoroughly 
clean, renovate and strengthen the stom- 
ach so that it can readily digest food 
without artificial aid. 
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are guaran- 
teed to end indigestion, acute or chronic, 
or money back. This means that nerv- 
ousness, dizzineas and biliousness will dis- 
appear. Druggists everywhere and A. A. 
Howes & Co. sell Mi-o-na. 
United War Work Campaign 
Opens Next Monday and the Drive will 
Continue One Week. 
What is it? 
It is the most colossal free will offering 
campaign in the interest of the human 
family that the world has ever seen. 
The Y. M. C. A., the Y. W. C. A., the 
National Catholic War Council (K. of C.,) 
the Jewish Welfare Board, the American 
Library Association, the War Camp Com- 
munity Service and the Salvation Army 
have conducted individual campaigns in 
the past for funds to carry on their war 
work at home and abroad. 
They will do so no more. 
The very character of their work has 
welded them all so close together that 
they have mobilized all their forces on 
common ground. Thus Catholic and 
Protestant, Jew and Gentile, will stand 
shoulder to shodlder in this great United 
War Work Campaign. 
One hundred and seventy million, five 
hundred thousand dollars is the goal set. 
And the division will be as follows, just 
exactly as the heads of the various or- 
ganizations agreed unanimously that it 
should be: 
Young Men’s Christian Asso- 
ciation .$100,000,001) 
Young Women’s Christian 
Association. 15,000,000 
National Catholic War Coun- 
cil (K.. of C.). 30,000,000 
Jewish Welfare Board 3,500,000 
American Library Association 3,500,000 
War Camp Community Ser- 
vice 15,000,000 
Salvation Army .... 3,500,000 
Total.$170,500,000 
Do you realize, folks, that the vast sum 
of $170,500,000 is the largest sum of 
money that any Nation of people have 
been asked to raise as a free will gift in 
the history of mankind? 
And now what is it all to be spent tort 
It is to be spent for your boy and mine, 
or somebody’s else boy, so that when he 
comes in from the front line trench “over 
there,” wracked in mind and spent in 
body, he may find a welcome and a sem- 
blance of home out there in that inferno 
of bloody war. 
It is to be spent for chocolate and coffee 
that is handed him steaming hot, even as 
he reloads another charge for the benefit 
of the Hun. 
It is to be spent for books for him to 
read so that he can at least temporarily 
forget the ever recurring horrors that he 
goes through. 
It is to be spent for clothing so that he 
may cast aside his mud soaked uniform 
after sloughing all day long through the 
Flanders country on a rainy day. 
It is to be spent for recreation and en- 
tertainment that he must have to keep 
his poise. 
Yes? It is to be spent for your boy and 
mine “Over There” and “Over Here.” 
Both General Pershing and General 
Focii has emphasized over and over again 
the great principle that morale is the 
chief factor in winning the war. 
But this campaign represents even more 
than that. It stands for the eventual 
home coming of your boy and mine, or 
somebody’s else boy, still clean in mind 
and body—and in many instances with 
an increased breadth of character that 
will mean not only much to the home that 
he returns to but to the whole life of the 
country in the future days to come as 
well. 
Millions of boys cannot suddenly be 
snatched from their homes and grouped 
together in camps and cantonments with- 
out the loss of home influence. 
At the cantonment and in the field, 
nome is missing and the gentle influence 
of womanhood is absent. There is bound 
to be a departure from the wholesome 
amusement, the religious influence, the 
young man is used to—all factors that 
tend to keep a man clean, high minded 
and well poised. 
That is of course unless some substi- 
tute lor nome innuence is creaieu. 
And there is the story, folks. The 
work of the Y. M. C. A., the Y. W. C. 
A., the National Catholic War Council 
(K. of C.,) the Jewish Welfare Board, 
the American Library Association, the 
War Camp Community Service, and the 
Salvation Army is this substitute for the 
home influence. 
This great United War Work Campaign 
is simply our own community work car- 
ried into the training camps and among 
the troops in the field. In a word it is a 
case of YOU contributing your bit to 
make the life of your own boy or some- 
body else’s boy just a bit more comfort- 
able during the stress of the mighty con- 
flict which is being waged for the very 
safety and future peace of this great 
country of ours. 
Let us follow one single soldier on the 
long road that leads from his front door 
to far away France, and see how these 
seven organizations that you are asked 
to aid as one join hands to form a great 
chain of helpfulness all the way. 
He steps aboard a troop train that is to 
carry him to the cantonment. A long 
lonesome ride, full of homesick thoughts, 
but, perhaps, there is a band furnished by 
the Jewish Welfare League or the War 
Camp Community service to speed him 
on his way, and on the train are friends 
whom he had not expected—a Y. M. C. 
A., or a K. of C. secretary—a big friend- 
ly fellow, who has traveled for months 
with other boys just like him, and knows 
how to. help. 
At the cantonment the evidence that 
the folks back home are thinking of him 
lies on every side. Here are 750 great 
homey huts of the K. of C., the Y. M. C. 
A., the Jewish Welfare Board and the 
Salvation Army, and in the adjoining 
towns are the club houses of the War 
Camp Community Service. 
These huts are where he can write let- 
ters home, play games at night, witness 
motion picture shows, hear helpful .lec- 
tures, attend church service, keep up 
with his studies under the direction of 
the best college professors and teachers 
in the country. 
Here also are 84 hostess houses of the 
Y. W. C. A., where mother and sister 
Doctor’s 
Formula 
Over 100 Years op Success 
JOHNSON'S 
1 Anodyne LINIMENT 
i (Internal as well as External use) 
A soothing, healing Anodyne that 
speedily stops suffering. Wonder- 
fully effective for Coughs, Colds, 
Grippe, Sore Throat, Cramps, Chills, 
Sprains, Strains, and many other 
common ills. 
For more than a century humanity’s best 
“Friend in Need” 
and sweetheart may make their head- 
quarters when they visit. In all these 
buildings’are branchjlibraries provided by 
the American Library Association and 
filled with books and magazines. In |43 
of the large camps and several hundred 
smaller ones are library buildings besides, 
wi h trained librarians and comfortable 
reading rooms. 
If your boy or mine happens to wander 
into a nearby big ci.y on a short furlough 
the same wholesome| influence follows 
him. |At every station and certain points 
of the city War Camp Community work- 
ers [are located. They tell the boy in 
uniform whore he can eat and sleep, and 
interesting|places|tojgo. 
When the"times comes for the soldier 
to leave for France secretaries of the 
above named organizations are aboard the 
train which carries him to his point of 
embarkation. Aboard the transport are 
other secretaries, and these men do noth- 
ing but cross and recross me ocean just 
to be of service to the boys. On ship- 
board they furnish writing material, or- 
ganize games and give moving picture 
shows and other forms of entertainment. 
On the other side the same work goes 
on. There are huts in the big cities and 
close to the firing line. The huts follow 
the soldiers and the influences go with 
them always. Even if your boy or mine 
is captured by the foe the work goes on 
just the same. In Switzerland the Y. M. 
C. A. and the K, of C. have established 
headquarters and from here the work of 
helpfulness is carried out even in the 
prison camps of Germany and Austria. 
To be sure 5170,500,000 is a lot of 
money, but think of the investment, 
folks! 
It means less than one dollar a week 
for each of the boys in our army and 
navy. And certainly no one in America 
will say that a dollar a week is too much 
for their cheer and entertainment. 
Foch and Pershing have said the morale 
is the greatest factor in winning the war. 
The military army is. fighting the foe on | 
the field of battle. 
You and I at home, no matter who we 
are, compose the great civilian army. 
Our fight is to keep the morale of the 
military army what it should be. 
The military army is absolutely de- 
pendent on the civilian army. 
And beside it is your boy and mine, or 
somebody else’s boy. 
Belgian Indemnity. 
The Belgian Government is already 
preparing with great minuteness its 
schedule of damages, for which it will 
demand indemnity from Germany. Let 
us hope that it will make a thorough job 
of it, not overlooking nor abating a single 
farthing’s worth of such losses as can be 
computed in pecuniary terms. And when 
that is done, let the complete satisfaction 
of that claim be the inexorable sine qua 
non of peace for Germany and of her re- 
newed intercourse with the civilized 
world. Belgium suffered the first blows 
from the felonious bully of Potsdam, and 
has suffered the worst spoliation and 
ravishment; and she must have the first 
and fullest reparation. Less than that 
would be dishonor to the world. 
They are Always Huns. 
Conditions in Russian territory occu- 
pied by the Germans are described in an 
official Russian wireless message, which 
says: “From all regions now in German 
occupation it is reported that the German 
military authorities are carrying off 
everything that it is possible to take to 
Germany. They are devastating the 
country. In White Russia there are no 
horses and no cattle because the Germans 
have taken them all. In the regions where 
evacuation is pending the fields remain 
unsown because the Germans have left 
no seed. Children are dying of starvation. 
Milk cannot be obtained. Household 
furniture, telegraphic and telephonic in- 
struments and appliances from many 
towns have been sent to Germany. The 
railway lines have been stripped, only 
wrecked and useless cars being left be- 
hind.” 
Two Resolutions. 
“Resolved, That it is the sense of the 
Senate that there should be no further 
communication with the German Gov- 
ernment upon the subject of an armistice 
or conditions of peace, except a demand 
for unconditional surrender.”—Senator 
Lodge. 
The Democratic attitude is equally 
clear. It is embodied in the following 
resolution introduced by Senator J. Ham- 
ilton Lewis: 
“Resolved, lhat the United States 
Senate approves whatever course may be 
taken by the President of the United 
States in the matter of bis replies and in 
his dealings with the German Imperial 
Government and the Austrian Imperial 
Government and the allies of either or 
both, in response to the demand of either 
for peace or armistice.” 
A nurse had been called as a witness to 
prove the correctness of the bill of a 
physician. 
“Let us get at the facts in the case,” 
said the lawyer, who was doing a cross- 
examining stunt. “Didn’t the doctor 
make several visits after the patient was 
out of danger?” 
"No sir,” answered the nurse. “I con- 
sidered the patient in danger as long as 
the doctor continued his visits.” 
CASTOR IA 
For Infants and Children 
In Use For Over 30 Years 
MERCY MUNITIONS 
NEEDED IN TRENCHES 
Lieut. Coningsby Dawson, Fight- 
ing Author, Makes Stirring 
Appeal for Y. W. C. A. 
Lieut. Coningsby Dawson, who wrote 
"Carry Oh,” says of the war work 
which the V. W. C. A. Is doing: “You 
at home cannot fight with your lives, 
but you can fight with your mercy. 
The Y. YV. C. A. is offering you just 
this chance. It garrisons the women's 
support trenches, which lie behind the 
men’s. It asks you to supply them 
with munitions of mercy that they 
may be passed on to us. YVe need 
such supplies badly. Give generously 
that we may the sooner defeat the 
Hun.” 
YVhat Lieut. Dawson snys of the Y. 
YV. C. A. he might have said of all the 
national organizations which are com- 
ing together for the biggest financial 
campaign that organizations have ever 
headed. All the $170,500,000 to be 
raised by the seven great national or- 
ganizations the week of November 11 
will be used to garrison and supply 
the support trenches behind the lines. 
They are the Y. M. C. A., the Y. YV. 
C. A., the National Catholic YY’ar Coun- 
cil, Jewish YVelfare Board, American 
Library Association, YVar Camps Com- 
munity Service and Salvation Army. 
American girls In various uniforms 
mingle strangely with picturesque 
Brittany costumes in France. The 
American Y. YV. C. A. hds a hostess 
house in Brittany where the Signal 
Corps women live and a hut where 
the nurses spend their free time. Both 
these centers are fitted with many of 
the comforts and conveniences of 
home. 
“At a tea given at the nurses’ hut 
one Saturday afternoon,” writes Miss 
Mabel YVurner, of Snlina, Kansas, Y. 
YV. C. A. worker there, “there was an 
odd gathering—one admiral, a bishop, 
a Presbyterian minister, a Homan 
Catholic priest, n doctor, an ensign, 
one civilian and myself.” 
First Victory Boy's Work. 
“Say, I’m wlar to yon, all right,” n 
Western Union messenger boy whis- 
pered to one of the directors of the 
United War Work Campaign in the 
New York headquarters. The direc- 
tor’s desk had only Just been moved 
In and the work of the big drive hod 
hardly begun. 
“I’m onto your stunt,” the hoy went 
on as he swung a grimy fist over the 
desk; “you’re gain’ to give us fellows 
that ain’t old enough to go to war a 
chance to earn an' give to back up a 
fighter an’ help win the war. Listen; 
I’m in on this.” 
The crumpled $5 bill he dropped on 
the desk made him the first of “a mil- 
lion boys behind n million fighters" 
who are to be lined up as Victory Boys 
during the week of the drive. 
There will be a division of Victory 
Girls, too, and every hoy and every 
girl enrolled will have to earn every 
dollar he or she gi-rs to the war work 
fund. 
Bogus Book"! Agents. 
Agents in many places are canvassing 
from door to door with publications pur- 
porting to be issued by the Government 
representing that they have government 
sanction. They are charging as high as 
$4.75 foi the publication. 
The Food Administration has been re- 
quested to warn people in Maine that nc 
publications have been authorized by the 
Government. The publications issued 
by the Government are always giver 
away or sold at cost, or in the case of cer- 
tain school text books prepared by the 
Food Administration sold under contract 
with the publisher to charge the pries 
fixed by competition ranging from twen- 
ty cents (20c) to half a dollar. Anyone 
who engages in a scheme such as above 
described is guilty of false representation 
if no more. All such cases should be re- 
ported to the Department of Justice foi 
action. 
Write Cheerful Letters. 
When you write to your soldier over- 
seas, be cheerful above all else. Write 
as though he were in the next town on a 
business trip. Tell him how the house 
and garden look, the talk of the neigh- 
bors, and who has been the latest one to 
enlist; how the Liberty Loans and the 
Red Cross drives make out. But never, 
never write that you are having a hard 
time. If you should be having a hard 
time, apply for help to the Red Cross.— 
From the November Red Cross Magazine. 
After 
dinner 
If you feel uncomfortable,—gas pressure, 
heaviness, sour stomach, drowsy, head- 
ache,—take a teaspoonful of that honest, 
old-time prescription, the original “L.F.” 
Atwood’s Medicine. It will relieve you 
quickly and improve your general condi- 
tion by cleaning your system of impure 
accumulations so you won’t have any dis- 
agreeable attacks. Reckon 
well the cost of things in 
these war-thrift times; think 
how cheap this remedy is at 
only ONE CENT A DOSE. 
There’s no blood-purifier or 
real corrective of constipa- 
tion that is more economic- 
al and beneficial. Price 50 
cents. Buy of your deal- 
er the TRUE “L. F.” made 
by the L. F. Medicine Co., 
Portland, Me, 
GEO. L JOHNSON, 
Attorney at Law 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
Practice In all Court*. Probate; practice 
•pec laky. 2ft 
I 
If you have never used i|BB 1 WILLIAM TELL, you <b WWW 
not really know how easy .t [JffiMM is to bake at home wh< a ^^^B 
S you use a flour of this qua!. MH| ity, how much better : IHbh| 
you will have in your i ImBm 
mg, and how much you ■, I W&m§- 
actually save by using h-fBgH 
Try WILLIAM TF.LT, qHB 
; now. See how much fc ||gS|| 
er it will go. See how racy 
it is to handle. See what IHB|| splendid success you wq; 
have with it and what a a flH 
perior flavor it will give to eMSfl 
your bread. It will he 3 
revelation to you, I know, M|f|| 
Ask your grocer for SEME 
WILLIAM TULL—the, WiS- 
flour that goes further »> 
and bakes better. 




Wanted at this of- 
fice. If you want 
steady work ap- 
ply at once. 
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD 
BELFAST AND BURNHAM BRANCH 
On and after Sept. 29, 1918, trains con- 
necting at Burnham and Waterville with 
; through trains for and from Bangor, Wa- 
j terville, Portland and Boston, will run 
1 daily, except Sunday, as follows: 
FROM BELFAST 
am. p.m. 
Belfast, depart, 8.45 1.10 
Citypoint, +6.50 +1.15 
Waldo, +7.01 +1.26 
Brooks, 7.14 1.42 
Knox, +7.29 +1.57 
Thorndike, 7.36 2 10 
Unity, 7.45 2.20 
Winnecook, +7.57 +2.32 
i Burnham, arrive, 8.05 2.40 
Bangor, 12.40 5.40 
Clinton, 8.29 
! Fairfield, c8.39 -- 
Waterville, 8.45 3.20 
Portland, 11.45 5.55 
Boston, p. m., 3.30 9.25 
TO BELFAST 
ci. in. a.111. 
Boston, 2.45 9.00 
p.m. 
Portland, 7.15 12.40 
a.m. 
Waterville, 6.50 10.40 3.40 
Bangor, 6.40 2.24 
Fairfield, 6.57 10.48 fS.47 
Clinton, 7.09 10.58 3.58 
Burnham, leave, 8.35 11.15 4.15 
Winnecook, t8.45 tll-25 14.25 
Unity, 8.55 12.00 4.37 
Thorndike, 9.05 12.30 4.45 
Knox, 19.14 tl2.45 t4.52 
Brooks, 9.34 1.42 5.10 
Waldo, t9.46 tl.56 t5.12 
Citypoint. t9.58 t2.15 t5.25 
Belfast, ariive, 10.05 2.25 5.35 
tFlag station. 
cStops to leave passengers. 
Fare from Belfast to Boston, $7.61. 
M. L. Harris, Gen’l Pass. Agt. 
D. C. Douglass, 
General Manager, Portland, Maine. 
Pigs for Sale 
4 to 8 Weeks Old. 
J. AUSTIN McKEEN, 
33tf Belfast, Maine 
STOVES 
I have at present several old stoves that 
are in excellent condition which I will 
sell very cheap. 
Prices on all junk are still as high as 
usual. If you have any old stuff call us 
up by phone—229-4—or drop me a line. 
SAM FREEDMAN, 
16 Cross St., Belfast. 
DR CLEHENT 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat. 
HOWES BUILDING, MONDAYS, 
Office Hours—9-12, 1-5. 3m81* 
As offered to-day should include instruction in 
ell the Commercial Branches, Shorthand and 
Typewriting and the BurrOUgh'S 
Automatic Bookkeeping Machine. 
*• SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE 
PORTLAND, BANGOR AND AUGUSTA is the 
only school in New England which offers such 
a course. Telegraphy also taught. Free cata- 
logue. F. L SHAW. President. 
We Have 
For Sale 
A 4 horse power engine in 
good condition 
A No. 0 Steam Pump. 
A quantity of Iron Pipe. 





THE OLD CORNER ORUC $!| 
IS N<'W 
The Belfast Drug sti 
WITH 
WILLIAM A, BANKS'- l 
Main Street, next \ | 
All the former \ 
carefully filed by the j 
can be refilled at an> 1 
in drug supplies on li 
GEOFGE F. KENT DFUGGIST. 
TRUCKING 
I am prepared to do all q 
Furniture and piano m q 
Have just added to mv i 
Acme auto true i-mad' s 
cern. Leave orders at t. 
Main and Cross street: j 
ceive prompt attention. s 
Telephone connection. | 
W W. 81AZO, 
126 Wald l 
HHICHESTE J 
W Til K 1H A '• I 
W: 
1 years known j 
SOLD BV DRU 
WAN i 1C 
SECOND HAND C( tion. Furniture, l < ! 
etc. Antique furnitur* ; 
have any thing to tell <ir 
you will receive a pronij i 
WA 1.1 I 
Corner Washingt 
Tel. 263 5 
FOR PERSONA l 
Dissolved in water for 
pelvic catarrh, ulcer 
mation. Recommend^ 
Pinkham Med. Co. 
A healing wonder for 
sore throat and sore 
Has extraordinary deansinu 
Sample Free. 50c. all 
V mau. The P&xton Toilet C 
NOTICE 
I have taken over t: 
INSURANCE bti$ * 
af the late R. W. ROU 
E. BANGS and have 
HAYFORD BLOCK Pt 
1 




Chance for Advance*”*-’11* /-J 
U. S. Shipping Board tre- 
at Rockland trains seamen 
in new Merchant Marine 
bridge. Two years' se» < x( •' 
Native or naturalized 'I 
six weeks. Apply at school 
Rockland. 
OH LOOK 
A Yankee Junk 8ii 
All old iron at *10 per ton 
Fired Gray’s dooryard. 1 Pa; ** 
for any kind of machine^ p[ic» 
)uy old bags and rags at 
29tf CHAS. ft"- 
CONGRATULATING each other 
.mi- own Major General Bell and Field Marshal Sir 
the warm feeling that exists between the fighters of 
Min. • 
It, ,1 that this column is open to questions, which should be sent to Jitor, and to discussions by the readers on anything connected : Jiooting 
|,ind 
Pistol Club. | 
retary to His Friend 
;i Woods. 
is my third day 
and a rainy after- 
>0 write y> u this 
n Cup match was 
rain at noon and 
f ; ihe day. 
over a thousand 
■., ! a thousand have 
itch. Yet, in spite 
f men on the vari- 
..itk ot the Small 
under Lieutenant 
rid tit on the same 
,:is that some of the 
me if the best rifle 
nv unable to shoot 
|. wever, enough of 
;o make the pace 
ns and the army and 
■ ice of this vas in 
n at 200 yards, shot 
F.dward C. Cross- j 
iccr of the school, 
nty-six men who 
cure and qualified 
.n the shoot, being 
n- six men up the 
s being three blue- 
|,n 
the third shoot- 
three men had 
bull’s-eyes and 
-i rinff of ten shots, 
lbbs of the Navy, 
score of 49, or a 
-sible score of 200. 
; nil A. Binkley of 
; with 48, and the 
'cerman of the Navy 
! Kapid Fire match 
scores by Sergt. 
H:! Marine Corps. 
:»g, Bily. And it 
} ;ng fellows to do it. 
2 ; -t i,-: s eyes good to see 
■i me looking lot. | 
High Score- Without Special 
; Ammunition. 
.. looks, the whole 
k from all over the 
5 "i v well as men in the 
^nicKi r. that would im- 
i: it i* a fact, Billy, 
woul be possible to get 
jrai.v.u-r-,. mm interested in any 
>t?»ek up better than 
cshoolers ; And that brings me 
ffit'-m leser es to be impressed 
iepeople £ * this country at every 
■Mi 'i tact that it takes a real 
:r » -Xpert shot with a high 
^ especially in this long range J 
es trains as well as j 
■booting ability to make a good 
back to scores, the Leech Cup 
■st $00, 300 and 1000 yards, and 
J' of the Navy, 1w id addition to the winner’s 
** du- t b possible 100, three I 
,r the Members Match,! 
si mi yards, won by J. H. Me- ; 
7. Marines, with 49 out of a 
f 
1 1 n three other scores 
^ > md plenty of 47’s. (The 
« vas 44!) Now, maybe I 
[ hat these matches are “■S slice wiih match ammunition, 
Las been the case. Exactly 
7 •" being tired as is supplied 
.Dg:'! instr.j-tional use, and this 
taV's: !i' T,'g'Jiar run of the fac- | 
J; u not attempt to give ! 
("v '’D’ crning these matches, ! 
tti";‘5 !l,i when it reached Aanted to let you know the 
Sul 
1 '7 Vk *lu (be matches are \ r«»urse, these matches! 
tcC 1,1Vfie^ arP just the N. R. I 
liaJ" "idy see one ortwo j 
at i7‘a! However, these ^astiot so far are enough 
r 
™ the conditions will be for 
^ U(i considering everything, 
not forgetting the men who have gone 
Dverseas, the showing that is being made 
is mighty creditable. 
I have been talking with some of the 
instructors here, all of them men who 
prior to. May 15th last were in civil life, 
and judging from the number of student 
alFicers who have passed through the 
school, and the records of their scores 
fired while taking the course, the school 
is the biggest kind of a success. These 
instructors certainly were well chosen. 
Every one of them has come through in 
line style, and all are enthusiastic about 
their work. Of course I can not expect 
to get to know all of them, but from 
what I have seen of them and from the 
talks 1 have had with Lee, Raymond, 
Richard, Linder, Short, McBride, Fort and 
a few others, I don’t believe that Presi- 
dent Wilson himself could have picked 
aut a better corps of instructors. In my 
next letter, if 1 am not still too full of 
the matches, I want to tell you some- 
thing about some of these fine fellows. 
Cordially, 
TED. 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
I notice in your Hepartment you speak 
of Krag rifles being found not very amen- 
able to the use of Mobilubricant on the 
bullets fired in them. Does this apply to 
all Krags? 
O. S., Trenton, A. 7. 
No. Moreover, in clubs reporting that 
their Krags shot worse when grease was 
used on the bullets than they did when 
it was not, it may be that too much 
grease was used. It is a matter for the 
individual rifleman to find out for him- 
self, with the rifle he uses. The bullet 
should be covered with only a thin coat- 
ing of the grease, evenly applied by giv- 
ing the bullet a whirl in the grease. No 
grease should be allowed to get on the 
neck of the shell. 
Does the United States Revolver Asso- 
ciation have rating medals or decorations 
for proficiency in pistol shooting, as the 
N. R. A has for rifle shooting? 
A. A. A., Telluride, Colo. 
Yes, for two styles of shooting, delib- 
erate or slow fire and rapid fire, 10 shots 
in the former and 5 in the latter. Awards 
are, for a score of 80x100 or better in slow 
fire <10 shots in. 12 minutes or less) or 
33x50 in rapid fire <5 shots in 15 seconds 
with the military arm or 5 shots in 30 
seconds with a pocket arm), a bronze 
medal; for 85 slow or 36 rapid, bronze and 
silver; for 90 slow or 39 rapid, silver; for 
93 slow or 41 rapid, silver and gold; for 
95 slow or 43 rapid, gold. 
What is the best way to make a duck 
blind and what kind of material would you 
recommend for hunting in the Dune Park 
section? 
S. Y., Chicago, III. 
Depends largely upon the spot selected. 
You will do best to build your blind out 
of material at hand where you put out 
your decoys, and should make it as in- 
conspicuous as possible, especially re- 
membering that it will be viewed from 
aloft and likewise with suspicion if it 
appears where no such structure—pre- 
appeably a growth—would be if Naturt 
were the builder. A muskrat house, of 
which there are some in the ponds where 
you intend to hunt, makes a good hiding 
place even though conspicuous, because 
muskrat houses belong in the picture, s.o 
to speak. Wire netting and burlap are 
both useful under some circumstanaes, 
for example, when natural blind material 
is scarce and hard to use to good advant- 
age. But the man who builds the most 
successful blinds will generally be found 
to use only the camouflage he is able to 
gather on the spot. Incidentally, the 
ability to sit still in a thin blind is as 
valuable to the hunter as anything he 
possesses; ducks that might not see you 
at twenty yards if you keep still, will 
veer off long before coming into range if 
you bob about in the blind. 
tKVES A GOLD 
MtDAL FOR THIS 
All,hor'>V Tells How to Dry 
orn or < alius so it Lifts 
Right Off 
COjjj ► 
Vi l" ’••• ni'-nand women need 
killed yo?, ,Wtar llie »hoes that 
Kiioritv Uibetljre. says this Cincin- 
" 'PPlieo aause a few drops of 
item ,! dlrectiv on a tender, 
** eorr. | 
®8 “Pteness at once »nd l008'p» so it can be lifted 
out, root and all, without a bit of pain. 
A quarter of an ounce of freezone costa 
very little at any drug store, but is suf- 
ficient to take off every hard or soft corn 
or callus. This should be tried, as it is 
inexpensive and is said not to inflame or 
even irritate the surrounding tissue or 
skin. 
If your wife wears high heels she will 




WHEN NOYON WAS EVACUATED 
Despairing Villagers Could Not at^ 
Once Believe That Savage Huns 
Were Really Gone. 
Noyon was before the war just one 
of the many sleepy old French pro- 
vincial towns, with an hotel de ville, 
and a cathedral, and little gray streets 
twisting out into a rich, green agri- 
cultural plain; now, writes Elizabeth 
Shepley Sergeant, in the Century, it 
will always be remembered as the 
town nearest to Paris—only 65 miles 
away—where the enemy stayed for 
two and a half years. It had been used 
during the occupation as a sort of con- 
centration center from the actual fir- 
ing line. Before the retreat, however, 
virtually all the useful members of the 
community had been deported; all the 
men between sixteen and sixty—there 
were a good many ot territorial age 
not mobilized during the first days of 
the war, and therefore caught by the 
German invasion—and most of the 
women between the same ages except 
those who had dependent children. It 
was, then, a community largely made 
up of old women and children and of 
the very old, who, on a certain Thurs- 
day in March, were ordered to go into 
their houses, close their shutters, and 
not come out for 48 hours. Promptly 
a series of explosions began, very 
alarming explosions, which made the 
poor people inside tremble. What new 
horror were they up to now? The 
sounds went on for a day and a half, 
gradually growing fewer on the sec- 
ond morning. By afternoon, strange- 
ly, nothing whatever could be heard; 
not a voice, not a rumble. The bold- 
est spirits pushed open the shutters a 
little and perceived that the streets 
were absolutely deserted—the gray- 
green soldiers were nowhere to be 
seen. Slowly and cautiously, halting 
at every step, they ventured out and 
up Into the center of the town, coming 
back with the astonishing news, the 
news nobody dared believe, that the 
Germans were gone. They had blown 
up the bridges, burned a few factories, 
cut down trees along the roadsides, 
and made off. Even then the French 
inhabitants believed there must be 
some trick about it; and when their 
own soldiers, looking unfamiliar in 
blue uniforms Instead of the old red 
and black, entered the town the next 
morning, they tried, in the midst of 
the tears and welcomes, to hold them 
back lest they get caught in an am- 
bush. It was true, though; the peo- 
ple of the Noyon region were again 
free citizens of France. 
Great Millennial Hope. 
The horizon of the hopes of man is 
never quite so clear that the exact 
moment of sunrise or of sunset may 
be marked. But a great millennial hope 
is none the less to be treasured as 
the goal of all striving. Just when 
its object will be reached—if that ob- 
ject be an enduring peace, and if the 
means for securing it be that perpet- 
ual alliance of free nations which now 
appears to embody the most promising 
plan yet devised for its attainment— 
none may certainly declare. But what- 
ever methods may be pursued to this 
end the hope behind it and the con- 
fidence that It is a reasonable and 
righteous hope are the highest justi- 
fications for everything that every- 
body can do to achieve the victory of 
the allies with whom our nation is 
joined. There is no weapon in the 
spiritual armor of the noncombatant 
that needs more constantly to be kept 
bright.—M. A. De Wolfe Howe, in At- 
lantic. 
Napoleon Still Points Way. 
In a tiny French village that is 
hardly a village any more, since shells 
almost removed it from the earth, one 
building has a tower standing un- 
touched. A platform tops this tower 
and a miniature figure of Napoleon 
Stands there facing and pointing 
toward the positions held by the Ger- 
mans. 
Thousands of shells have whizzed 
and exploded by this tower, but none 
has touched the tower or the figure 
of Napoleon pointing northward. 
Thousands of Americans, thousands of 
trucks, quantities of guns and am- 
munition and supplies have rolled over 
the main street by this figure point- 
ing the way to the boche during the 
past few weeks. 
Everyone has marveled that the 
tower with the miniature Napoleon 
withstood all bombardment, and many 
an American passing the statue among 
the ruins has remarked how appro- 
priate is this defiant figure pointing 
the way. 
Concrete Ship Not New. 
That the much-talked-of new con- 
crete ship Edith, generally considered 
a discovery In ship building that will 
revolutionize the industry, was ante- 
dated by some 12 years in the Philip- 
pines is a fact not generally known, 
even to Filipinos. The bureau of nav- 
igation of the islands constructed in 
1905, however, a floating re-enforced 
concrete dock for the use of boats in 
the Pasig river, a dock which Is In use 
to this day, and perhaps the first suc- 
cess achieved in the use of concrete 
in shipbuilding. 
Remarkable Tactics. 
In “ground flying” tatties the pilot 
acts mainly on his own personal in- 
itiative, and he must be prepared to 
attack the enemy wherever he may be 
found, either with bombs, grenades, 
darts or machine-gun lire. Thus Ger- 
man officers in charge of ammunition 
dumps have every reason to fear the 
approach of British “low fliers.” The 
fear of machine-gun fire is even great- 
er, and whole German regiments have 
been decimated and d moralized by 
British airplanes. 
Putting on the Brakes. 
Washington, Oct. 20. Cancellation 
of contracts for 160,000,000 worth of 
troopships which were to have been built 
at new government shipyard at Alameda, 
Cal., and the stopping of the work of 
building at that plant were announced 
today by Chairman Hurley of the ship- 
ping board. Work on the yard began 
early last July. Decision not to build 
the troopships was reached some three 
weeks ago. Mr. Hurley said that it waa 
realized that they could not be delivered 
before 1920 and would be of little use in 
the military program. 
INFLUENZA 
RAGES III 111 
Thousands of Cases Reported 
With Many Deaths. 
THOSE WHO ARE MOST 
SUSCEPTIBLE TO IT 
X. 
“FRUIT-A-TIVES”—The Wonderful 
Fruit Medicine—Greatly Help* 
To Resist This Disease. 
The epidemic of Spanish Influenza 
which played such havoc in Europe, 
has reached this continent. Thou- 
sands of cases of the strange malady 
have appeared and. many deaths are 
already reported; Surgeon-General 
Blue of the United States Public 
Health Service having stated that 
“Spanish Influenza will probably 
spread all over the country in 
six weeks”. 
Practically every ship which 
touches our shores from abroad, 
brings those infected with the 
disease. 
Surgeon-General Blue urges that 
“the individual take all the precau- 
tions he can against contracting 
the disease by care and personal 
hygiene”. Plenty of exercise should 
be taken; the dietshouldberegulated, 
etc. 
Spanish Influenza affects most 
severely elderly persons and others 
whose powers of resistance are 
weakened by illness, work or worry, 
especially those who are “run-down” 
or “not feeling up to the mark.’* 
The really great danger from the 
disease is not so much in the disease 
itself, as that it often develops into 
pneumonia. 
Wiiat everyone neeas now is a 
general tonic like “Fruit-a-tives”. 
This wonderful fruit medicine is not 
a germ-killer. It is a body-builder; 
a strength-maker; a blood-purifier; 
a power in protecting against the 
ravages of disease. 
“Fruit-a-tives” regulates the 
kidneys and bowels, causing these 
organs to eliminate waste regularly 
and naturally as nature intended. 
“Fruit-a-tives” keeps the skin active, 
and purifies and enriches the blood. 
“Fruit-a-tives” tones up and 
strengthens the organs of digestion, 
insuring food being properly digested 
and assimilated. 
Everyone can take ordinary pre- 
cautions, avoid crowded places, and 
use “Fruit-a-tives” regularly to 
insure sound digestion, to keep the 
bowels and kidneys regular and the 
whole system in the best possible 
condition. Then we are safe from 
disease. 
“Fruit-a-tives” is sold by dealers 
everywhere at 50c a box, 6 for $2.50, 
trial size 25c or sent postpaid on 
receipt of price by FRUIT-A-TIVES 
Limited, OGDENSBURG, N. Y. 
PROSPECT KERRY. 
Albert Mills and son Percy motored to 
Brooksville last Saturday and visited 
relatives. 
Otis Ginn of Bangor was a week-end 
visitor with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
W. H. Ginn. 
There are no cases of influenza in this 
place as yet. The schools at Mt. Heagan 
and at the Ferry are still in session. 
Mrs. Charles Banks and Mrs. Rufus 
Hardman called on Mr. and Mrs. Ed. 
Gilkey in Searsport one day last week. 
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Harriman have 
moved to Sandypoint and will spend the 
winter with their daughter, Mrs. J. S. 
Pierce. 
Mrs. Azelia Ginn, formerly of this 
place, is sick in a hospital in Bangor with 
influenza. Her many friends hope to 
soon hear of her recovery. 
Household Fuel Coal Situation. 
At a recent meeting of the Fuel Con- 
servation Bureaus of New England the 
Federal Fuel Administrator plainly stat- 
ed that there was a serious shortage in 
anthracite coal of the sizes adapted to 
domestic use. There seems to be little 
reason for thinking that those who have 
received the two-thirds of their usual 
supply will have any more at any time 
during the winter or the spring. Acute 
as the household fuel coal situation was 
last year, it bids fair to be still worse this 
winter. 
Would it not be wise for somebody in 
officialdom to find out the facts? We have 
had a surfeit of misinformation about 
coal. 
"“"a Song of the Hun Hunters. 
The skipper stood upon the bridge, and 
blood was in his eye; 
Sez he: “We’ll get the blinking Hun, or 
know the reason why” 
So he threw her over, and off we went, 
hell bent on the starboard leg. 
And when we made the slick of oil the 
Old Girl dropped her egg. 
The Old Girl dropped an egg, my boys, 
And then dropped several more; 
And the Huns down in that submarine 
Will never get to shore. 
Will never get to shore, my boys, 
It’s good-bye, Ger-ma-nee; 
For every egg the Old Girl drops 
Is filled with T. N. T. 
—Songs of the Hun Hunters. 
Victors In the Air. 
Entente air supremacy is admitted in 
German documents recently captured. A 
German battalion report captured on the 
Flanders front says: 
“Enemy airmen are absolutely masters 
in the air here. They are far more num- 
erous than ours. They carry out their 
reconnaissances by day and night and 
acouta, singly or in larger formations, 
penetrate far behind our lines. 
“The same German report goes on to 
reveal that troops in that sector had re- 
ceived no hot food for three days owing 
to their kitchens being destroyed by 
bombing machines. 
“The inadequacy of our protection 
against aircraft,” another report by a 
German corps commander states, -ia be- 
ing felt more and more. All the aerial 
combats were on our side of the lines. 
Whenever you see a great man you are 
likely to find a great woman just around 
the corner. 
Did you keep your War Savings Stamp 
pledge this month? “Our Boya” did. 
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE. 
The following transfers of real estate 
were recorded in Waldo County Registry 
of Deeds for the week ending Oct 28,1918. 
Charles M. Brewster, Belmont, to Wil- 
liam B. Webber, do.; land and buildings 
n Belmont. 
Thomas J. Munroe, et al., Lincolnville, 
to Ernest Munroe, do.; land in Lincoln- 
ville. 
Orman A. Hopkins, et al., Belfast, to 
Tames C. Durham, Belfast, et als.; land 
n Belfast. 
Martha J. Blanchard, Stockton Springs, 
to Emery D. Bickmore, do.; land in 
Stockton Springs. 
Amos L. Bennett, Troy, to Louisa E. 
Bennett, do.; land and buildings in Troy. 
Rosendal N. Gerry, Troy, to Amos L. 
Bennett, do.; land and buildings in Troy, ! 
Percy H. Grant, Brooks, to Lizzie B. | 
Webster, Frankfort; land in Frankfort. 
Inhabitants of Belmont, to George O. 
Hamlin, Orono; land in Belmont. 
Mary Lane, Lincolnville, to Blanche A. 
Russell, Boston; land and buildings in 
Lincolnville. 
Ira F. Thompson, et al., Belfast, to 
Lewis May hew, South Orrington; land 
ind buildings in Belfast 
Elijah C. Howard, Belfast, to Alberta 
Wadsworth, do.; land and buildings in 
Belfast. | 
Charles H. Phillips, Bangor, to Roy E. 
Webster, Islesboro; land and buildings in 
Islesboro. 
Clarence F. Wyman, et al., Belfast, to 
Manley O. Wilson, do.; land and build- 
ings in Belfast. I 
Sanford Howard, Belfast, to Mae E. 
Howard, do.; land and buildings in Bel- 
fast. 
ine ouy lvauonai rsanK, Belfast; to 
Rufus E. Stone, Unity; land and buildings 
in Troy. 
Mary D. Jellison, et al., Old Town, to 
Mabel C. Swan, do.; land and buildings 
in Northport. 
H. H. Grant, Unity, to E. B. Hunt, do.; 
land in Unity. 
Ira J. Flanders, Knox, to Lillo Spencer, 
Madison; land in Knox. 
William L. Ladd, Montville, to Ernest 
E. Raven, Knox; land and buildings in 
Montville. 
Ralph C. Wharff, Rock Island, 111., to 
Neva Jones Wharff, do.; land and build- 
ings in Winterport. 
P. P. Shibles, Thorndike, to George S. 
Pease, Knox; land in Thorndike and Knox. 
Maria A. Knowlton, et al., Belfast, to 
Evelyn L. Peavey, Dallas, Texas; land in 
Northport. 
William A. Cole, et al., Burnham, to 
Elisha Kenney, et al., do.; land in Burn- 
ham. 
George L. Light, Washington, to Rob- 
ert E. Cleaves, Portland; land in Liberty. 
Harry L. Wing, Unity, to Mary A. 
Kidder, do.; land and buildings in Unity. 
Lewis W. Be nner, Northport, to Lucy 
Knowles, do.; land and buildings in 
Northport. 
N. Adelle Seavey, Auburn, to Frank 
W. Thompson, Troy; land in Troy. 
Fred E. Wyman, Northport, to Velora 
Robertson, Belfast; land in Belfast. 
S. L. Ritchie, Monroe, to Harry S. 
White, do.; land in Monroe. 
W. B. Belches, V* interport, to Myles 
McGee, Lawrence, Mass.; land in Win- 
terport. 
who Knows? 
Washington, Oct. 28. There will be 
no coal famine the coming winter, nor 
even an approach to the hardships of last 
winter, Fuel Administrator Garfield an- 
nounces, but the public must continue 
to co-operate with the fuel commission 
in conservation methods, as far more 
coal is needed now than in normal times. 
Dr. Garfield, in a statement on the pres- 
ent outlook, says the nation’s fuel sup- 
plies, assembled in preparation for an un- 
usually severe winter, are adequate and 
well distributed; that coal stocks on hand 
are greater than ever before and that 
more domestic coal is now in the hands 
of consumers and dealers than at the 
corresponding period in normal years. 
Emergency Period in Shipbuild- 
ing is Past. 
A general revision of the shipbuilding 
program, affecting the output of Bteel as 
well as wood vessels, appears at hand. 
Chairman Hurley of the shipping board 
is quoted as saying in Philadelphia that j 
the time to begin ea ;ing up on construe- 
tion has come. At the same time Di- j rector General Schwab of the Emergency i 
Fleet Corporation declared: 
‘‘We are no longer meeting an emer- ; 
gency now, as the emergency period is 1 
past. What we are striving for now U 
economy and permanency of production. 1 
Economic permanency should now be the I 
slogan. 
“Taken in connection with the impor- | tant conferences last week, which it is 
now known had to do not only with the 
curtailment of wooden shipbuilding, but! 
also concerned readjustment of the steel i 
program, these utterances are regarded ! 
as significant. 
“The time has come,” Mr. Hurley | 
stated, “when we must begin to ease up. 1 
This easing up process must be'applied to 
steel ships as well as wooden ones, but as 
the number of wooden ships already com- ; 
pleted added to the number contracted 
for and which shall be constructed, will | 
fill the demand for ships of that kind, we 
are curtailing production beyond that 
point. Therefore the wooden ship pro- 
gram will be completed by the end of 
1919, as we are making no contracts to 
run into 1920.” 
Mr. Hurley added that in the process 
of elimination of certain of the shipbuild- 
ing projects those shipyards showing a 
very small production or which have 
failed to maintain the required standard 
of industrial efficiency will of course come 
tirst. The shipping board has already 
cancelled contractsfor 50 2,500-ton wood- 
en barges and a like number of tugboats 
to haul them. 
Just where the cutting will hit the steel 
ship program is still in doubt, but it is 
known that some of the small yards are 
not functioning to the entire satisfaction 
of officials, and they will probably be af- 
fected in the not distant future. 
WOMAN'S NERVES 
MADE STRONG 
By Lydia E. Pinkham’s 
Vegetable Compound. 
Winona, Minn.—“I suffered for more 
than a year from nervousness, and was 
so bad I could not 
rest at night— 
would lie awake and 
get so nervous I 
would have to get 
up and walk around 
and in the morning l 
would be all tired 
out. I read about 
Lydia E. Pinkham’s 
Vegetable Com- 
pound and thought 
I would try it. My 
nervousness soon 
left me. I sleep 
well and feel fine in the morning and 
able to do my work. I gladly recom- 
mend Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable 
Compound to make weak nerves 
strong.”—Mrs. Albert Sultze, 603 
Olmstead St., Winona, Minn. 
How often do we hear the expression 
among women, “1 am so nervous, I can- 
not sleep,” or “it seems as though I 
should fly.” Such women should profit 
by Mrs. Sultze’s experience and give 
this famous root and herb remedy, 
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable tom- 
pound, a trial. 
For forty years it has been overcom- 
ing such serious conditions as displace- 
ments, inflammation, ulceration, irreg- 
ularities, periodic pains, backache, diz- 
ziness, and nervous prostration of 
women, and is now considered the stan- 
dard remedy for such ailments. 
r ? 
SB! ,i Parcel Post or write for particulars. 
UolKSliC Supply Co., Dept. 32, Binghamton, N.Y 
HUMPHREYS’ 
WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT 
(COMPOUND) 
Eop Piles or Hemorrhoids, 
External or Internal, Blind or 
Bleeding, Itching or Burning. 
One application brings relief. 
at all druggists 
e 
Send Free Sample of Ointment to 
Humphreys* Borneo. Medicine Company 
156 William Street, New York. 
SICK STOCK 
BOOK on treatment of Horses, Cows, 
Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sent 
free. Humphreys* Homeopathic Vet- 




Mill Sites, Farms,Sites 
for Summer Hotels 
and Camps 
LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THB 
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD 
give opportunity to those desiring to 
make a change in location for a new start 
in life. 
Undeveloped Water Power 
Unlimited Raw Material 
AND 
Good Farming Land 
AWAIT DEVELOPMENT. 
'Communications regarding locations 
are invited and will receive attentions 
when addressed to any agent of the 
MAINE CENTRAL, or to j 
‘NDUSTRIAL BUREAU 












STUDIO 36 HIGH STREET, BELFAST, 
Tel. 117-22 42 
PRESTON’S 
Livery, Boarding and Transient Stable. 
IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN STREET. 
I have single and double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers 
if desired 
ur patronage is solicited. Telephone—stable, 18 2; house, 18-3. 
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor, 
,-.™=^=3|C=I»1—:gilo11^S0^Sllc=I0Pl|Ql|C=3QPll^^gg^]lc=10I=^l 
1 Brings Relief to Invalids 1 
1 " " | 
QTyjo suffering patient can be a patient sufferer with a leaky hot water bottle for a bed-fellow. Rubber 
m bottles that never leak are as hard to find as gold. |U 
Even though the bottle retains hot water it cannot retain 
heat at even temperature. Usually the bottle is so hot 
n that it feels like the searing heat of a branding iron or so L 
| ] cold that it does the patient no good. 
o u 
| Nothing to Fill Th p'iectric I 1 Nothing to Spill — ^ ear— [ 
| Price $9.00 Heating Pad | 
A 
O 
5 Size 12x15 in. Weighs but 14 ounces. It is covered with f] 
Dsoft eider-down—the softest, 
fleeciest material for the 
tender skin. The pad is of even thickness and is as pli- S 
able as flannel. It can be folded, laid flat or wrapped p 
around any part of the body. 
o 
| PENOBSCOT BAY ELECTRIC CO. [ 
* 
RHEUMATISM 
The Way to Got Rid of It lo to 
Remove the Cause. 
The fact that rheumatism depends 
fen an excess of urie acid in the blood, 
affecting the muscles and joints, pro- 
ducing inflammation, stiffness and 
pain, is well established. This excess 
is due to some defect in the process- 
es of digestion and absorption, and 
to torpidity or sluggishness of the 
liver, kidneys and skin. 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is very suc- 
cessful in the treatment of rheuma- 
tism because it acts directly, with 
purifying effect, on the blood, and 
through the blood on the liver, kid- 
neys and skin, which it stimulates, 
and builds up the whole system. 
Get rid of these rheumatic pains 
and aches by taking this medicine. 
Colonial Theatre 
The Best in Photoplays, Perfectly Projected 
the Motto of This Warm, Well Venti- 
lated Theatre, Offered Matinee and 
Evening. 
Emmy Wehlen, Thursday 
Delightful Emmy Wehlen, the star of 
“The House of Gold,” a Metro All-Star 
Series screen play which is today’s at- 
traction, has been acclaimed the fashion 
queen of the screen. In this brilliant 
picture-play of society life, Miss Weh- 
len wears many elaborate gowns, which 
are said to surpass anything which this 
screen fashion-plate has ever worn be- 
fore the motion picture camera. Every 
woman and most men will want to see 
“The House of Gold.” 
The Official War Pictures, showing 
scenes on the front, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Sidnew Drew in one of their famous 
comedies, will complete a most attractive 
program for Thursday. 
My Own United Sta'es, Friday. 
“My Own United States” picturizes 
the most interesting pages of American 
history. It is not a war picture, but a 
dramatic sensation presenting the inner 
struggle of a human soul. Philip Nolan, 
■‘the man without a country,” is the 
dominating character around which this 
vitally dramatic story centers. This wil- 
ful young man, who became as “clay in 
the hands of the potter,” Aaron Burr, is 
depicted with great sincerity to facts in 
his youthful romances and moments of 
tragic struggle. All the finer artistry at 
the command of America’s foremost 
actor, Mr. Arnold Daly, is brought into 
play in portraying Nolan, in whom arc 
combined the sensitiveness of an idealist 
and the recklessness of an adventurer. 
Ti,. n 1 im nirlnre is nlaved against a 
chain of historical events—the dual of 
Hamilton and Burr, the battle of the fam- 
ous frigate “Constitution” with the Al- 
gerian pirates, and other scenes of equal 
import, each of which is enacted with 
utmost fidelity. By special government 
permission, the original veteran of the 
American navy, the “Constitution,” was 
used for the scenes transpiring on board 
“Old Ironsides.” 
“My Own United States” helps you to 
become better acquainted with the history 
of the greatest republic on the face of the 
globe—the United States of America. 
See this eight reel drama, Friday. 
William A. Hart, Saturday. 
A true Hart picture is offered Satur- 
day, “Riddle Gawne,” the story of which 
follows: Known through the west as 
“Riddle Gawne,” because of his undying 
hate of mankind, Jefferson Gawne lives 
with his niece and patiently seeks the 
man who is responsible for his brother’s 
death. When Kathleen Harkless arrives 
to visit her uncle she is insulted by one 
Cass, member of a gang led by Hame 
Bozzam, the boss of the section and the 
real murderer for whom Gawne is search- 
ing, and Gawne comes to her rescue. An 
intimacy springs up between them. Num- 
erous attempts are made by the sheriff, in 
Hame’s pay, to arrest Gawne. Blanche 
Dillon, Hame’s woman, also loves Gawne 
and plots with Cass to bring about the 
satisfaction of their separate desires. 
Gawne is wounded and rescued by Blanch. 
While he is unconscious she drapes his 
arm about her shoulders and permits 
Kathleen to see them thus. Kathleen, 
brokenhearted, will have no more to do 
with Gawne. Later, Hame'and Cass cap- 
ture Kathleen and Jane, Gawne’s niece, 
and make for the hills. Gawne pursues. 
He is wounded as he approaches and Hame 
comes to his side to taunt him before he 
kills him. But by a dexterous move Gawne 
gains the upper hand and throws Hame 
from a high cliff to his death on the rocks 
below. A happy ending follows. 
A Pathe News and a Lonesome Luke 
Comedy will be included in the family 
off ering for Saturday. 
Viola Dana, Monday. 
“The Only Road” is a fascinating 
photodrama of Southern California. 
Viola Dana plays the part of Nita a girl 
who has been brought up by Mexicans, 
ignorant of her true parentage. Nita 
paddies in a donkey-cart the vegetables 
raised by Manuel and Rosa Lopez, her 
foster-parents. Love comes into her life 
when Bob Armstrong arrives from the 
East to make good on the Hawkins ranch. 
She and Bob become interested in each 
other, which does not suit the plans of 
Ramon Lupo, a scheming lawyer, who 
knows that the girl is the heiress to a 
large estate, and wishes her to marry his 
son. A rescue, a pursuit by a gang of 
Mexicon “greasers,” and an escape at 
the very point of death, are among the 
breath-taking incidents that bring “The 
Only Road” to a brilliant and satisfying 
climax. 
In connection with “The Only Road, 
a Klever comedy and a Burton Holmes 
Travelogue will be shown. 
Madge Kennedy—Tom Moore, Tuesday. 
“The Danger Game” is the strongest 
play ever assigned to Madge Kennedy 
and the part of Clytie Roger- is the only 
dramatic role she lias ever essayed. Yet 
the play is such a clever mixture of melo- 
drama and comedy that excitement, sus- 
pense, heart throbs and smiles follow one 
another in rapid succession. Miss Ken- 
nedy has the part of Clytie Rogers, a so- 
ciety girl, whose great ambition is to 
write a big novel. When she writes her 
book it is received coldly and, disgusted 
and resentful, Clytie sets forth to prove 
that the incidents she invented for her 
heroine can really happen to a girl. Her 
amazing adventures cause her to elope 
with a man, then elude him at the mo- 
ment of the nuptials. She becomes a 
full-fledged burglar and when about to he 
apprehended resorts to a novel way of 
circumventing her captor. Her advent- 
ures never cease from the moment she 
starts out to see life until she returns 
home, a wiser and sadder girl. For her 
change from lighter bits to drama, no 
better vehicle could have been chosen for 
Miss Kennedy’s talents as a dramatic ac- 
^Tom Moore heads the supporting cast 
of “The Danger Game" which is shown 
Tuesday together with Mutt and Jett and 
Current fc vents. 
Dorothy Datam, Wednesday. 
| You’ve heard and read enough 
about 
the German spy system. You know that 
it reaches its groping tenacles across the 
sea into the very daily life of each and 
everyone of us. Maybe you have a 
mental picture of what a German spy 
looks like. Maybe you suspect a neigh- 
bor. But before you shoot him or report 
him, learn tne story of Paula Harris. 
She was the Kaiser’s shadow. Paula 
Harris, the role taken by Dorothy Dal- 
ton, has been called by critics her strong- 
est characterization up-to-date. “The 
Kaiser’s Shadow” is a thriller and will be 
shown Wednesday only. 
WINTERPORT. 
Schools began Monday morning. 
There were services at the Methodist 
Episcopal Church Sunday. 
Did you keep your War Savings Stamp 
pledge this month? “Our Boys” did. 
There having been no new cases of in- 
fluenza here for several days, the ban on 
public gatherings has been removed. 
The sweater yarn arrived last week and 
Mrs. F. C. Atwood, chairman of knit- 
ting, is distributing it to those who can 
complete sweaters by Nov. 15th. 
Mr. and Mrs. William Atwood and son 
Billy were callers at the home of hie 
father, Lewis Atwood, and sister, Mrs. 
Joshua Treat, Jr., Saturday. 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Atwood, whc 
spent the summer in Eastport, arrived at 
the home of his father, Lewis Atwood, 
Thursday, and will stay for the winter. 
As the new Red Cross rooms were not 
ready for occupancy last week, Mrs. G. 
H. Clements kindly opened her home and 
the workers met and completed the allot- 
ment in record time. 
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Clements returned 
Sunday from a few days’ visit with theii 
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Clements 
of White’s Corner. While there they at- 
tended the open air funeral service of a 
dear young friend and former neighbor, 
Floyd Y. Larby. 
Roy L. Fernald, student at the U. oi 
M., was at his home here for the week- 
end. Mr. Fernald is one of 23 civilian 
students who are taking the same train- 
ing as is provided by the S. A. T. C. for 
those who satisfactorily pass the required 
examination and who 'are less than 18 
years of age. 
Frank T. Bussey of the firm of Bussey 
! & White, lumber dealers of West Winter- 
port, had the misfortune to saw his hand 
very badly Saturday. He was taken im- 
mediately to Dr. Hunt’s private hospital 
in Bangor, where it was found necessary 
to amputate two fingers and part of an- 
other and to take several stitches. He 
was accompanied to the hospital by his 
wife who remained with him. Mr. and 
Mrs. Lewis E. White motored to Bangor 
Sunday afternoon and found him as com- 
fortable as could be expected. Many 
friends are sorry that the unfortunate ac- 
cident occurred. 
War Savings Stamps are growing in 
value. Better get a few more. 
CENTER MONTVILLE. 
1 War Savings Stamps are growing in 
value. Better get a few more. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Fuller have returned 
to Liberty. 
G. A. Gordon and M. R. RogerB shot 3 
coons Friday. 
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bean are working 
for E. P. Rich. 
Did you keep your War Savings Stamp 
pledge this month? “Our Boys” did. 
A very successful term of school closed 
here Friday with a treat for the pupils. 
Mrs. Lizzie Moore was the teacher. There 
will be two weeks vacation. On Thurs- 
day afternoon the parents were invited 
guests at the school room, and they were 
deeply impressed by the progress made 
by their children. Not absent or tardy 
for the term, Ernestine Moore, Helen 
Cushman, Carolyn Cushman, Clarence 
Bean and Elnore Place. The following 
entertainment was given to the guests: 
Rec., The Secret, Doris Wentworth; 
dialogue, First Week in School, Scott and 
Sherer Rogers; recitation, Bad I Can’t, 
Max Jaquith; recitation, Freddy’s Pro- 
fession, Frank Wentworth; recitation, A 
Little Boy’s Idea, Scott Rogers; recita- 
tion, The Nuts Converse, Carrie Oxton; 
dialogue, Three Little Mothers, Arline 
Morse, Carolyn Cushman and Ernestine 
Moore; recitation, Grasshopper Green, 
Estelle Davis; recitation, Puzzling Educa- 
tion, Vera Place; recitation. The World’s 
Want, Clarence Bean; dialogue. Little 
Pitchers, 3 girls and 1 boy; recitation, A 
Toad’s Toilet, Arline Morse; recitation 
The Safest Safety Wheel, Charles Place; 
recitation, For Today, Elnore Place; reci- 
tation, A Gentle Hint, Sherer Rogers; 
dialogue, A Morning Caller, 2 girls; reci- 
tation, A Child’s World, Louise Clement; 
recitation, Weather Signals, Euna Bean; 
recitation. The Tradespeople, Helen Cush- 
man; dialogue, Blue Eyes and Brown 
Eyes, 3 girls; recitation, Trying to be Un- 
selfish, Carolyn Cushman; recitation, 
Don’t Give Up, Ernestine Moore; recita- 
tion, A Psalm of Strife, Edwina Berry 
dialogue. The Last Day of School, 3 boys 
and 1 girl; recitation, Last Day, Blanche 
Ox'.on 
D.d you keep your War Savings Stamp 
pledge this month? “Our Boys” did. | 
In Memoriam. 
The sympathy of the entire community 
is extended to Mr. and Mrs Avon G. 
Larby in the death of their son, Floyd at 
his home, late Thursday evening, Oct. 
81st, after a week’s illness of pneumonia, 
induced by an attack of influenza. He 
was among the registrants to report at 
Belfast Oct. 24th, and contracted a cold 
which resulted in the relapse from which 
he did not rally, despite the ministration 
of loving hands and all available medical 
care. 
Floyd N. Larby was born in Perham, 
Me., April 14, 1899, and came to Winter- 
port with his family four years ago, and 
in those few years by his obliging disposi- 
tion and unfailing courtesy, has endeared 
himself to all with whom he has asso- 
ciated. When he came among us, a lad 
of 15, his manly qualities and straight- 
forward conduct, won friends and as the 
years passed the love and esteem of his 
friends increased. It can be truly said 
that his was a type of young manhood 
that is seldom equaled. His ideals were 
high and he was ambitious as a stu- 
dent. After finishing in the common 
schools, he attended High school at 
Monroe for several months, leaving there 
for a business course at Gilman’s Com- 
mercial school in Bangor, but increas- 
ing duties at home demanded his as- 
sistance and for the past year he has 
remained with his parents. Floyd was 
the only son of a large family to reside 
at home and after a life of more than the 
common measure of sorrows and vicissi- 
tudes, the parents came to this new home 
where conditions were auspicious for a 
prosperous and peaceful future. Only 
recently the father and son purchased an 
adjoining farm intending to spend the 
coming years in companionship and 
mutual helpfulness, and to the parents 
his loss is irreparable. Besides the par- 
ents, the deceased is survived by a foster 
i sister, Miss Mildred Larby, who has been 
an inmate of the household for seven 
ycHio ami tuc iuvc ui v*»v. «<"« 
that of a brother and sister. There are 
also six half brothers and sisters, Virgil 
j W. Linnell of Fillmore, Calif.; Edwin J. 
i Linnell of Bangor; Mrs. Sadie Gallant of 
Berlin, N. H.; Mrs. Ethel Larby of Cari- 
bou; Byron R. Larby who is with the A- 
E. F. in France and Percy V. Larby at 
Camp Lee, Va. Brief funeral services 
were held on the lawn Friday afternoon 
at his late home and Rev. F. S. Dolliff of 
Jackson spoke words of comfort to the 
sorrowing relatives and friends. George 
Gould, Mrs. Fred Tasker, Mrs. M. A. 
Haley and Fred Cunningham of Monroe 
rendered several appropriate selections 
and M. A. Haley had charge of the ar- 
rangements. Beautiful blossoms brought 
by loving neighbors were around the 
casket and floral pieces from the family, 
Morning Light grange of Monroe and the 
Ladies’ Club were received later and sent 
with the remains which were accom- 
panied to Perham by the father, Satur- 
day morning. 
“I can not say and I will not say 
That he is dead—he is just away! 
With a cheery smile and a wave of the 
hand, 
He has wandered into an unknown land, 
And lefi us dreaming how very fair 
It nee Is must be, since he lingers there. 
And you,—O you, who the wildest yearn 
For the old-time step and the glad re- 
turn— 
Think of him faring on, as dear 
In the love of There as the love of Here! 
Think of him still as the same, I say— 
He is not dead—he is just away.” 
C. D. Y. 
MORRILL. 
War Savings Stamps are growing in 
value. Better get a few more. 
Millard Nickerson from Colby spent 
the week-end at home. 
Tilson Maynard entered Coburn Classi- 
cal Institute this week. 
Annie Paul returned to her school 
duties at Milo last Saturday. 
Mr. and Mrs. George Rose will go to 
Philadelphia this week to spend his vaca- 
tion with relatives there. 
Zodie Weymouth who was at Rock- 
land helping in the emergency hospital 
for three weeks, returned last week. 
Iva Blood, in training at Waldo County 
hospital and who recently underwent a 
serious operation, has been at home the 
past three weeks. 
Mrs. Lottie Murch and daughter Flora, 
who have been visiting relatives in Cam- 
den and Somerville the past month, 
returned last Monday. 
Mrs. Nettie Haskell of Portland was in 
town recently and took her aged parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wentworth, back 
with her to spend the winter. They are 
two very feeble people. Mrs. Wentworth 
is entirely blind. Their many friends 
here hope the winter may pass very 
pleasantly for them. 
Did you keep your War Savings Stamp 
pledge this month? “Our Boys” did. 
FOUND- 
A watch charm on the city streets. 
Owner can have same by calling at The 
Journal office, proving property and pay- 
ing for this adv. ____... 
3w45 H. L. BUCK.LIN. 
A PATRIOTIC DUTY 
Almost as vital as that of protecting the honor 
of flag and country, is the duty of protecting and 
safe-guarding health. When strength is well-nigh exhausted 
and the resistive powers are reduced, then is the time 
dit»as» germs are the most potent and when 
sours HUM 
affords splendid and effectual means of offsetting the 
tendency toward weakness and protecting strength. 
The abundant tonic and unique nourishing properties Caa 
of Scott'a Emulsion make it a dependable agent that W 
pay be used eve^ay^by ^ooe, to protect strength. 
By James Cardinal Gibbons 
«*rVHEY are our sons and brothers; flesh of our flesh. We have sent them 
1. across the sea to fight—but we are determined that they should know 
that the people at home are fighting with them, standing with them, shoulder 
to shoulder.” 
Why you should give 
twice as much as you 
ever gave before! 
THE need is for a sum 70% greater than any gift ever asked for since 
the war began. The Government has 
fixed this sum at $170,500,000. 
By giving to these seven organizations 
all at once, the cost and effort of six 
additional campaigns is saved. 
Unless Americans do give twice as 
much as ever before, our soldiers and 
sailors may not enjoy during 1919 their 
3600 Recreation Buildings 
1000 Miles of Movie Film 
100 Leading Stage Stars 
2000 Athletic Directors 
2500 Libraries supplying 5,000,000books 
85 Hostess Houses 
15,000 Big-brother “secretaries” 
Millions of dollars of home comforts* 
When you give double, you make sure 
that every fighter has the cheer and com- 
forts of these seven organizations every 
step of the way from home to the front 
and back again. You provide him with 
a church, a theatre, a cheerful home, a 
store, a school, a club and an athletic field 
—and a knowledge that the folks back 
home are with him, heart and soul! 
You have loaned your money to supply 
their physical needs. 
Now give to maintain the Morale that 
la winnkm the war! 
ERICA in this war has done what no other nation ever did, 
has carried the presence, the atmosphere of home into the camp 
across the seas, that everywhere the soldier may realize t^ere are 
fatherly hands to help him, motherly hands to console him, friend y hands 
to entertain him. 
“All these seven organizations now stand upon one platform.—the 
providing recreation, entertainment and home comfort for our t 
From that common platform, all, together with one voice, will maae 
single appeal to the American people. 
“These seven organizations have agreed by direction of the ( 
ment upon definite budgets and all are working under a general national 
committee upon which all are represented for a united war wors 
paign to raise the sum of $170,500,000. 
“Enormous as that sum may be, the American people will ra:^ it- 
generously and gladly. 0 
“When one considers an army of over 4,000,000; a navy that 
over 500,000 men in its service; the number and size of our can 
buildings to be erected; the secretaries to be maintained; the equipment t: 
be furnished; the visitors’ houses to be built; the community servic- 
extended into every city and town of the country; the protective work most 
necessary and vital for all our people, which this war has given t 
our share to maintain, one will see that the sum is none too g- 
this enormous task. 
“We cannot shirk it. We cannot shift it. To attempt to do so wc u 
be to prove false to the men who are giving their bodies and their 
for our national safety. 
“It is an American campaign. Its appeal is one that no American 
may refuse, and America’s answer will be another triumphant announce- 
ment that we are in this war as one people and as one nation to 
through to victory. 
“The entire Catholic body of the country is organized to crown this 
campaign with victory. Every diocese has harnessed its own res- irces. 
will work with the state committees of the United War Work Campaign 
and give the utmost service.” 
UNITED WAR WORK CAMPAIGN 
a 0. 
This advertisement is contributed by Jackson & Hall, Swan, Whitten Co., Howes & ^rS) 
Field, C. F. Swift, H, L, Whitten Co., Belfast Farmers* Union, Perry's Market, 
Dutch Bro 
Frank L. Young. ___^ 
for sale 
A KITCHEN RANGE, equipped with 
hot water front, in first-class condition. 
Apply at 
THE JOURNAL OFFICE. 
FOUND 
An automobile tire. Ap- 
| ply to M< L. 8LUQQ- 
To Rent 
For a small family, three rooms, with 
electric lights. Apply at 
42 UNION STREET. 
Dry Slabs 
FOR SALE AT MILTON S. HILL'S 
mill near CharleB Simmons’ farm, Hay- 
ford district, Belfast. Price 42.8d per cord. 
Tel. 17*21, Lincolnville. tf46 
A n nouncement 
MH. S. A. PARKER of the United 
Laundry announces to its customers that 
if their work is not received as promptly 
or up to the usual standard, it is on ac- 
count of sickness and shortage of. help. 
Some work has been sent out of town and 
those laundries are laboring under similar 
difficulties. lw45 
Did you keep your War Savings Stamp 
pledge this month? “Our Boys” did. 
For Sale 




Five rooms on Franklin il 
lights and city water. 
greenhouse. ,, A\l!bit WILLIS b. HA' 
i 
! f ir,ous Brooksville wool- 
! r':,m vtiich we are selling at 
fn mil's 
65c. per skein. 
FRED D. JONES 
kELFAST, MAINE. ), 
V --' 
The News ot Belfast. 
m-w advertisbmbn rs. 
! re Store carry the La 
m models for every occasion 
pleasure to show them, 
i h Coombs offers for sale a Ford 
| .r.ngVar and garage. 
n. Hills has for sale dry slabs at 
; he llayford district. 
V, 1.1 gram at Colonial Theater for 
lK- U ”r K 
advertises an automobile 
M- k 
[■en; |.<cot Bay Electric Co. are 
lectric heating pads that re- 
water bottle and stays hot 
g'ong as desired. 
N ^ ,rh.er makes announcement 
work at the United Laun- 
kitchen stoves, 
wanted by C. W. Blakeslee 
■ nsun, Conn. 
a.tge for sale in first class 
V.iplv at Journal Office. 
10 let at 42 Union street, 
n the United War Work 
11 ribated by the grocery- 
Maine Power Co. advertise 
t preferred stock as a de- 
.intent for their customers. 
-darket have their first Pe- 
11 lops of the season, oys- 
;,! .1 a good variety cf fish. 
vlton Real Estate Co. ad- 
ij farms before taking the 
a-,.:'.-, nf winter. 
has for sale 300 skeins of 
lit rents a skein. He has 
itencv of the Ladies’ Home 
ns and will be pleased to 
i i,r,dion advertises for rent 
Franklin street, 
k u advertises a watch charm 
ngs Stamps are growing in 
i-i get a few more. 
•I r Work mass meeting at jthe 
ise Saturday at 7.30 p. m. 
V Read and Norman S. Don- 
linen on a hunting trip the 
v ;■ the vicinity of Shin Pond, 
kit Patten. 
c. il. Robertson has placed a new 
white sign over the entrance 
printing office in the Opera 
fct- .dock. 
and Ben D. Mudgett left 
their annual hunting trip to 
1 arm, near the Northern Maine 
.!. Clifford, who owns the regu- 
:.cards about the city, has given 
boards and done the work of 
:x<t gratuitously for the colored 
| matter sent here for the four 
hi drives, for the War Savings 
; ve and also for the food and 
■ rvation committee. 
i iicd State W. C. T. U, meet- 
luite a gathering, after all. 
oe neld in Getchell St. Baptist 
Waterville, Dec. 4th and 5th, 
,M’ v Wednesday a. m. and closing 
ii-'viav noon. Day sessions will in- 
cus of Executive Committee, 
id Sec. and Treas., of State War 
fcitf Committee, Our Papers, election 
1 officers, Recommendations ot State 
nty President’s Hour, etc., 
He e vening session will be" full of 
few. delegates from local unions are 
l,e as usual. Owing to short 
•" WatervilleW. C. T. U. feels 
!i 1 provide free entertainment but 
■ fiadlv assist in securing rooms near 
fating places. The Union plans to 
*r,t dinners at the church.-E. F. M. 
ami Mrs. John F. Chapman have 
nc.H! recently two letters from their 
1 t !arence E. Chapman, who enlisted 
oral years ago and went overseas with 
Pershing's men. They had not 
w ,rnm him since June and were anx- 
about his safety, as he was then in a 
’'’spiral for treatment for injury 
-c eve Capt. William Veazie Pratt 
rl|asi, now in Washington, D. C., 
^“nfeavnred to trace youn(f Chap- 
,, 
wherea bouts in the records there, 
f 
sling that no misfortune had befal- 
i, 
ir" assured his parents of his safe- 
'*arer|ce wrote that he was well and 
Idari1 is at the front again. One ,10re date of August 3rd and the 
■r of Ocl 8th. 
seep your War Savings Stamp 
month? “Our Boys” did. 
United War Work man meeting at th 
Opera House Saturday at 7.3u p. m. 
You are invited to the Opera Houa 
next Saturday evening to a meeting i 
the interests of the United War Wor 
Campaign. 
There will be a meeting for the beheii 
of the county committees of the Unite 
War Work Campaign in the polite cour 
room, Memorial building, next Saturda 
at 1.30 p. m. A speaker from out th 
State will be present. 
Frederick Graham of this city, former 
ly of Greenville, and William Kerkin 
formerly of Boston, were operated on las 
Friday at the Waldo County Hospital fo 
empyema, following severe cases o 
pneumonia. Both are convalescing. 
The Spinney dancing school in Od( 
Fellows’ Hall opened last Friday evenim 
with about 25 couples in the class regis- 
ter and 45 or more in the assembly thal 
followed. Others have also expressed 
their intention of joining the class. Good 
music was furnished by Leslie C. Follett, 
violin; Miss Lena E. Nye, piano and John 
Parser, traps and drum. The large num- 
ber of uniformed young men present add- 
ed to the evening’s pleasure. 
Mrs. E. P. Frost, past regent of John 
Cochran Chapter, D. A. R, has been 
made a committee to secure the names 
of the enlisted men from Belfast with 
particulars as to company, etc. She 
earnestly requests relatives of these boys 
and men to call her by phone, 151-14 or 
write. The Chapter plans io make the 
complete list and later secure a flag or 
some other suitable acknowledgement. 
The High school began on the two ses- 
sion system last Monday and in common 
with all the grades and district schools 
will have a noon hour of 11.30 to 12.30. 
The grades will make up the lost time, 
caused by closing on account of the epi- 
demic, by lengthening the afternoon ses- 
sion. Mr. E. E. Roderick, superintendent, 
thinks that the fifteen or more pupils 
who have employment outside of their 
High school work will find little, if any, 
inconvenience in this new arrangement. 
The W. C. C. S. Rooms Opened. The 
reception rooms recently fitted up in Odd 
Fellow's block by the committee on rooms 
for the W. C. C. S., Mrs. Marion E. 
Brown, chairman, were most auspiciously 
opened last Friday evening under the di- 
rection of Mrs. Cecil Clay and Mrs. 
Charles Bradbury of the hospitality com- 
mittee, who were also assisted by Mr. 
Bradbury of the entertainment commit- 
tee. There were about fifteen uniformed 
men present who very graciously kc- 
knowledged their appreciation of the 
city’s efforts in furnishing them rooms, 
the counterpart of many home living 
rooms. Mrs. Clay solicited the loan of a 
greater part of the furnishings including 
desk, tables, couch, easy chairs, pictures, 
flags, curtains and plants. The book 
cases and reading tables have been filled 
with books and magazines. A piano has 
been hired from Castine parties, Mrs. W. 
V. Pratt subscribing for the rental. Fred 
D. Jones has loaned an Edison machine 
and Fred E. Ellis a kitchen cabinet, etc., 
for the small room in the rear of the re- 
kitchenette. The location of the rooms 
are central and unusually well adapted 
for the purpose. The committee in charge 
have evidenced their willingness to do 
their part in the artistic arrangement of 
the furnishings, etc. At 8 p. m. Mayor 
Clement W. Wescott welcomed the men 
in the service, and gave a brief history 
of the object of the room, etc: “This 
room is for you and has been made possi- 
ble by the women of Belfast who know 
that wherever their own softs or brothers 
or friends may be tonight, some such a 
room is open to them. Some Y. M. C. A. 
or K. of C. in the training camps or over 
seas is to them, what we hope this will 
be to you—a touch of the old home life. 
We hope that something of the home in- 
fluence will be felt here, an influence 
your mothers will approve.” Vocal music 
was rendered by Miss Katherine E. Brier 
and Charles F. Hammons. The young 
men present spent a short time in the 
dance hall and returned to the room 
where they were served sandwiches, 
coffee, confectionery, cigars, etc. The 
hostesses were assisted in serving by 
Mrs. F. G. Spinney, Mrs. S. S. L. Shute, 
Mrs. H. H. Stevens, Mrs. R. P. Coombs, 
Misses Anne M. Kittridge, Grace A. 
Lord, Sarah and Marian Frankel. The 
uniformed men who registered were: 
Capt. R. A. Webster and Wilfred Small, 
Rockland; Raymond S. Kelley, Waltham, 
Mass.,E. J. Henderson, Cambridge, Mass.; 
Irving L. Joyce, North Haven; Herbert E. 
Knowlton and Charles E. Getchell, Bel- 
fast; Daniel Kirschbaum, Portland and 
Nock Oriend, Syracuse, N. Y.Monday 
evening about 50 were entertained includ- 
ing 14 men from the coal steamer Lake 
Wilson at Searsport, others from the 
coast patrol and several from Co. F. Mr. 
Frederick Smith of Portland and Inspec- 
tor Hubbard of the Y. M. C. A. were also 
entertained. Mr. Bradbury secured the 
services of the band and dancing in the 
corridor was the principal feature of a 
most delightful at home. The rooms will 
be open evenings and Sunday with two or 
more ladies appointed by the hospitality 
committee in attendance. 
————I 
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The Woman’s club will meet next Tues- 
day evening with the secretary, Mrs. F 
W. Brown, 57 Cedar street. 
You are invited to the Opera Housi 
next Saturday evening to a meeting ir 
the interests of the United War Work 
campaign. 
You are invited to the Opera House 
next Saturday evening to a meeting in 
the interests of the United War Work 
Campaign. 
Some of the school teachers have been 
of great assistance to the Exemption 
Board during the spare time from their 
own work. 
^ 
C'apt. Orrin J. Dickey and Lieuts. Ross 
I. Hammons and Basil R. Allen of Co. F. 
were in Bangor over Sunday to attend 
the semi-monthly gathering of the Third 
Battalion. 
Charles Bradbury has bought of Fred 
D. Jones one of the latest Edison phono- 
graphs, the William and Mary official 
1 ~ + T4- 
graph with a soul.” 
The fire department was called out 
Saturday at 4 p. m. for a small blaze dis- 
covered in a waste paper barrel at the 
Buzzell tenement house opposite the 
North church. There was no damage. 
Seaside Grange will hold a meeting at 
the Grange Hall, Monday evening, No- 
vember 11th. All members are requested 
to be present. Deputy C. H. Woods will 
visit Seaside Grange at that meeting. 
Miss Abbie Doak, R. N., of Boston 
who has been the guest of her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Doak, received 
her orders last Saturday for Red Cross 
work over seas and was ordered to report 
at once to Camp May, New Jersey. 
Herbert T. Field, who resigned as assist- 
ant treasurer of the Waldo Trust Com- 
pany, to enter Y. M. C. A. war work, 
writes from Paris, where he is doing of- 
fice work in a Y. M. C. A., that he is 
saving his stories of his wonderful ex- 
perience until he comes home. 
Most of the uniform equipment for Co. 
F. in this city has arrived at the Armory 
and the past few days have been busy 
ones for Capt. Dickey and his staff in 
making the issue of the goods, in order 
that the men may be well outfitted after 
a long wait. The new uniforms are very 
attractive and the men present a fine ap- 
Dearance. 
A mass meeting will be held in the 
Opera House next Saturday evening at 
7.30 o’clock in the interests of the United 
War Work Campaign. There will be in- 
teresting speakers and everyone is urged 
to attend. No contributions asked at 
this meeting. William Kenney, who has 
just returned from France, will speak at 
this meeting. He was in the battle of 
Verdun and was cited for bravery by the 
French government. He will tell the 
story of battle conditions as he found 
them. 
The Women’s Alliance of the First 
Parish, Unitarian,church will meet at the 
home of Mrs. William B. Swan, High 
street, this, Thursday, afternoon, at 3 
o’clock. Religious intelligence will be 
given by Miss Frances Chase and Rev. 
Arthur E. Wilson will speak on Govern- 
ment Benefits for Soldiers and their 
Families. A most cordial invitation is 
extended to all the women who attend 
this church to go to this meeting and be- 
come Alliance members, it being “The 
Alliance of Unitarian and other Liberal 
Christian Women.” 
The United States Labor Service com- 
mittee of this city will hold a meeting at 
the City Building in the Municipal Court 
room this, Thursday, at 7.30 p. m., when 
all the manufacturers are requested to at- 
tend. The matter of substituting women 
help in the department of labor through- 
out the city in place of many men who 
are now working on women’s jobs will be 
considered. This is a very important 
meeting and it is desired that all manu- 
facturers and those employing labor will 
be in attendance, in order that the matter 
may be fairly understood and that so far 
as possible the Board may work in mar- 
mony with those most concerned. 
Archie Robinson, who recently enlist 
ed in the Navy has received hia call an< 
left last Saturday for Boston with order 
to report at the Little Building. 
Seaside Chautauqua Circle will mee 
at the Peirce school building Monday 
November 11th. The reading and dis 
cussion of chapters nine and ten fron 
the C. L. S. C. book “The Canadian Com 
monwealth” will be the lesson for th 
study hour. 
The Travellers’ club will meet on Tues 
day, Nov. 12th, with Mrs. Amos Clem 
ent. The following program wil be given 
Paper, Pottery and Porcelain, Miss Barr 
reading, Birds of China, Miss Hopkins 
reading, Chinese Poetry and its Symbols 
Miss Colburn. 
Congressman John A. Peters, of thii 
District, has been engaged in the Politi- 
cal Campaign in New Hampshire for thi 
past few days. He has spoken in severa 
of the large cities and from reports re- 
ceived apparently his services have beer 
appreciated both by the people and by 
the managers. 
Eben F. Littlefield for several years 
chairman of the State Industrial Acci- 
dent Commission, has been appointed In- 
surance Adjustor and will make his head- 
quarters in Portland. He will move his 
family from Augusta to Portland as soon 
as he can secure rent. Mr. Littlefield has 
been visiting in Belfast several days. 
Thomas H. Marshall Circle held their 
inspection last Tuesday afternoon, when 
, three department officers were present, 
Dept. President, Mrs. Lizzie W. Millett 
of South Paris; Dept. Inspector, Mrs. 
Emma McDonald of Portland and Dept. 
Patriotic Instructor, Mrs. Dora Bridges 
of Belfast. Commander Thomas Gannon 
of the Post was also present. 
Bowling Games. There are many 
interesting games at the Ward alleys in- 
cluding teams by ladies. Last Monday 
evening F. G. Spinney’s team won from 
Maurice French’s team in a score of 2136 
to 2131. The score: Spinney, 476; Sta- 
ples, 421; Ward, 413; Thayer, 402; Phillips, 
424. French, 473; Hatch, 412; Walker, 
394; Rondeau, 428; Thompson, 424. 
Company F. of the Third Maine Regi- 
ment have plans nearly perfected for a 
military ball to be given in their armory 
at the Opera House Thanksgiving night, 
Nov. 28th. The hall will be appropriate- 
ly decorated for the occasion. Refresh- 
ments will be served. Keyes’ orchestra 
will furnish music and Fred G. Spinney 
will be floor director. The proceeds will 
be used for the Company’s current ex- 
penses not met by the Government. 
Dr. Elmer Small had a rough exper- 
ience Tuesday afternoon in making a 
professional call in Islesboro. The trip 
to Islesboro was not pleasant on account 
of the rough water and the size of the 
motor boat, but on the return home the 
water was still rougher. Capt. Maurice 
Decker was unable to make a landing at 
the Northport wharf or on the beach and 
Dr. Small was obliged to climb about 20 
feet up the side of the wharf. They were 
unable to get his medicine cases from the 
stern of the launch and Dr. Small began 
his evening’s work with a bottle of para- 
goric, squills and a few hypodermic tab- 
lets. His cases arrived the next morn- 
ing. 
Lieut. Fred Ailin', U. S. A. is in Belfast 
for the purpose of interesting, young men 
in the following: 
1. There is being established at Camp 
Fremont, California, a training school 
for civilian candidates for commissions 
as Second Lieutenants in the Infantry, 
U. S. Army. Training commences De- 
cember 1, 1918, and will continue about 
two months. To be eligible for admis- 
sion to this school, a candidate must be 
between the ages of 18 and 45 years; 
must be a citizen of the United States, 
and physically qualified for general mili- 
tary service. A high school education, 
or its equivalent is required, and each 
candidate must present three letters of 
recommendation from responsible parties, 
as to his moral character. Lieut. Allin 
has an office in Public Safety Committee 
rooms, where he will remain till Monday 
next. 
Capt. Orrin J. Dickey, chairman of the 
Waldo County Publicity committee, has 
confidence the war workers’ drive will be 
an“over the top”campaign. With the as- 
sistance of the following committee he 
has distributed nearly half a ton of ad- 
vertising matter: B. F. Colcord, Sears- 
port; H. L. Hopkins, Stockton Springs; 
Albert Peirce, Frankfort; Ellery Bowden; 
Winterport; L. C. Dow, Prospect; Edwin 
Goodwin, Lincolnville; C. O. Dickey, 
Northport; Dr. T. N. Pearson, Morrill; 
W. S. Foss, Belmont; A. J. Skidmore, 
Liberty; H. L. Pinkham, Palermo^ E. T. 
Whitehouse, Unity; H. E. Kenney, Burn- 
ham; A. R. Pilley, Brooks; John S. Mc- 
Kinley, Jackson; L. N. Simmons, Waldo; 
Rev. John Churchill, Searsmont; B. L. 
Aborn, Knox; E. L. Bartlett, Thorndike; 
E. L. Sprague, Islesboro; Gustavus Bel- 
lows, Freedom; F. L, Palmer, Monroe; 
Charles B. Dickey, Montville; A. T. 
Nickerson, Swanville; A. L. Estes, West 
Troy. 
1 WE SELL 
I The Ladies’ Home Journal 
I PATTERNS 
H Perfect Style Perfect Fit 
|U all patterns in stock all the time. SHH ^1ss W/llie wili be pleased to show you the patterns in 
_ 
I ““f Phonograph Room 3. No patterns over 15s. 





before taking the chances of an- 
» other winter. Apply to j 
DICKEY KNOWLTON 
j REAL ESTATE COMPANY 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
Fresh Penobscot Bay 
SCALLOPS 
[First of the Season]. 
FRE8H EASTERN HALIBUT 
NEW FRESH MACKEREL 
FINNAN HADDIE j 
HADDOCK, OYSTERS 
I8LESBORO CLAMS, in 8hell 
Finest Quality Fresh Fish 
-AT- 
CASH AND PARRY PRICES. 
BRAMKALL’S MARKET 
S it n 
I WY WA» SAVING* wtlim 
$10.50 
No. 483— While the war 
board has restricted the pro- 
duction of some colors, they approve of j 
Vthe sale of all stocks until sold. See this boot in Patriotic Gray. 
— Mil -—-I 
\ _- 
For the tailored maid 
and her more elaborately 
gowned sister. 
There is a La France model for 
every occasion. 
It will be a pleasure to show 
them to you. 
The Dinsmore Store 
Why not own part 
of the Company that serves you? 
npHE success and growth of the Central Maine Power Company * are linked closely with the prosperity of the people in its terri- 
tory and the growth of their industries. 
In a broad way, its interests and those of its customers are identical. 
Because they are, the Company feels that the.ownership of its 7°7o Pre- 
ferred Stock should, tor the best interests of Customers and Company, 
be divided up among the greatest possible number of its customers. 
Because the Company believes in Customer O-vners lip it has 
inaugurated, as two adjuncts: 
1. Employee Selling—The Company has empowered every one 
of its employees to serve as stock salesmen. 
Thus you subscribe for your stock through some one you know- 
through someone who can give you first hand information about the 
Company. 
2. Divided Payments—For those who,wish to combine savings 
with investment, the Company offers its Customers terms of $10 
down and $10 a month. 
The stock sells for $107.50 a share—and nets 
61 %. Why not come to the office—or ask any 
employee. 
Central Maine Power Co. 
(Of which the Penobscot Bay Electric Company is a part). 
Harvey D. Eaton, President. Walter S. Wyman, Treasurer. 
“Dry Hot Water 
FI III REPLACES the Hot Water 
rjfYTI ^ Bottle. “Will not cool off,” lyvLUVU stays hot as long as desired, heat 
automatically controllable. LIGHT and 
FLEXIBLE, may be used in any position, 
soft and soothing to the most sensitive 
skin. As a Foot Warmer, it is much 
used by invalids and elderly people. 
\ t*p Always ready for instant use. ^ Attaches to any light socket. 
Electric 
Heating AT 0UR ST0RES 
Pads $9.00 
—————— • 
PENOBSCOT BAY ELECTRIC CO. 
I 
|.__‘_ ^
ALL SORTS OF AFFLUENCE | 
Great Mistake to Get the Idea That 
Wealth Consists Only in Posses- 
sion of Money. 
Riches and money have been com- 
monly hut mistakenly synonyms. A 
mother with a group of children may 
consider these her jewels, albeit by a 
bank examiner’s rating she would be 
poorer than Job’s turkey. A man with 
houses and lands may he destitute in 
human affections eddying round his 
chair and table, and so in life’s para- 
mount values the balancing of the ac- 
count shows a deficit, though under 
the dollar sign he may be able to tig- 
ure a fortune. 
Each soul selects the sort of afflu- 
ence it prefers, observes a writer in 
the Philadelphia Ledger. You may 
choose that you will gain the whole 
world, no matter wliat becomes of the 
spirit. Years after it will be a sad 
thing to see the gross materialist you 
have become. You may be sated with 
the pleasures of the senses, but you 
have missed the best things life has 
to offer. You may be the chief target 
for the income tax collector, but the 
children of the region do not love you. 
The man or woman is rich who has 
acquired sound, seasoned, lasting 
friendships, true through thick or thiu. 
Any other sort of prosperity is much 
affected by fair weather or foul. When 
mere money has taken wing out of the 
window the attaches of the heydey 
of sunny prosperity abruptly decamp, 
even as rats flee from a sinking ves- 
sel. Hut the assets of character that 
link those we love to us endurlngly, 
with the grappling books of steel, are 
proof against corrosion or burglary 
and will stand any strain that is put 
on them. Who dares to call me poor 
If I cun keep the unbroken circle, on 
earth or in Heaven, that love has once 
established? 
What a fallacy to define riches as 
anything sensual! For all that is of 
the flesh fleshy and of the earth earthy 
must one day perish like weeds that 
are slain by the reaper in the hot sun. 
Only love and truth and beauty and 
their divine fellowships are immortal, 
and only these are worth the husban- 
dry of the undying soul. 
He who hits his fortune in these 
commodities is entitled to be called 
rich. Time and change and adver- 
sity have no power upon them. They 
are the only things a man can take 
with him when lie goes. In the process 
of acquiring them they become part 
of him inseparably. He who has them 
“wears his commendation in his face,” 
for it may be read as he passes that 
his converse is with the higher and 
finer tilings, and his daily walk is on 
the plane where the noblest meet and 
greet familiarly. 
His Civilian Record. 
May I suggest to the government 
that every man be treated according to 
his civilian merits? These are dem- 
ocratic days. We should not say to 
discharged men: “Were you an offi- 
cer?” or “Were you a private?” We 
should say: “Now you have finished 
with war, we must deal with you on a 
civilian basis. What were you before 
you joined up? What do you think 
you are best suited for? With you 
time is precious, just as it is with us. 
We want to help you to earn a living 
in the way that you can earn it best.” 
Treat discharged men according to 
their abilities, and not according to tlie 
positions they have held in the serv- 
ices. That is the real solution of the 
problem—the key to the satisfactory 
settlement of the difficulty of the dis- 
charged. Square pegs in round holes 
are a nuisance everywhere, us we in 
the army know only too well. Let us 
go forward.—Loudon Daily News. 
Democracy. 
“Well.” said the captain of artillery 
Os he stood watching three Yanks 
playing baseball in the Tullerles gar- 
dens in l'aris, “I guess that if we 
came over here to make the world 
safe for democracy, we have finished 
the Job and cun go home. 
”L* k’ -—jHiinting to the three ball 
player*. “One of those men is an 
American soldier, one Is a Y. M. C. A. 
secretary, and one is a darky from an 
American stevedore regiment. Tb| 
while soldier's father was killed while 
fighting to free the slaves, the *1” 
man * father was a slave owner and 
tin darky's grandfather was a slave. 
They are playing bull Ju the grounds 
that were once the private grounds of 
an emperor. If ♦hat isn’t democracy to 
the nth power, what do you call it?”— 
From a lied Cross Scrap Book. 
.-
New Kind of Candy. 
If someone offered you u box of 
cbooolate bonbons which were so de- 
licious that you apologized for the 
number you ate, and then someone 
told you that the chief ingredients of 
their interior was p-o-t-a-t-o-e-s, 
Wouldn’t it surprise you? Food Ad- 
ministrator Peden of Texas, who bad 
this experience, was more than sur- 
prised. The filling of the bonbons was 
suggestive of coconut and very deli- 
cate to the taste. Potato candy is a 
logical follow-up to tapioca flour 
bread, whale steak, mesquite sirup 
and other interesting food revela- 
tions brought about as a result of the 
war.—Dallas (Texas) News. 
He’s a Thrifty Fighter, Too. 
Proof that the American soldier Is 
not forgetful of his financial obliga- 
tions toward the “folks at home” is 
found in the report of the Knights of 
Columbus’ general secretary at an 
embarkation camp that during two 
days he sent express company money 
orders aggregating $12,000 to soldiers’ 
relatives, this sum having been in- 
trusted to him by American fighting 
men. 
NOTIN COLO BLOOD 
Soldier Siir ply Could Not “Till” 
H»s Prisoner. 
But Though There Was an Impedi- 
ment in His Speech, His Comrades 
Found There Was Nothing 
Wrong With His Courage. 
He was the “baby” of the company. 
This sobriquet was not applied in 
irony. His comrades bad dubbed him 
this because of his youth and an im- 
pediment of speech. He couldn’t pro- 
nounce bis C’s, K’s and S's, especially 
when those consonants were the first 
letter of the word. And consequently 
his conversation had the sound ot a 
three-year-old. But those of his mates 
who had poked fun at nim one day 
learned that though his speech and 
manner might be childish, there was 
stern stuff beneath. 
During an allied attack the platoon 
of which the “baby” was a member 
was held up iu an old trench by Boche 
machine gun fire and snipers. The 
“baby” discovered an enemy sniper in 
a shell hole and reported him to his 
lieutenant. 
“Go out and get him,” ordered the 
lieutenant. 
Obeying orders, over the top the 
“baby” crawled, and creeping up be- 
hind the Hun, forced him to surrender. 
Unable to bring him back, he took 
away all his ammunition and crawled 
back to his own lines again. 
“What thal I do with him?” the 
“baby’, asked the lieutenant. 
‘Better kill him, he’s probably got 
hand grenades and a gun hidden about 
him and we’re in too ticklish a posi- 
tion to be bothered with prisoners,” 
answered the harried officer. 
Out again went the “baby,” all 
primed for the execution. The Boche 
saw him coming, dropped to his knees, 
clasped his hands in prayerful en- 
treaty and begged for mercy—a habit 
of the Boche after they have exhaust- 
ed all their ammunition killing and 
wounding all the Americans they can. 
Twice the “baby” raised his bayo- 
net to run the Hun through. Ana 
twice the renewed entreaties of the 
terrified German sniper made him hes- 
itate. Finally, with a gesture of de 
spair, he ordered the Boche to crawl 
ahead of him to the American line. 
Reaching it, the “baby” put his pris- 
oner in a dugout. Then he went in 
search of his lieutenant and reported: 
“Lieutenant, I tan't till that d— 
Boche, sir. Please get tomeone else 
to till him.” 
The officer couldn’t help laughing, 
and sent the “baby” back to his post. 
An hour later the “baby” was wound- 
ed by another> sniper and ordered to 
the dressing station in the rear. 
“He’s all broken up, sir, because he 
couldn’t carry out the lieutenant’s or- 
ders," said his comrade to the Ameri- 
can Red Cross worker in the dressing 
station.—From a Red Cross Scrap 
P’ook. 
Liked the War. 
They told me down South about a 
negro who was drafted, a log cornfield 
darky who had drifted along through 
life till then with nobody bothering 
much about him. The draft took him, 
rather frightened and protesting, and 
he found himself in the army. After 
the first daze of it wore off. he discov- 
ered that he was being taken an inter- 
est in for the first time in his life. 
They took him over to one of the com- 
munity service colored clubs in his 
off time. There was a piano there, 
tin re were pool tables and games, not 
to speak of a temperance bar. There 
was going to he a colored dance that 
right, and he heard of a dinner by the 
I >0ughters of Zion on Saturday. He 
settled down in his chair, for the first 
time in his stray-dog life a recognized 
member of the community, with a rec- 
ognized place In the world. Then he 
leaned over to the comrade who had 
brought hitn. 
“Fo’ de Lord’s sake, man,” he de- 
manded, “why didn't nobody start dis 
war befo'?"—Good Housekeeping. 
Fed the Multitude. 
Mess sergeants are just the same 
whether they're in Kansas City, Mo„ 
nr Chateau Thierry, France—always 
suspicious that the whole army is 
trying to edge on their company 
mess. 
The beans ran low—which will in- 
d'cate the gravity of the situation— 
in a company that was having its first 
hot meal out of the lines. 
“Three hundred and seventeen 
men I’ve fed,” finally exploded the 
mess sergeant. “Three hundred and 
seventeen! And when we went into 
line we were only two hundred and fif- 
ty strong. Tou’d think a company 
would lose when it’s fighting, but It 
.doesn’t. It gains." 
Wheat Crop In Scotland. 
The president of the Scottish board 
of agriculture recently stated that the 
wheat crop In Scotland this year had 
been increased by- 16,000 acres, the 
oat crop by 196,000 acres and the po- 
tato crop by 23,000 acres. There was 
some decrease ih the barley crop, but 
the net increase on the whole of these 
crops was 227,000 acres, compared 
with 1917. 
Airman’s Discovery. 
Writing home from France an Amer- 
ican airman says of a recent flight: 
“I went up for altitude and made the 
remarkable discovery, which I am 
thinking of publishing at once—name- 
ly, that the world is not round, but 
saucer-shaped, slightly depressed in 
the middle.” 
NO MORE CATARRH 
A Guaranteed Treatment That Ha* 
Stood the loot of Time. 
Catarrh cure* come and catarrh cures 
go, but Hyomei continues to heal catarrh 
and abolish its disgusting symptoms 
wherever civilisation exists. 
Every year the already enormous sales 
of this really scientific treatment for ca- 
tarrh grow greater, and the present year 
should abow all records broken. 
If you breathe Hyomei daily as directed 
it will end your Catarrh, or It won t coot 
you have a hard rubber Hyomei h- 
haler somewhere a round the house, get it 
out and start it at once to forever rid 
yourself of catarrh. 
A. A. Howes & Co. or any other good 
druggist will sell you a bottle of Hyomei 
(liquid), start to breathe it and notice bow 
quickly it clears out the air passages and 
makes the entire head feel fine. 
Hyomei used regularly will end catarrh, 
coughs, colds, bronchitis or asthma. A 
complete outfit, including a hard rubbei 
pocket inhaler and bottle of Hyomei, 
costs but little. No stomach dosing; jusl 
breathe it It kills the germs, soothei 
and heals the inflamed membrane. 
• 
War Savings Stamps are growing 11 
1 value. Better get a few more. 
I 
WHAT THE HUMS DO WHILE THEY ASK FOR PEACE I 
_............... ...... .m 
Though the German government has been asking the allies lor peace, the German military command continues its 
policy of frightfulness on land and sea. This photograph shows all that is left of one of the hospitals of the St. 
John a 
Ambulance association after a deliberate air raid on it by the Huns. 
The American Soldiers. 
A party of men representing 13 of the 
leading magazines and newspapers of 
the United States has just returned from 
a two months’ tour of France, England 
and Belgium. Mr. Oulahan of the New 
York Times has this to say about our 
American soldiers: 
“What pleased us most was the splen- 
did impressions created in the British 
Isles and France by the American troops. 
The praise we hear of their character, 
bearing, personal conduct and lighting 
ability was too general and too emphatic 
to permit a suspicion that it was given 
for the sake of politeness. It became 
very evident to us that a much better 
understanding of America and Americans 
had come to prevail in the countries of 
our associates in the war. Many of 
those with whom we talked—civilians 
and military oflicers and women also— 
confessed that they were agreeably disap- 
pointed in the Americans they had met 
and seen since we entered the great con- 
flict. In some way the impression had 
prevailed in England that our troops 
would go to Europe in a spirit of bragga- 
doccio. The expectation existed that 
our oflicers and men would assume a pa- 
tronizing attitude, as much as to say, 
‘Well, you were licked until we came 
over to show you how to win.’ instead 
of that spirit the people of the allied 
countries found that our oflicers and men 
were modest, unassuming, serious, anx- 
ious to learn, and had no desire to assert 
any claim to superiority. 
Americans Keen to Learn. 
“British oflicers told us of the keen- 
ness of our men to learn the game of war, 
of their quickness to understand, of their 
modesty, and the high personal and sol- 
dierly character they displayed. Gener- 
al Mangin was particularly generous 
1 when our party visited him at his field 
headquarters. He spoke with pride of 
the fact that two American divisions had 
i been under his command in the bitter en- 
gagements near Soissons. He said they 
were splendid lighters with marked ini- 
tiative, and attacked with the spirit of 
! men, who were lighting for liberty. We 
heard from many sources that British 
and French oflicers had expressed to 
their friends intense admiration for our 
troops and had come to see Americans in 
a new and pleasing light.” 
A Deep Hole. 
An oil well being driven in West Vir- 
ginia has been drilled to a depth of 7363 
feet, and is now the deepest iii the'World. 
The depth of this well is more than one 
and one-third miles, exceeds the height 
of Mt. Mitchell <f>711 feet,> the highest 
mountain in the Eastern United States. 
Until now the deepest oil well boring lias 
been one of 7349 feet in Silesia. 
Did ycu keep your War Savings Stamp 
pledge this month? “Our Boys” did. 
The Tank Situation. 
Frequent references appear in dis- 
patches from the front, especially those 
which have been subjected to the tender 
ministrations of the Committee on Public 
Information, to the heroic and effective 
work of “the American Tanks.” And 
these references are just as misleading 
and designed to be—as were the constant 
references of a few months ago to the 
“American aeroplanes” on the Western 
front. The tanks referred to are Ameri- 
can to the extent that they are manned 
by American soldiers and under the com* 
! mand of American generals. But the 
j studied implication that they are Ameri- | can built tanks is false, for the tank pro- 
gramme has collapsed as completely as 
: did the aeroplane programme, 
j Months ago there was established an 
I American assembling plant for tanks *n 
! France, and contracts were let to Eng- 
; lish, French and Americans for approxi* 
j mately 500 tanks each. When, a short 
! time ago, the 1,000 tanks contracted for • in France and Great Britain had been de- 
! livered and assembled, the parts of not 
one complete American tank had arrived. 
The War Department programme call- 
ed for the construction of 4,400 tanks in 
this country. On September 1, just eight 
tanks had been completed. I here was 
prospect, it was officially stated to mem- 
bers of the Senate Military Committee, 
that a total of forty tanks would be de- 
livered during the month of September. 
Months ago a tank training camp was 
established at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. 
On September 1, not one tank had been 
delivered at the camp, and the men who 
had enlisted for and been assigned to 
tank service were being trained with 
blue-prints, paper representations of the 
machines they were supposed to master. 
Whether or not the deficiency at Gettys- 
burg has been remedied since by the de- 
livery of at least one tank, in order that 
the men may have the opportunity to 
study the form and substance, as well as 
the paper designs, the Military Commit- 
tee is not informed. To learn the reasons 
for the collapse of the tank program it 
! will probably be necessary to ask Secre- 
tary Baker—although members of Con- 
1 gress have asked him, and he has replied 
! that that is “military information not 
! proper to disclose.” 
But if Mr. Baker ever is called on to 
explain by anyone with sufficient author- 
I ity to compel an answer, he will have as 
much to explain regarding the failure of 
the tank program as he has in connection 
t w ith the collapse of the aeroplane plans. 
—North American Review’s War Weekly. 
Hone for Sale 
Weighs 1450, sound and smooth inevery 
way. Red, with white nose and feet. 
Seven years old. Works single or double. 
Safe for a woman to drive. Apply to 
MARTELL E. ELLIS, 
2w44* R. F. D. 1, Belfast. 
FINISH THE JOB RIGHT. 
“Finish the job right!” That was the 
reply of the American fighting men to 
the Americans back home and to the 
whole world in response to Teutonic 
peace efforts. They have taken the peace 
calls as a signal for the Allies to continue 
to fight harder than ever. 
Lately we have heard much of what 
the housewife did in the way of making 
it possible to feed the Allies last year. 
Before the war the United States had al- 
most ceased to be a food exporting na- 
tion. In the past year, the diligent con- 
servation of food by the American house- 
wife, however, made it possible for 
America to send more than eleven mil- 
lion tons of tood to Europe. 
This is a splendid victory for the house- 
wife. But it should in no way serve to 
relax her efforts in conserving food in 
the coming year. It should rather be as 
the peace offer is to our boys, a spur to 
greater determination to win the goal. 
During the coming year we must send 
seventeen and one-half million tons of 
food across the Atlantic. To do this calls 
for constant conservation of the staples, 
—wheat, meat, sugar, and fats—and un- 
ceasing vigilance to see that no food 
whatever is wasted. 
But --“Finish the job right!” 
Boys and Gills in Drive. 
Directors of the Victory Boy and Girl 
Division of the United War Work cam- 
paign announce that approximately 130,- 
000 New England school children have 
pledged themselves to earn at least $r> 
each as their donation to the fund to be 
collected from Nov. 11th to Nov. I8th. 
POCKS OUT PAIN 
THE FIRST ROUND 
Comforting relief from pain 
makes Sloan’s the 
World’s Liniment 
This famous reliever of rheumatic 
aches, soreness, stiffness, painful 
sprains, neuralgic pains, and most 
other external twinges that humanity 
suffers from, enjoys its great sales 
because it practically never fails to 
bring speedy, comforting relief. 
Always ready for use, it takes little 
lo penetrate w ithout rubbing and produce 
results. Clean, refreshing. At all drug 
stores. A large bottle means economy. 
30c., 60c., $1.20 
“This is the Time for America to 
Correct Her Lnpaidcnable Fault 
of Wastefulness and Extravagance.” 
—Woodrow Wilson. 
The CCILFCTICN of telephone bills that remain unpaid 
after the reasonable specified time is— 
WASTEFUL — Because it consumes in work that 
1 should be unmassaiy. time, effort and expense 
j that might be better devoted to the enormous 
amount of ntctssary work that war-time con- 
ditions demand. 
EXTRAVAGANT—Because it lavishes upon work 
that should be unnecessary, the time, the effort, 
the expense, that might otherwise be concen- 
trated on the important business of keeping the 
nation’s war-time telephone service up to peace- 
time standards. 
T ELEEHGNE SLTfScRIEERS can make a large part of this 
collection work unnecessary, just by paying their telephone 
bills within a reasonable time. 
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE 
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
E. R. SPEAR, Manager. 
for Infants and Children. i 
The Kind You Have Always Bought has horn e the si-n^. X 
ture of Chas. II. Fletcher, and has been 111a e under big 1 
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one I 
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations and I 
« Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and e ndanger the I 
health of Children—Experience against Experiment. ■ 
The Kind You Have Always Bought 1 
In Use For Over 30 Years. | 
THE C E NTAU W COM PA NY. NEW VOW K^jTY^._ | 
IN SIBERIAN EQUIPMENT 
The clothing which is seen in tills 
photograph Is to lie worn in nddition 
ii the regular heavy winter overseas 
equipment ns furnished to all troops 
of the American expeditionary forces 
in Siberia. The cap is of muskrat fur.' 
as are the mittens. The parka is 
made of heavy moleskin cloth. Very 
light and loose, it makes a most com-, 
fortable garment to march or exercise 
in. Tile foot covering consists of Ca- 
nadian shoe pacs, made of black cow- 
iide, chrome tanned ami specially 
rentcil to provide waterproof quali- 
ties. Under the shoe pacs will tie 
lorn two pairs of iumla naan’s socks, 
with one pair of heavy wool army 
neks beneath them. The undercloth- 
ing worn is especially made for use in 
Siberia and consists of very heavy 
nltted woolen garments. 
Little Irony of War. 
Great: consternation was caused In 
Vienna recently by the announcement 
that the son of Karl Hermann Wolf, 
deputy of the Austrian reichsrnt. is a 
soldier in the British army. Nothing 
could be more Ironic, for the elder 
Wolf hns been a leader In propagating 
hatred of England and Is one of the 
most vigorous of the Pan-Germanists. 
The boy’s mother, Frau Wolf, was 
given a divorce from Ills father In 1904 
because of the latter’s extreme brutal- 
ity. To escape his persecutions she 
went to Switzerland and finally to 
England, where she sent her son to 
the English schools. Now Wolf’s own 
flesh and blood Is fighting on the Brit- 
ish side against Ills father’s compat- 
riots. 
Wolf hns been one of the most strik- 
ing figures in the Austrian reichsrnt. 
He is the creator and lender of the 
“Hang all Czechs" movement, which 
caused so many stormy scenes In the 
Austrian parliament. 
Write It "Francoamerlcan.” 
In writing of operations in which 
French and American troops have co- 
operated, a Paris journalist at the 
front uses the term "FrnncoameHcnn." 
The deletion of the hyphen he explains 
bv declaring there tins been transfu- 
sion of blood and effusion of hearts 
between Poilu and Yankee on 
the field of honor. This 
com- 
pliment. characteristically French In 
Its graciousness, shows that the spirit 
of France and that of America are 
gradually blending into a new spirit of 
International union that hinds the two 
republics together more closely than 
ever—Popular Meenanics Magazine. 
How’s This? 
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward 
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be 
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine. 
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine has been taken 
by catarrh sufferers for the past thirty- 
five vears, and has become known as the 
most reliable remedy for catarrh. Hall’s 
Catarrh Medicine acts thru the Blood on 
the Mucous surfaces, expelling the Poison 
from the Blood and healing the diseased 
portions. 
After you have taken Hall’s Catarrh 
Medicine for a short time you will see a 
great improvement in your general health. 
Start taking Hall’s Catarrh Medicine at 
once and get rid of catarrh. Send for 
testimonials, free. 
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, Ohio. 





WaLLO bb. In v ourt of t'n 
Belfast, on the 8th day of Oetoh- 
I, Bangs, administratrix of 
Harry hi, hangs, late of Belfast. 
deceased, having presented h> 
of administration of said estate 
Ordered, that notice thereof 
weeks successively in The Reput ! 
a newspaper published in helfa-ir. 
ty, that all persons interested n 
Probate Court, to be held at heifa> 
day of November next, and sh- v 
they have, why the said account 
be allowed. 
ELLERY BOW] 
A true copy. Attest: \ 
Chas E. Johnson v \ 
At a Probate Court held at lit..:— j 
for the County of Waldo,in va- j 
loth day of October, A. I) 191b. 
ESTHER M HITCHCOCK « t i | 
sachusetts, guardian appoint. 
County, Massachusetts, of J.. 1 n j 
and Charles B. Hitchcock of 
minors and heirs-at-law of bar: ! 
cock, deceased having prt ri 
praying that she* ir.ay he lie*: 
public or private sale certain r»a 
loiigir g to the < state of said a;,: 
in said Belfast, in the County 
•described in said petition. 
Ordered, That the said petit 
to ill persons inP rested by can I 
this older t<> be published thn. 
cessively in I he Republican J< u 
paper published at Belfast, in s 
they n.ay appear at a Probate ( 
at Belfast, within and for sail 
12th day of November, A. I >. 
1 
the clock before noon, and show \ 
they have, why the prayer of 
should not be grarten. 
ELLERY BOW pi 
A true copy. Attest. 
( has. E. Johnson 
Al a Probate Court held at Belfa;-: 
for the (’< unty ut Waldo, it. vac 
23rd day of October, A, I). 191a 
CHARLES M. NICHOLS, x- 
wiil of Harriet A Nichols, Ian 
in said County of Waldo, dti-re- 
presented a petition praying t: 
market v due of the property 
ed now in his hands, subject to the 
the collateral inheritance tax. 
terested in the succession ll > 
amount of the tax thereon may I 
by the Judge of Probate. 
Ordered, That tne saiu petitioner 
to all persons interested by causing 
this order to be published three v 
cessiveiy in The Republican Juun 
paper published at Belfast, that t' 
I ear at a Probate Court, to be h* 
within anu for said County, on lh« 
November, A. D. 1918, at ten f ** 
fore noon, and show cause, if any 
why the prayer of Raid petitioner 
be granted. 
ELLERY BOW Pk‘ 
A true copy. Attest: 
( has. E. Johnson 
At a Probate L-ourt neiu at Leif; -’ 
for the County of Walcio, in var 
11th day of October. A. P. 1918 
ANDREW HUSSEY ALI EN 
McLANE, executors of the w* 
McLane, late of Washington, 
of Columbia, deceased, having 
petition praying that the actual 
of the property of said deceawt ti 
bands, subjrCt to the payment 
al inheritance tax, the persons 
the succession thereto and the 
tax th* reon may be determined by 
of Probate 
Ordered, That the said petition* 
to all persons interested by ca< 
this order to be published three » 
sively in The Republican Journal, 
published at Belfast, in said county 
may appear at a Probate Court. 
Belfast, within and forjssid County 
day of November, A. P. 1918. 
clock before noon, and show cau.-< 
have, why the prayer of said petr 
not be granted. 
ELLERY BOW Pi 
A true copy. Attest: 
Chas E John- 
At a Probate Court held at Bel ft 
for the County of Waldo, in v«> 
17th day of October, A. D. 1'.' 
ADA B. MORTON, trustee of 
Oren C. Cemmett, late of I•« 
County of W aldo, deceased, ha' 
a petition praying that she may 1 
sell at private sale certain real 'i 
ing to the estate of said decease 
Belmont, in said County of Wn 
1 
scribed in said petition. 
Ordered, That the said petition* 
to all persons interested by causing 
this order to be published thre 
cessively in The Republican J< ur 
paper published at Belfast, n 
that they may appear at a Probed* 
be held at Belfast, within and f. 
on the 12th day of November. A 
ten of the clock before noon, and **: 
if any they have, why the prayer 
tioner should not he granted 
ELLERY BOW I" 
A true copy. Attest: 
Chas. E. Johnson. 
For Sale 
A horse, price S150, two ha i' 
buggies anil a sleigh. All in s 
tion. Call by appointment. 
HARRY McMNN 
2w44 34 Congres- 
Tel. 335-11 
FOR REM 
Four connecting rooms wit 
lights, to one or two persons. 
27 PEARL ST., NEAR CONGAES* 
In one of his movie pictures 
Creel, official spokesman of the 
tration, shows the merchant s 
Deutschland at Baltimore in iwl 1 
nounces its visit as a shameful 
trick. Mr. Creel should look on i 
of the Democratic campaign o 
for 1916 and read this statenn' 
reception given the ‘Deutschla' 
in Washington proved distil" 
neutrality really exists in the seat ly 
government. The best of anj 
relations exist between this com" , 
Germany.” This wasafter the 
and numerous other vessels 
sunk with the loss of American lv 
I M)SS KITCHENER A WAR WORKER IN FRANCE 
;i'T, sister of the late Lord Kitchener, is among the prominent 
engaged in war work. Miss Kitchener has given her services 
anil has been active at service stations near the battle hue. 
shews her distributing comfort kits to French soldiers it. a 
Miian. 
j \ Fngland is Doing. 
as sent one-half of her 
■ her armies, and yet 
eel, which in 1914 was 
a :1 be 12,000,000 tons in 
id of warships has in- 
| j.i.oo,000 tons in August, 1 
: at the present time. In 
),000 acres to herculti- | 
! 'd 850,000 additional 
5,000,000 additional 
According to a census 
: : 27. 1918, in England 
were 2,665,000 acres 
190,000 to barley; 2,820,- 
!>()(i to rye, dredge, corn 
j ( >,900 to potatoes, or a 
.ii increase of 2,042,000 
v as compared with 
! on March 11, 1918, 
; 1,800,000 acres of per- 
j ;gland and Wales had 
| I at date, and it isesti- 
$ addition of not less 
r s ! ■ the tillage area of 
l :<> (as compared with 
| If, as recent fore- 
j of Agriculture for 
I nivi Ireland 11,500,000) 
\ ‘spending addition to 
j these two countries 
■ 1,800,000 acres, the 
j 1 Kingdom will be well i 
! 1 
dares indicate that the 
j United Kingdom un- 
! and oats in 1918 will 
•r recorded in the his- 
« ulture. The acreage 
will be the greatest since 
| mg to note that a great 
leased acreage is due to 
! id< numbers of American 
| wb:«'li have so completely 
I inning methods that it is 
\ likely that the old-fashion- 
w.il he used again to any 
Britain. 
; so far as Great Britain 
( i.ive been achieved under 
j acuities created by short- 
; In England anil Wales 
i ver 200,000 fewer male 
| i.md today than in the 
| war, after crediting all 
ner labor furnished by 
| This fact, by itself, is 
■ if the energy, resource- 
f r K;t ism with wrhich alii 
| agricultural community j 
i ti nnselves to the service 
| Beat Britain’s national 
j i",000,000. By March it 
j "’"1,000. Prior to 1914 she 
" ,000 in taxes. Today 
| >>0,000,000, or more than 
a a I debt in peace times. 
f FEDERATION OF 
| ■ 'lEN’S CXUBS 
been set for the meet- 
Federation of Women’s 
j i> expected to take place 
i tuber. The call must be 
eks in advance and that 
; !te earliest possible date 
i f'he prospect is that the 
t hat, or Nov. 19-20 will 
l be place is Augusta. This 
ill be a business session 
It will open in the after- 
^ ill be three sessions after- 
mi the following morning, 
•ening session, Dr. A O. 
1 Superintendent of schools, 
| vening address which will 
by an informal reception. 
| > reliminary work and sug- 
| 1 b. biennial period will be 
| 1 nous chairmen of depart- 
j social hygeiue will be 
| 1 ker from the government 
rir.g the sessions the Gov- 
I : dress the federation on 
I most appeals to him. 
h'-ssioms of a Daii*y Maid 
! w order of things on the 
| more romance connect- 
5 i' )nce upon a time I wore 
I aili! » gingham gown, and 
| g 'f purple clover in my 
f '• rote about me and I was 
l! >*ks Some rich man al- 
1 a 1 he doorway of the dairy 
airried me. Now, however, 
g and the cream separating, 
1 ng and the cheesemaking 
electricity, all I do is press a 
1 to the movies.” 
Fernald a Man of the People. i 
“A right interesting incident occurred j 
in the senate office building not so very j 
long ago. United States Senator, Bert 
M. Fernald, Republican of Maine, step- j 
ped out of his office, and walking into j 
the rotunda of the building, asked of a I 
policeman who was on duty there if the j 
paper boy had been around. The police- 
man replied: “he had not.” Senator 
Fernald began to talk with the police- 
man in an easy and common old-fashion 
old way. Finally the policeman asked 
him to he seated, there being an extra 
chair close by. The senator sat down, ; 
and the policeman inquired: “Are you \ 
one of the employees of the building.”; 
The senator replied, “Yes, I am Fernald 
of Maine.” And the policeman liked to 
have “fallen through his clot' es. Dur- 
ing his four years of service about the ! 
building he had never seen such Demo- 
cratic simplicity practiced, so much along 
the mutual comradeship. And upon in- 
quiries, the policeman was informed that 
Senator Fernald was a practical “every 
day” farmer. Raised up in the fields be- 
the woods, learned common sense to 
tween the plow-handles and taught and 
believe that he who is the greatest 
among us is the simplest, in ways and 1 
manners. But this humble policeman is j 
busy now relating the incident to his as- 
sociates, who listen eagerly at the nar a- 
tive. Each waiting for an opportunity 
to greet the“farmer”senator from Maine. 
But it is natural for a fellow raised up 
out of doors, upon nature’s interesting | 
plains, mixing and mingling with her 
many interesting things, it breeds sim- 
plicity, for nature herself is a great Dem- 
ocrat. And the boys now refer to Sena- 
tor Fernald as the senator who preaches 
Republicanism is democratic in his asso- 
ciations with his fellowmen.”—Carnes-I 
ville Herald, Georgia. 
— 
MAINE ITEMS. 
Schools in the Woods. 
The tote road schools of Maine are 
maintained by the State and are under 
the direct supervision of Adelbert W. 
Gordon, who has made many improve- 
ments in their equipments. Of these 
there are not less than 60 and some of 
them have now become permanent. These 
schools are away from the centers of 
population and in many of them are but 
two or three scholars. One would natur- 
ally think that the teachers of these 
schools would have an easy time but as a 
matter of fact, they may be called true 
missionaries. Some of them are in deep 
woods while others are on the islands of 
the sea. In either case they are far from 
all society and those scenes that make 
life a pleasure. The support that they 
receive from the State only goes to show 
the interest of our people in community 
civics and the care that is being taken 
of children who are to become future 
citizens. 
The first mackerel shark to be brought 
to Bath to be cut up for the retail trade, 
arrived in the sloop Venetia Monday 
noon, having been received by Capt. 1 
Pinkham on his boat nearly as soon as | 
the big fellow had been caught olf Five < 
Islands. The fish weighed 200 pounds. ; 
Mackerel shark meat, when broiled, re- 
sembles halibut and sword fish and is 
quite palatable. In the old days “horse 
mackerel,” as the mackerel shark was 
then called, was classed with sturgeon in 
Maine and thought not suitable for food. 
Now both sturgeon and shark and whale 
meat are readily sold in the markets of 
the larger cities. 
Presque Isle, Me., Oct. 30th. The 
heaviest electric storm of the season pre- 
vailed for nearly two hours Tuesday 
night, with heavy thunder and sharp and 
long continued lightning. 
The barns on the farm of Cloyes Seeley, 
about two miles out on the Center line, 
tine, large modern structures, and other 
outbuildings were struck and burned with 
contents of hay, grain, farming tools and- 
equipment, a loss of *10,000 or more. 
Firemen from town went out in the -nctor 
truck and saved the house. 
Farm fires were seen in various di- 
rections from this town but with many 
telephone wires out of commission could 
not be located. 
Roy P. Copeland, 
PIANO TUNER. 
Orders may be left at Samuel Adams’ 
Jewelry and Music Store. 40tf 
lufat, peruna 
Mre. Kate Marquis, Mid- 
"ib(urK> Logan Co., Ohio, ''ntes as follows: 
used Peruna with sue- 
1 
f «,*: llaR cured me of catarrh 
host ..ld an'i throat. It is the 
haw ’nerti,'ine for catarrh that I I 
cured“v~r>usei 1 am completely 
_ Thanks to Peruna.” 
man?',.Marquio but on# of 1 
vai|,, ‘jousands who know the 
rtial\. jP?runa for that catar- ■ ■ ■ 
c»it>n»0"L.'tl0n °f tha membranes ._. !Z!"»lb o for many of the » X°u object to liquid remedies 
^_ ask for Peruna in tablet form. 
MADE RECORD TIME 
How Two College Youths “Took 
In” Washington. 
What Might Be Called a Personally 
Conducted Tour, With “Thorough- 
breds" Doing the Conducting 
—Didn’t Even See Potomac. 
Two college youths who spent n few 
dnys some weeks ago in Washington 
eu route to their homes in this city 
thought that ns the weather was so de- 
lightful, and as they were both expert 
horsemen, they would enjoy a tour 
of the parks and the surrounding 
country, of which they had heard so 
much. They engaged what they sup- 
posed were two thoroughbred riding 
horses, aud arrayed in swagger togs, 
they started out for their observation 
tour. 
They noticed that both steeds had a 
furtive look in their eyes that seemed 
to be at variance with what the livery- 
man had said about them, and tlie 
sight of the youths in their riding 
clothes seemed to arouse suspicion, for 
horsey No. 1 edged away as far as he 
could from the aspiring young collegi- 
an, who was going to make a record 
as a fine horseman, while horsey No. 
2 looked so low in his mind that he 
held his h'-ad way down as far as the 
halter would let him and looked the 
picture of shame. 
The liveryman had declared that 
these two selfsame animals had offi- 
ciated many times at the finest mounts 
in Washington, but the war spirit 
must have gotten into their veins, for 
the instant their riders swung into 
their saddles both steeds made a mad 
dash up Pennsylvania avenue, and so 
rapid was their gait that some people 
thought war had been declared or a 
second edition of Paul Reveres had 
arisen to warn the surrounding 
towns that the enemy was in sight. 
The more their riders tried to calm , 
them down into anything like a re- i 
speetnble gait the more extra snood : 
did those wretched animals develop. 
One of the riders, a little in advance 
of his companion, yelled: “I don’t 
know where this horse is going, but 
I'm with him, I tell you that,” at which 
sign of co-operation horsey commenced 
to go around in a circle and followed 
that up by a route that might be de- 
scribed as south hy southeast. 
In the meantime the other man was 
having troubles of his own: his noble 
beast, apparently a great lover of na- 
ture, seemed bent on treading a flow- 
ery pathway by heading for all the 
hyacinth beds in the park. 
“Onawny, Awake, Beloved,” was 
their battlecry. Over bridges and 
elotig dusty highway's streaked these 
two modern John Gilpins, one of whom 
had long since lost his cap and his 
hair, but their fighting blood yvas up 
and they hung on with more skill than 
grace. 
One found breath enough to yell: 
“There’s the Potomac river,” to which 
the other answered, “I’d like to. look 
at it. but I’m too busy.” 
After covering miles of broad high- 
way and dashing through toll gates 
without even so much us “excuse me,” 
these unrighteous animals commenced 
to show signs of settling down and 
their riders managed to halt them in 
front of a rural tavern. 
They dismounted, feeling as if they 
hnd been run over by a steam roller. 
Horsey No. I seemed proud of his 
work, but horsey No. 2 had evidently 
been to congress and kept his oyvn coun- 
sel. 
What those two collegians said to 
the liveryman when they got back 
could not be repeated in these col- 
umns. All they know about the scen- 
ery around Washington they have 
gleaned from an illustrated booklet.— 
Buffalo Courier. 
Canadian Appreciation. 
And what names were ever better 
earned than those thus rendered to 
Uncle Sam? (On July 4 last.) They 
would be strange allies whose hearts 
would not be warmed by such loyalty 
and sleepless energy as the United 
States has shown for the cause of the 
entente from the moment It declared 
war on Germany. No friend in need 
could make more strenuous and sus- 
tained efforts to hasten to lend a hand 
than the United States has kept up 
from the beginning of Its belligerency. 
Difficulties that seemed insurmount- 
able to anything but American re- 
sourcefulness have been overcome, and 
from this time forth the United States 
will have to be reckoned with as a 
heavyweight in the war.—Toronto Mail 
and Empire. 
Year's Sugar Crop. 
The area of the sugar-cane crop of 
1918 in the United States Is estimated 
by the bureau of crop estimates to be 
533,880 acres, or 12 per cent above 
the acreage of 1909, as reported by the 
census. The estimate is for ribbon 
cane only, and hence sorghum is ex- 
cluded. Ninety per cent of the total 
ribbon-cane area is Louisiana, Missis- 
sippi, Alabama and Georgia. Of this 
total area about 53 per cent is intend- 
ed for sugar, while the remainder, 47 
per cent, is mostly intended for sirup 
and for planting part of the next year’s 
crop. 
New Motor. 
An “air motor” that recompresses 
air in the tank by means of the com- 
pressed air on its way to the cylinders 
of the motor, thus requiring only one 
filling of the air tank, is an invention 
claimed by J. W. Justus and Fred Ru- 
dolph, mechanical engineers of At- 
lanta. 
_ 
Our Dead Will be Brought Home. 
All the American dead in France will 
be taken home after the war, according 
to orders received by army chaplains. 
The grave registration bureau has been 
working with this in view, but nothing 
de finite regarding the future disposition 
of the dead was known at the front until 





CATHOLIC BOYS JOIN 
WAR WORK CAMPAIGN 
Girls, Too. Will Stand With Them 
Behind Every Fighter 
at the Front. 
To rut behind every Catholic fighter 
In France the support of one boy or 
girl In every parish throughout the 
United States is the plan of the Na- 
tional Catholic War Council for back- 
ing the Victory Boys’ and Victory 
Girls' ‘‘Earn and Give” Division of the 
United Work War Campaign to raise 
$170,500,000 "for the boys over there” 
during the week of November 11-18. 
Through diocesan, county and parish 
organizations, the rallying of one 
youngster for every man who has gone 
to war in every community is already 
under way. By their own earnings, 
and not by contributions, it is expect- 
ed that these sturdy little sponsors 
for the boys abroad will each raise at 
least live dollars for the joint wel- 
fare work of the Y. M. C. A., Y. W. 
C. A., National Catholic War Coun- 
cil, including the Knights of Colum- 
bus, War Camp Community Service, 
Jewish Welfare Board, American Li- 
brary Association and Salvation Army. 
Boys and girls in every Catholic 
parish throughout the United States 
are already being picked to represent 
each fighting man who has left their 
church for the front. In every home 
that flies a service flag little brothers 
and sisters, sons and daughters, are 
eagerly volunteering to look out for 
the share of their family tighter in the 
huge joint welfare campaign for all 
tlie boys abroad. 
BOOKS FOR SOLDIERS 1 
SUPPLIED BY A. L. At 
English Camp Shows the Goo<| 
Work of That Organization 
for Our Boys. 
I 
Something like 13,500 pieces of stflf 
tlonery are distributed daily among 
4,000 enlisted men by Uriah B. Bin* 
baker of Iola, Kas., as librarian at the 
Y. M. C. A. writing tent, Woodley 
Rest Camp of the American Expendl- 
tionary Forces In southern England. 
The number of troops at this camp 
varies from 3,000 to 0.000. 
This single detail indicates why it 
is necessary for the Y. M. C. A., Y. W. 
C. A., National Catholic War Council 
and K. of C., War Camp Community 
Service, Jewish Welfare Board and 
Salvation Army have to furnish 125,- 
000,000 sheets a month for soldiers’ 
letters. 
Hundreds of books are taken out In 
this small camp, books furnished by 
the American Library Association and 
handled by the Y. M. C. A. Most of the 
demands are for a good class of fic- 
tion. Thirty American newspapers are 
received there daily. One hundred and 
fifty magazines are in use dally and 
400 pieces of athletic equipment fur- 
nished by the “Y” are put to good use. 
Spanish Influenza can 
be prevented easier than 
it can be cured. 
At the first sign of a 
shiver or sneeze, take 
cascaraE? quinine 
Standard cold remedj' for 20 years—in tablet 
form—safe, sure, no opiates—breaks up a cold 
in 24 hours—relieves grip in 3 days. Money 
back if it fails. The genuine box has a Red top 
with Mr. Hill’s picture. At All Drug Stores. 
WOMEN GIVE OUT. 
Housework is hard enough when 
healthy. Every Belfast woman who is 
having backache, blue and nervous 
spells, dizzy headaches and kidney or 
bladder troubles, should be glad to heed 
this Belfast woman’s experience: 
Mrs. Thos. S. Connell, 34 Spring street, 
says: “I was laid up all winter with a 
complica'tion of diseases. Along in the 
spring I recovered, but was left with a 
very serious case of kidney trouble. I 
doctored and got around in pretty good 
shape for awhile. Later on, I was again 
taken with kidney trouble and for over a 
year I couldn’t do any work. I suffered 
terribly from my back and kidneys. My 
kidneys caused me a great deal of annoy- 
ance, especially at night. Doan’s Kidney 
Pills brought me relief and lam now able 
to be up and around attending to my 
housework.” (Statement given February 
4, 1905.) 
On November 1, 1916, Mrs. Connell 
said: “The cure Doan’s Kidney Pills 
made for me in 1905 has been a lasting 
one. I publicly recommended this medi- 
cine at that time and nothing has occurred 
to alter my good opinion of it,” 
Price 60c. at ali dealers. Don’t simply 
aak for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s 
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Connell 
had. Foster-Milburn Co., Mfgra., Buffalo, 
N. Y. 
ONE GERMAN EXHIBIT IN THE “BRITISH MUSEUM” 
It is stated officially that daring the moutn of August. 1018, British troops in France captured *>-">7 Herman guns. 




OIL HEATERS A ‘JHanqlcTnxJe Mark 11 
Proper Warmth for Baby 
A Perfection Oil Heater is just what is 
needed to keep the children comfortable 
and free from colds. 
Perfection Oil Heaters are made to carry | 
about conveniently. You can warm room | 
after room, just as needed. No coal to 
carry; no ashes; no smell or dirt. 
So-CO-NY OIL is true economy fuel. 1 
One gallon gives you eight hours glowing 
warmth. 
Buy a Perfection Oil Heater today at any hard- 
ware or general store and drive out fall 








STATE OF MAINE. 
WALDO, SS. i 
Taken this fourteenth day of October, 1918, 
on execution dated September 24, 1918, issu d 
on a judgment issued by the Supreme Judicial 
Court for the County of Somerset, at the 
term begun and held on the third Tuesday of 
September. 1918, to wit; on the twentieth day 
of September, 1918, in favor of Fred A. Batch- 
elder of Burnham, in the County of Waldo, 
and against Gertrude M. Ellingwood and Fer- 
nando C. Ellingwood, each of said Burnham, 
for $99.23, debt or damage, and $13.12, costs of 
suit, and will be sold at public auction at the 
postoffice at Burnham Junction in said Burn- 
ham, to the highest bidder, on the twenty- 
second day of November, 1918, at nine o’clock 
in the forenoon, the following described real 
estate, and all the right, title and interest 
which the said Gertrude M. Ellingwood and 
Fernando C. Ellingwood, or either of them, 
has or had in and unto the same on April 20, 
1918, at ten o’clock and thirty-five minutes in 
the forenoon, the time when the same was at- 
tached on the original writ in the same suit: A 
certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings 
thereon, situated in said Burnham, and being 
the same premises described in deed from 
Flora A. and George Dole to said Gertrude M, 
Ellingwood. dated April 1, 1907, recorded in 
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 286, Page 228. 
Also another certain lot or parcel of land 
with the buildings thereon Situated in said 
Burnham, known as the Sidney A. Dodge farm 
and being the same premises described in a 
deed from Sidoey A, Dodge to Guy H. Elling- 
wood and Fernando C. Ellingwood and Ger- 
trude M. Ellingwood, dated March 28, 1918, re- 
corded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 331, 
Page 423. W. L. GRAY, 
3w43 Deputy Sheriff. 
-—--[ 
Eastern Steamship Lines j 
INCORPORATED. 
BANGOR LINE 
Between Boston and Rockland, Cam- j 
den, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, Win- 
terport and Bangor. 
METROPOLITAN LINE. 
Direct between Boston and New York 
via Cape Cod Canal. 
Service is being maintained between 
the above points. For all information 
apply to. 
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine. 
E. H. BOY1NGTON 
Eye Sight Specialist 
OF THE 
BOYINGTON OPTICAL CO. 
44 South Main Street, 
Winterport, Maine. 
• 
OFFICE DAYS— MONDAYS and TUESDAY 
SEE! 
Best dubbing Offer 
WE HAVE EVER OFFERED 
The I hrice-a-Week Edition 
OF THE 
New York World in 1919 
Practically a Daily at the Price 
of a Weekly. 
No Other Newspaper in the World 
Gives so Much at so Low a Price. 
The value and need of a newspa- 
per in the household was never 
greater than at the present time. We 
have been forced to enter the world 
war. and a mighty army of ours is 
already in France lighting great bat- 
tles and winning magnificent victo- 
ries. You will want to have all the 
news from our troops on European 
battlefields, and 1919 promises to be 
the most momentous year in the his- 
tory of the world. 
No other newspaper at so small a 
price will furnish such prompt and 
accurate news of these world-shak- 
ing events. It is not necessary to 
say more. 
The Thrice-a-Woek World’s regu- 
lar subscription price is only $1.00 
per year, and this pays for 156 papers. 
We oiler, to all who pay in advance, 
this unequalled newspaper and The 
Republican Journal together for one 
year for $2.50. The regular subscrip- 
tion price of the two papers is $3.00. 
Address, The Republican Journal 
Publishing Company. 
For Sale 
A pair of dark bay work horses. Young 
and great workers. Weight 2800. In- 
quire of 
L. H. SOUTHARD, Belfast. 
DB. W. LIBBY, 
DENTIST, 
Masonic Temple, Belfast Mi 
STATE OF MAINE. 
WALDO, SS. Supreme Judicial Court, 
In Equity. 
October 23, 1918. 
G. B. MARSANO 
VS. 
G, B. MARSANO COMPANY. 
G. B. Marsano of Belfast, in the County of 
Waldo and State of Maine, complains against 
the G. B. Marsano Company, a corporation 
duly existing by law and located at Belfast, in 
said County of Waldo, and says: 
First. The plaintiff is president of said 
G. B. Marsano Company, 
Second. At a meeting of the stock- 
holders of said corporation legally called 
therefor, and held at said Belfast on the 
twenty-second day of October, 1918, the 
said stockholders voted to dissolve said 
corporation. 
Third, lhere are no existing assets of 
said corporation to be distributed and no 
liabilities. 
Therefore the plaintiff prays: 
1. That said defendant corporation may 
be dissolved and terminated. 
2 That the plaintiff may have such 
further relief as the nature of the case 
may require. 
3. And that such notice of this bill 
may be given to the defendant corporation 
as the eourt may see fit to issue, 
G. B. MARSANO. 
STATE OF MAINE. 
WALDO. SS. 
OLDER OF NOTICE. 
Upon the foregoing Bill in Equity it is or- 
dered that a hearing thereon be had on 
Saturday, the thirtieth day of November, 
19IH, at 10 o’clock a. m„ at the Court House in 
Belfast, Maine, and that notice thereof be 
given by serving the president of said corpor- 
ation with an attested copy of this bill to- 
gether with this order the. eon at least thirty 
days before said date and that an attested 
copy of said bill and order be published in The 
Republican Journal, a newspaper printed and 
published in said Belfasc, for two successive 
weeks, the last publication being at least four- 
teen days before the date of said hearing, in 
order that all persons interested therein may 
then and there appear and show cause, if any 
they have, why the prayer of said bill should 
not be granted. 
LESLIE C. CORNIsH, 
Chief Justice Supreme Judicial Court. 
Dated October 24, 1918. 
STATE OF MAINE. 
WALDO, SS. October 22. 1918. 
Then personally appeared G. B. Marsano, 
president of said G, B. Marsano Company, 
and made oath that he has read the above bill 
and knows the contents thereof and that the 
same is true of his own knowledge except the 
matters stated to be on information and be- 
lief, that as to those matters he believes them 
to be true. Before me, 
RALPH I. MORSE. 
Notary Public. 
STATE OF MAINE. 
WALDO, SS. October 26, 1918. 
1 have this day made service on the within 
named G. B. Marsano, president of said cor- 
poration, by giving him in hand an attested 
copy of the within bill and order thereon, said 
copy being attested by George 1. Keating. 
Clerk of Courts. 
2w44 FRANK A. CUSHMAN .Sheriff. 
SEARSPORT. 
War Savings Stamps are growing in 
value. Better get a few more. 
Mrs. Benj. Howe of Milo was the guest 
of her sister, Mrs. Frank C. Whitcomb, 
last week. 
Mrs. E. W. Gilkey sprained her ankle 
Thursday and is confined to her home on 
Water street. 
Mrs. Thomas Wagner of South Boston 
has been the guest of her daughter, Mrs. 
Ernest Robertson. 
Richard Swift of Thomaston was the 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kalloch 
over the week-end. 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Smith have re- 
ceived news that their son, Harold E. 
Smith has sailed for France. 
Miss Josephine Howell, trained nurse, 
who has been attending Mrs. Royal Mon- 
roe, left Thursday for Rockland. 
Pyam Gilkey of Boston arrived in 
Searsport Saturday for a short vacation, 
leaving for Boston again Monday. 
Clifton L. Foster arrived Saturday for 
a ten days’ visit after which he will join 
his steamer, the Lake Ennis, in Boston. 
Mrs. Frederick Sawyer and daughter 
.Mildred of Bangor were the guests of 
Mrs. Abbie Sawyer Wednesday of last 
week. 
Funeral services for Cecil W. Worces- 
ter were held from the Methodist church 
Friday at 9 a. m., Rev. N. F. Atwood 
officiating. 
Dr. Edward S. Calderwood of Roxbury, 
Mass., arrived Saturday for a brief vaca- 
tion, and is the guest of Capt. and Mrs. 
Henry Curtis on Water street. 
Mr. and Mis. Sidney Treat of Boston 
are the guests of Capt. and Mrs. Forest 
Treat. Captain Treat who suffered a 
paralytic shock recently is somewhat im- 
proved. 
Rev. Charles HarDutt oi rornauu was 
in town Friday, having accompanied the 
remains of Miss Alice Park to Park, for 
burial there. While in town he was the 
guest of Capt. and Mrs. B. F. Colcord. 
On account of illness among pupils in 
the northern part of the town and at 
.Park, the town schools will not be open- 
ed until next week, when it is hoped that 
health conditions may be such that all 
pupils may attend. 
Services were held in the churches in 
town Sunday. At the First Congrega- 
tional church the subject of the morning 
sermon was “The Many Mansions,” 
John 14th, 2nd verse. The Sacrament of 
the Lord’s Supper was administered at 
4.30 p. m. No evening service was held. 
Wednesday evening prayer meeting will 
held as usual in the vestry. 
Friends of James P. Erskine will be 
pleased to learn of his recent promotion 
from the rank of captain to that of major 
in the U. S. Army. Major Erskine en- 
tered the service with the rank of cap- 
tain and at the time of his entering the 
service, was a successful physician and 
surgeon in New York City, specializing 
in nose, ear and throat. He graduated 
from Wesieyan University, Middletown, 
Conn., and later from the College of 
Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia Uni- 
versity. He sailed from New York for 
France with the New York Hospital Unit, 
August 17th, 1917, and his headquarters 
sjnce that time have been the U. S. A. 
Base Hospital, No. 9, at Chateau Roux. 
He has made a number of trips for obser- 
vation at visiting hospitals in Paris and 
in England, and has also been to the 
front on observation trips, having had 
the most interesting experiences. He 
entered the service with the rank of cap- 
tain, and in August was promoted to 
major. He is the only son of Mrs. 
Martha Erskine of this town, and a 
brother of Miss Harriet Erskine. 
The death of Mrs. Florence Cleaves 
occurred at her home on Monday, Oct. 
28th, after an illness of many months, 
during which she was devotedly cared 
for by her daughter, Mrs. Clifton L. Fos- 
ter. Mrs. Cleaves was born in Stockton 
June 18, 1860, the daughter of Frederick 
and Katherine (Fox) Clifford. May 27, 
1878, she was married to Frank H. Cleaves 
of Stockton and they moved to Searsport 
which has been their home since then. 
Mrs. Cleaves was a woman of great 
energy and industry, finding much to do 
in assisting her daughter in the millinery 
store and boarding house both of which 
they successfully conducted for a num- 
ber of years. She was a member of the 
First Congregational church and of the 
Ladies Guild and was a willing and valued 
worker in the parish when in health. She 
was kind, generous and sympathetic, and 
endeared herself to many. In her long 
and painful illness she was patient and 
courageous. She leaves besides her hus- 
band and daughter, one sister, Mrs. Drum- 
mond Harriman of Milford, N. H. Fu- 
I neral services were held from her late 
home Friday at 2.30 p. m., Rev. Charles 
; H. McElhiney of Skowhegan officiating. 
Interment was in the Nichols cemetery. 
OBITUARY. Royal Miller Monroe, 
fourth son of Charles H. and Sarah Mon- 
roe was born in Searsport April 15, 1895, 
and educated in the public schools. In- 
terested from boyhood in mechanics he 
assisted his father and brother in the au- 
tomobile repair business at the Main 
street garage, and as soon as old enough 
to obtain a license to drive secured a po- 
sition as chaffeur. April 27, 1917, he en- 
listed in the Bangor Machine Gun Co., 
and three days later left that city for Au- 
gusta, the second Searsport boy to volun- 
teer for his country’s service at the out- 
break of war. August 19th, he was re- 
moved to Westfield, Mass., and when the 
2nd Maine left for France was transfer- 
red to the 1st New Hampshire Reg., Co. 
L., because of a recent illness being con- 
sidered unfit for active service at that 
time. In October the regiment left West- 
field for Camp Green, N, C., end com- 
pleted its training there until leaving for 
France. Still unlit for service, Private 
Monroe was given an honorable discharge 
on March 3rd. Bitterly disappointed in 
not taking part in active warfare, he 
1 came home, planning to enter some 
other branch of the service as soon as 
physically fit. August 19, 1918, he mar- 
ried Miss Ethel Stinson of Sunshine, Me. 
His death occurred October 25th from in- 
fluenza. Funeral services were held Sun- 
day, October 27th, from the home of his 
mother, Mrs. Charles H. Monroe, Rev. 
J T. H. Martin of the Cong’l church of- 
j ficiating. Interment was made at Elm- 
I wood cemetery beside the remains of his 
j father and three brothers, George, Frank 
j and Eugene. His wife, mother and two 
brothers, Charles Elbert and Theodore 
j survive. 
Mr. and Mrs. Pyam L. Gilkey received 
a telegram Wednesday morning announc- 
ing the death from wounds in France of 
their son Ralph Gilkey. He was the first 
boy to enlist in Searsport and was in his 
early twenties. 
War Savings Stamps are growing in 
value. Better get a few more. 
INFLUENZA. 
The first serious epidemic of Influenza, 
or Grip, came from Russia. There is now 
an epidemic from Spain. It is commonly 
known by a general sense of illness; pain 
or soreness over the entire system, or in 
the head, back or limbs, sore throat, 
hoarseness, sneezing and running from 
the nose. These conditions are con- 
trolled and broken up by the use of Dr. 
Humphrey’s "Seventy-seven.” For sale 
at all drug stores throughout this hemi- 
sphere. j 
War Savings Stamps are growing in 
value. Better get a few more. 
STOCKTON SPRINGS 
Did you keep your War Savings Stamp 
pledge this month? “Our Boys” did. 
To Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Dayley was 
born a son on Saturday last. 
Mrs. Annie Harriman, who has been 
suffering with a severe cold, is able once 
more to walk down town. 
The schools all over town have resumed 
session after the unfortunate break caus- 
ed by the prevalence of influenza. 
Mrs. Harry D. Shute went to Rock- 
land Wednesday of last week, to attend 
tc necessary matters of business. 
Mrs. Hattie C. Hichborn moved from 
the Britto house into the chambers of the 
Snell house the latter part of last week. 
Mr. J. H. Howes brought Miss Emma 
Hichborn from Belfast in his car, Sunday, 
and she returned by jitney Monday morn- 
ing. 
On Wednesday of last week there was 
bprn to Mr. and Mrs. Morton Carleton, 
a daughter, Dorothy Hilda, weight eight 
pounds. 
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Stevens came 
from Belfast, Sunday, in their car to call 
upon his brother and wife, Dr. and Mrs. 
G. A. Stevens. 
Mrs. J. M. Parker and her aunt, who 
has been visiting her for some time, left 
on Monday’s boat for the latter’s home 
in Medfield, Mass. 
Mr. and Mrs. George Fletcher and son 
Elden went to Belfast on Tuesday of last 
week, in a McLaughlin car, on a business 
and shopping trip. 
Miss Leora Partridge, who has been 
suffering from influenza, is now able to 
come down stairs, where she is still 
obliged to keep to the couch. 
Mrs. Alice T- Doe and daughter Blanche 
left Monday for Boston, where Mrs. Doe 
J will follow her usual business and Miss 
j Blanche will enter a business college. 
The district nurse sent here by the 
Stale left for Searsport last Thursday, 
where she was urgently needed, after 
I having rendered efficient service here. 
Mrs. W. H. Morrison and children are 
recovering from the influenza, and are 
able to go out of doors. Her father, Mr. 
Br’ ant of Culler, is with her for the win- 
ter. 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Connor moved 
last Thursday into the chambers bclong- 
i i ng to Mrs. Warren Loud (nee Miss Clara 
i Grinin), where they will begin house- 
keeping. 
Mrs. Charles Park, who spent thesum- 
mer in town, left early last week for Re- 
vere, Mass., to remain forthe winter with 
her son and wife, Dr. and Mrs. Isaac P. 
Park. Friends will look forward to her 
return in the spring. 
Mr. Harry R. Hichborn who has been 
critically ill with pneumonia, following 
J influenza (a relapse) was reported by Dr. 
I Stevens to be out of danger, on Sunday, 
! his temperature being down to normal on 
that day for the first time. 
Mrs. Jennie Bragg recently received a 
letter from her son Lester, “Somewhere 
in France,” stating that he had been pro- 
moted from Second to First Lieutenant. 
It is with pleasure that we learn of the 
advancement of our home boys. 
Mrs. Amy Coleman and little daugh- 
ter Ada have so far recovered from the 
influenza as to be able to be about the 
house. Her mother, Mrs. Levi Griffin, i( 
suffering from a nervous breakdown, 
1 
consequent upon the sad and anxious 
days through which she has lately passed, j 
The travelling on the main roads to 
Belfast and to Bangor is very good at 
present, but ail back roads through the j 
country are in bad condition owing to the 
rains of last week. Saturday and Sun- j 
day were bright clear days for which all 
were grateful, especially the past or pres- 
ent victims of influenza. 
Mr. and Mrs. John Blanchard, who 
have been in Vancouver Island, B. C.f 
where he was looking over timber land 
for an Eastern man, have gone direct to j 
their winter home in Florida, instead of 
coming first to their summer home in 
Park, as they had intended. On account 
of tne prevalence of ir.fluenza it was 
| thought best to make their travel-route as I 
short as possible. 
i Mr. and Mrs. George Hopkins are re- 
joicing in the birth of a little son, born 
on Thursday of last week and weighing 
10 pounds. Mr. Hopkins has made fre- 
quent visits to Bangor to see hjs wife 
and child and reports both doing very 
well. Mrs. Hopkins is at the home of 
j Mrs. John Gerrish (formerly of this 
; place) who is a trained nurse, in whose 
! care she placed herself some weeks ago. 
j Inability to procure a nurse in town in- 
; duced Mrs. Hopkins to leave her home. 
Mrs. Medora Marden has been ill for 
several weeks at the home of her daugh- 
ter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Albert 
Ames. Both Dr. Stevens and Dr. Fair- 
child (of Searsport) who was here in 
consultation last week call her case one 
of severe nervous indigestion. She has 
been unable tq retain nourishment, but 
1 now is taking a very small amount. The 
nurse, Mrs. Everett Littlefield, being 
called home on Sunday, her place has 
neen filled by Miss Lizzie Porter of Sears- 
port, a most excellent nurse. 
SWANVILLE. 
Did you keep your War Savings Stamp 
pledge this month? “Our Boys” did. 
Mr. Kelly Nickerson had a shock last 
week and is in a very bad condition at 
the present writing. 
Miss Annie Nickerson who has employ- 
ment in the City National Bank, Belfast, 
was at home Saturday night and Sunday. 
Sunday, Oct. 27th, we were called 
for the first time to pay tribute to one of 
our departed heroes, Private Clarence W. 
Curtis. 
| Mrs. W, E. Damm is in the Tapley 
Hospital where she recently underwent a 
surgical operation. We are glad to report 
! that she is getting along very nicely. 
Miss W’eston returned from Bangor 
with Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Nickerson Sat- 
urday night and resumed school Monday. 
All sc.xols opened Monday' morning. 
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Nickerson motored 
to Bangor Saturday accompanied by Mrs. 
Chester Trundy and son Charles, who 
went to Glenburn to visit her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howard. 
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Strickland motored 
from Bangor Saturday accompanied by 
Mrs. Strickland’s father, Mr. Emery 
Cunningham and were guests of her 
brother, Mr. A. E. Cunningham and 
family. 
There is to be a flag raising Nov. 10th, 
at the post office when our new service 
flag and ourTJ. S. flag will be put in posi- 
I tion with appropriate exercises at 1 p. m. 
Rev. C. W. Martin has been engaged for 
| the occasion. Great credit is due Mrs. 
! Charles Walker for procuring these flags 
through subscription. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bridge have arrived 
from Camp Minneyata, Moosehead Lake, 
where they have been during the sum- 
mer, and have been the guests of Mrs. 
Bridge’s mother, Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips. 
Mrs.Bridgehas been ill the greaterpart of 
the time since their arrival but is able to 
be out again now. Mr. Bridge left for 
Montreal Monday noon. 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Ross Nickerson, Mr. 
and Mrs. Harold Nickerson, Mrs. H. G. 
Applin and daughter Phyllis, are guests 
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. 
Nickerson. November 4th was the wed- 
ding anniversary of the above mention- 
ed parties and also two other sisters, 
Mrs. Rawson Lufkin and Mrs. Win. W. 
Wilson, who had the only double wed- 
ding ever held in our church. 
War Savings Stamps are growing in 
value. Better get a few more. 
freedom. 
* 
Did you keep your War Savings Stamp 
pledge this month? “Our Boys” did. 
Frank Johnson lost one of his work 
horses October 28th. 
The Red Cross held their meeting Oct. 
30th with Mrs. Storer. 
The church committee met at the home 
of Effie Flye Nov. 3rd. 
Hazel Sparrow has returned to her 
school in Sanford, Maine. 
Mrs. George W orth who has been very 
sick with pneumonia is convalescent. 
J. B. Wiggin and family moved to Bath 
October 31st. Mr, Wiggin has work in a 
grocery store. 
Private William Saywards from Camp 
Devens, was at home last week on a 
short furlough. 
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Banton have re- 
ceived word that their son Walter had 
arrived safely in France, and that their 
son Madison, a graduate of Freedom 
Academy and a private in Company C., 
14th Railway Engineers has been pro- 
moted to 1st Lieutenant. 
War Savings Stamps are growing in 
value. Better get a few more. 
BURNHA v\. 
War Saving Stamps are growing in 
value. Better get a few more. 
Two of Burnham’s oldest gentlemen 
residents have had birthdays in October 
and each is worthy of special mention. 
The oldest is Rufus B. Gilmore, who was 
92 years old on Oct. 28th. He is very 
smart for a man of his years except for 
being troubled by lameness. He makes 
and cares for a splendid garden each 
year and attends to the details of his 
home. He reads the papers with much 
interest. His grandson, Sergt. Law- 
rence Purington of Augusta, is in the 
service, stationed at Camp Wadsworth, 
N. C. The next younger resident is 
George E. Berry, who was born in Burn- 
ham 86 years ago, Oct. 13th, and has al- 
ways resided here, being prominently 
tidentilied with the afTairs of the town 
for a large number of years. He con- 
ducted a general store in Burnham for 
many years, retiring from active work 
some time ago. He assists in the lighter 
work out of doors ®n the farm and is 
actively interested in all that pertains to 
the town and nation and has cast his 
ballot at all the State and national,elec- 
tions without an exception for more than 
60 years. 
Did you keep your War Savings Stamp 
pledge this month? “Our Boys” did. 
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT. 
Whereas, our Father, in divine wisdom, 
has sent the silent messenger to remove 
from our midst a beloved sister, Eva M. 
Moody, a charier member and Past Mat- 
ron of Rosewood Chapter No. 172 Order 
of the Eastern Star; therefore, be it 
Resolved, That in the death of our sis- 
j ter the officers and members of thisChap- ! ter have lost a kind friend, a loyal mem- 
! ber and an efficient co-worker, whose 
I deepest interest was for the good of the 
j Order. 
Resolved, That we cherish the remem- 
j brance of her zeal and loyalty to stimu- 
! late us to greater enthusiasm and faith- 
j fulness and that we strive to cultivate 
] the virtues, that made her life beautifu 
| and endeared her to us. 
j Resolved, That we extend our love anc 
! sympathy together with copies of these 
j resolutions to the bereaved husband anc 
brother in their sorrow, that copies o: 
these resolutions be sent to The Republi 
can Journal, Belfast, The Bangor Week 
i ly Commercial for publication; also tha 
i a page of our records shall hold thi 
memorial sacred to her memory and ou 
charter be draped for thirty days. 
ANGEL1A M. Millett, j Committee 
Alice S. Andrews, l on 
FRED A. MARRINER, ( Resolutions 
CLARIONS ARE THRIFTY RANr^M 
saving of fuel, time, labor, re- 
pairs. These are times for real 
economy, and a Clarion is the 
r&nge to help you. Lowest run- 
ning expense is the secret of C 
range economy. Divide the cost 
* 
of a Clarion, over thirty 
years of right service, count 
the savings in operation, the 
satisfaction of faultless cookery, 
and you will find a Clarion the 
best investment you ever made. 
WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me. Estabii,h?d i8:j9 i 
Sold bv W. A, Hall, Belfast 
CARPENTERS WANTED 
Men skilled in rough carpenter work 
55c. per hour—10-hour day. Big dam 
construction—long job. Good living con- 
" 
ditions. Fare refunded at end of first 5 
month. 2w45p 
C. W. BLAKESLEE & SONS, Stev ■inson, I 
Conn., near Derby, Conn. 
We also want and will pay 42 l-2c. per hour to j 
CONSTRUCTION LABORERS 
{rf^T —tr>1- 'J IczalfoliC ■ 'TToiiz.: : 
| MOTHERS- -IF YOUR BABY;. NEKDs 1 U CLOTHING FOR WINTER 
Dcall 
at j 
Miss Hall’s Children’s and Infants’ Dept j 
fn at MISS HILTON’S Waist and Specialty Shop, j |J Church Street, next door to National Bank. 
OAK HILL, Swanville. 
Did you keep your War Savings Stamp 
pledge this month? “Our Boys” did. 
Mr. John Mellon of Belfast, is cutting 
wood for E. C. Peavey. 
Mr. and Mrs. John Innis of Searsport 
were guest of Mrs. A. T. Toothaker Nov. 
3rd. 
Mrs. Julia Toothaker of Orrington was 
the week-end guest of Mrs. A. T. Tooth- 
aker. 
Mr. A. T. Toothaker who is in very 
poor health has gone to Indianapolis, In- 
diana, for treatment. 
Miss Viola Seekins has returned home 
from Augusta after spending two weeks 
with her brothers, Wallace and War en 
Seekins. 
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Toothaker and Mr. 
and Mrs. E. C. Peavey and Kendall Fie- 
tield, were in South Tliomaston Oct. 27th, 
guests of Mr. L. O. Hanley and family. 
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT. 
Corrected Weekly for The Journal. 
PRODUCE MARKET PAID PRODUCER 
Apples, per bbl., Hay, .$18 00 
$2 00a3 00 Hides, 15 
Beans, pea, 7 50 Lamb, 25 
Beans, y. e., 8 25 Lambskins, 1 OOal 50 
Butter, 55a5g Mutton, 10 
Beef, sides, 16a 18 Potatoes, 1 25 
Beef, f. q., 15 Round Hog, 22 
Cheese, 32 Straw, 10 00 
Chicken, 40 Turkey, 26a32 
Calf Skins, 39 Tallow, 0 
Duck, ,2o Veal, 20a22 
Eggs, 68 Wool, unwashed, 70 
Fowl, 30 Wood, hard, 9 50 
Geese, 18 Wood, soft, 6 50 
RETAIL PRICE RETAIL MARKET 
Beef, corned, 35a38 Lime, 1 90 
Butter, salt, 18a22 Oats, 98 
Corn, l 85 Oat Meal, 8 
Cracked corn, 1 69 Onions, 4 
Corn meal, 1 69 Oil, kerosene, 17 
Cheese, 38 Pollock, 15 
Cotton seed, 3 15 Pork, 32 
Cranberries, 11 Rye meal, 8 
Clover seed, 37a42 Shorts, 2 35 
Flour, 13 00a 13 50 Sugar, 11 
l H. G. seed, 5 00 Salt, T. I., 1 35 
Lard, 32 Sweet potatoes, 5 
BORN 
CARLETON. In Stockton, 
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Carle! 
ter, Dorothy Hilda. 
DAYLEY. In Stockton, h< 
and Mrs. Crosby Dayley, a n [ 
Hopkins. In Bangor, (1 
and Mrs. George Hopkins of 
son. 
McLELLAN. In Lexington. M i- 
26, to Hon. and Mrs. Hugh 1 v 
a daughter, 8 1-2 pounds, Nin 
married. 
Hebert-Brazier. In Belt 
by Charles S. Bickford, K- ; 
Hebert and Miss Helen Bra/ 
Fitchburg, Mass. 
DIED. 
Annis. In Belfast, at the V .. 
ty hospital, Oct. 30, Edward 
Jr., aged 33 years. 
BOWEN. In Belfast, Nor 
Franklin, son of Charles II a: 
F. (Thurston! Bowen, aged 10 
18 days. 
BlJRD. In West Medford, M 
31, Miss Susan Burd, aged 28 y 
LEWIS. In Belfast, at the W- 
ty hospital, Oct. 30, Plummer 
merly of Wiscassel and a 
Boothbay, aged 57 years. 
MORSE. In Belfast, Nov. M 
J. Morse, aged 88 years, 10 m 
days. 
Morse. In Belmont, N ■ 
E. Morse, aged 21 years and Id 
Rolerson. Ill East Belf: 
Joseph F. Rolerson, aged 21 
months. 
Worcester. In Belfast. 
County hospital, Oct. 30, Cec 
of Searsport, aged 17 years 
FOR SALE 
FORD TOURING CAR ARC M 
EXTRAORDINARY BAH 
WALTER H. COO 





The Best in Photoplays 
Perfectly Projected 
Daily Matinee at 2.30 
[ Admission 11c. and 6c. 
Evening 7.00 and 8.30 
Admission 17c. and 11c. 





War Savings Pledge 
THURSDAY 
THE GIFTED STAR 
EMMY WEHLEN 
-IN- 
‘ THE HOUSE OF GOLD” 
A Powerful Drama of Human Heart, Replete with Sur- 
prises and Mystery. 
OFFICIAL WAR PICTURES 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew in Comedy 
MONDAY 
THE SCREEN’S POCKET VENUS 
VIOLA DANA in 
“THE ONLY ROAD” 
A FIVE-ACT METRO ROMANCE, 
ABOUNDING IN THRILLS AND COMEDY 









INot a War Picture, but Big 
Moments ol American His- 
n* C_ 
ARNOLD DALY in lury> 
“MY OWN UNITED STATEY’ Production. 
TUESDAY 
MADGE AND TOM 
KENNEDY MOORE 
In a Story or Melodramatic Dariny 
“THE DANGER GAME” 
A Goldwyn Six Reel Feature 
nutt and Jeff | Current 
Cartoon I Events 
SATURDAY 





A Splendid Picturization of the Novel 
“RIDDLE GAWNE” 
Teeming with Action, A Picture the En- 
tire Family Will Enjoy. 





“The Kasier’s Shadow" 
A Patriotic Play, Showing how one Brave 
Girl Outwitted the Kaiser’s Agents. 
PATHE NEWS. NESTOR COMEDY-^^ 
* 
